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Total Ionospheric Electron Content Calibration

Using SERIES GPS Satellite Data

G. Lanyi

Tracking System andApplications Section

This article describes the current status of the Deep Space Network advanced systems

research into ionospheric calibration techniques, based on Global Positioning System

(GPS) data. A GPS-based calibration system is planned to replace the currently used

Faraday rotation method by 1989. The SERIES receiver system used in this research

determines the differential group delay of signals transmitted at two different carrier

frequencies. This differential delay includes an ionospheric component and a GPS trans-
mitter offset. The transmitter offsets are different for each GPS satellite. Tests have been

conducted to assess the effect of the offsets on the ionospheric calibration accuracy.
From the obtained data, the total electron content and GPS transmitter offsets are

calculated by a least-squares estimation method employing a local model of total iono-

spheric electron content. The end product is an estimation of the total ionospheric

content for an arbitrary line-of-sight direction. For the presented polynomial fitting

technique, the systematic error due to mismodeling is estimated to be _6 X 1016 el/m 2,

while the formal error is _2 X 1016 el/m 2. The final goal is an error of 3 X 1016 el/m 2
(_0. 7 ns at 2.3 GHz ).

I. Introduction

Electromagnetic waves traversing the Earth's ionosphere

are delayed due to refractive properties of the ionosphere.
For precise deep-space navigation, the calibration of the iono-

spheric delay is a required procedure. Also, certain radio:

science experiments on space missions rely on precise calibra-
tion of the terrestrial total ionospheric electron content.

The Deep Space Network (DSN) monitors the ionospheric

total electron content (TEC) by a Faraday rotation technique

utilizing polarization of radio signals transmitted by quasi-
geostationary satellites (Ref. 1). The Faraday receivers are in

the proximity of the DSN antennas. The line-of-sight TEC in

the direction of a space probe to be calibrated is estimated

from Faraday measurements by the program DIEN/TIEN

described in Ref. 2. In the present DSN configuration, this

algorithm estimates with an error of _10%, in the worst case,

resulting in an error of 30 × 1016 el/m 2. Due to the declining

number of Faraday satellites and increasing precision require-

ments for ionospheric calibration, the DSN plans to implement

a Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)-based ionospheric calibra-

tion system (Ref. 3). The planned receiver network will also

perform precise clock synchronization between the DSN sta-

tions. The following is a description of the GPS-based iono-

spheric calibration technique under consideration.
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Presently, ionospheric delay data are obtained by the

proof-of-concept SERIES and SERIES-X receivers developed

by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Refs. 4, 5, and 6). 1 Here

we report results obtained from SERIES data only, and

SERIES-X data will be analyzed in the future. The ionospheric

delays are obtained by measuring the differential arrival times

of the P-code signals at L1 and L2 frequencies (Fig. 1). With
the current GPS configuration, the SERIES receiver scans 5

satellites in a sequential manner, obtaining one 2-s observation

per minute, for a total of _300 observations in a 5-h observ-
ing session. The GPS observations cover only certain regions of

the sky and the line of sight of a space probe to be calibrated

might not overlap with the GPS observations. Therefore, in
order to be able to estimate the total electron content at an

arbitrary line-of-sight direction from the SERIES data, specific

assumptions have to be made about the behavior of the iono-

sphere. We assume that the electron content is time indepen-
dent for the duration of the observation session in a geocen-

tric solar reference frame oriented along the Earth-Sun axis.

This is to say that the electron distribution produced by

ionization due to solar radiation (Ref. 7) is assumed to be in

equilibrium and we deal with only the static part of electron

density redistributed by the Earth's magnetic field. We then

approximate the electron content by a second-order poly-

nomial in the Earth-centered solar spherical coordinates for a

given observation session. In other words, the functional form

of the total ionospheric content is assumed to be a static

paraboloid in coordinates of geocentric solar latitude and

longitude where the origin of the coordinate system corre-

sponds approximately to the middle of the observing session.

The ionospheric region corresponding to an observing session

spans _15 deg in latitude and _90 deg in longitude. The
electron content parameters and GPS satellite offsets (see the

description of transmitter errors in Appendix A) are deter-
mined by least-squares estimation. The separation of GPS

transmitter offsets from effects due to ionosphere is facilitated

by the dependence of ionospheric path delay on the elevation

angle of observations.

The electron content, however, is only approximately

time-independent in the chosen geocentric solar reference

frame. Time-dependent effects are not modeled at present,

though semiempirical estimation of some of these effects may

be possible. In order to avoid possible confusion, we should
note here that the typical diurnal variation observed in the

terrestrial reference frame (Fig. 2) is due primarily to the

fact that the observer looks at different points on the static

ionospheric shell as the Earth rotates. On the other hand, the

1See also Crow, R. B., Bletzacker, F. R., Najarian, R. J., Purcell, Jr.,

G. H., Statman, J. I., and Thomas, J. B., SERIES-X Final Engineering
Report, JPL D-1476 (JPL internal document), Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena, Calif., 1984.

time-variation effect in the solar reference frame is a correc-

tion to the static approximation of the ionosphere.

Ionospheric fluctuations due to inhomogeneities result in

high-frequency temporal and spatial variations and the model-

ing of this effect could prove to be formidable. Consequently,

with the current technique, the formal error of ionospheric

estimation is always larger than the root-mean-square (rms)

scatter of ionospheric fluctuations, unless the angular separa-

tion between the direction of prediction and observation is

very small.

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the static-model

calibration algorithm, we display the errors due to all sources

in a bar chart in Fig. 3. The first bar on the left represents the
effect of uncertainties in the estimation of GPS transmitter

offsets, and the next bar is primarily the sum of receiver

calibration error and multipath effects. The third bar estimates

the effect of ionospheric fluctuations and the following bar

represents the ionospheric mapping errors. The last bar gives a

summary of the line-of-sight ionospheric calibration error.

The experimental formal error of 1.5 × 1016 el/m 2 corre-

sponds approximately to the rss of the transmitter and receiver

errors and inhomogeneities; the modeling error is largel_¢ sys-

tematic in nature. The presented error budget assumes pro-

perly calibrated receivers and the GPS transmitter offset
estimation. A more detailed description of these error sources

is given in Appendix A.

In the following sections we will give a brief description of

the estimation technique and experimental results. Section II

will discuss the modeling and estimation techniques, and in

Section III the results of this estilrlation will be presented, hi

Section IV, in addition to the Summary of results, the possible

improvements and additions will be discussed.

Finally, we should point out that while we are estimating
total electron content, the instrument measures the difference

in P-code group delays of transmission at L1 = 1.57542 GHz

and L2 = 1.2276 GHz frequencies. Both of these quantities,
TEC and differential delays, will be referenced in the text and

figures. The physically measured delay will be in the units of

nanoseconds (ns) and the TEC will have the units of electrons/
meter 2 (el/m 2). The conversion between these units is 1 ns =

2.8 × 1016 el/m 2.

II. Modeling and Statistical Estimation

Prediction of the ionospheric electron content along an

arbitrary line of sight is difficult due to the complexity of

underlying physical phenomena. Therefore, most prediction



techniquesaresemiempiricalin nature;semiempiricaliono-
sphericelectroncontentparametersaredeterminedby the
useof a largenumberof globalionosphericsoundingdata
supplementedby theusersowndata.Therearesuchcom-
puterprogramsin thepublicdomain,e.g.,theBentprogram
(Ref.8)andtheInternationalReferenceIonosphereprogram
(Ref.9), Therehavealsobeenattemptsto characterizethe
globalTECbehaviorby a relativelysimplesemiempirical
functionfit tothemeanofglobalionosphericdata,suchasthe
workof Wu.2A comparisonbetweenionosphericdelaydata
obtainedby dual-band(2.30and8.42GHz)VeryLong
BaselineInterferometry(VLBI) dataandFaradayrotation
datamappedbytheWumethodwasgiveninRef.10.

In theplannedDSNconfiguration,GPSreceiverswould
takedatacontinuouslyintheproximityofeachDSNantenna.
Fromtheobtainedionosphericdata,whichcoversonlycer-
tainportionsof thesky,thetotalionosphericelectroncontent
in thedirectionof aspaceprobeisthendetermined.Thusfor
theDSN,ionosphericmodelsneedonlybelocalincontrastto
globalpredictionmethods.Whenthe angularseparation
betweentheobservedandpredicteddirectionisverysmall,
(<1deg),thennoionosphericmappingisnecessary,onlythe
GPStransmitteroffsetshavetoberemoved.

Ourknowledgeaboutthevalueandthestabilityof GPS
transmitteroffsets is very cursory. GPS handbooks (Ref. 11)

quote only a 1-o level of 1 to 1.5 ns for these offsets. We have

some secondary information about the prelaunch values

(private communication by J.A. Klobuchar, February 1985),

and these values we designate as "semiofficial prelaunch"

values. Due to the lack of proper information, we chose to

estimate these offsets from the data itself (therefore the tasks

1, 4, and 5 described at the end of this section are not separ-

able; they are included in a single least-squares estimation

procedure).

In the following we proceed to describe the model used in

our estimation procedure. We define the "ionospheric shell"

as the collection of maxima of ionospheric electron density

profiles over the globe; we assume this to be a sphere, and

we use currently h = 350 km for its height above the mean

sea level (Figs. 4 and 5). The longitudes and latitudes of

the observation site and the ray-path intersect point on the

ionospheric shell coincides only when the observation is made

at zenith. Otherwise the terrestrial longitude and latitude of
the intersect position, _' and 0', are given by the following

geometric transformation formulas

2Wu, S.C., "Ionospheric Calibration for SEASAT Altimeter," Engi-
neering Memorandum 315-34, 1977. Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California (JPL internal document).

sin0' =sinOcosot+cosOcosAsina (1)

sin (_b' - _b) = sin a sin A / cos 0' (2)

where the differential angle a between the observation and

intersect position is determined by

cos(a+E) = cosE/(1 +(h/R)) (3)

and where 0 and _ are the latitude and longitude of the obser-

vation site, A and E are the azimuth and elevation angle of

the line-of-sight direction, and R is the mean radius of Earth.

After the transformation from unprimed to primed quantities,
the longitude q7 is then transformed into the solar reference

frame, _'_ (asheU, where the Earth-Sun axis corresponds to

0 deg longitude on the shell.

The total electron content is modeled for vertical directions

on the shell, then we map the vertical to the line-of-sight total

electron content by a mapping function M(E). At our current

accuracy requirement for the mapping function, it is sufficient
to use the simple geometric slant ratio at the shell height h:

M(E) = [1 -(cosE/(1 +h/R))2] -U2 (4)

For the least-squares estimation of ionospheric content,

currently we use a second-order polynomial in Sun-referenced

and Earth-centered spherical coordinates. These coordinates

are the above-mentioned shell latitude Osheu and longitude

(_sheUbeing offset by a reference latitude and longitude corre-
sponding to the middle of the observing session, so that both

coordinates are zero at the reference point (see Fig. 5). These
coordinates are designated as 0 and _ and through Eqs. (1)

through (3) they have an implicit dependence on E and A.

The delays r(E) then are modeled by the following expression:

r.(E) = o i +M(E) (el + c2_ + c30 + c'4_2+ c5_ _ + c602)
(5)

where o. is the sum of the offsets of ith GPS satellite and the
l

receiver, and the polynomial in brackets represents the total

vertical electron content. A least-squares fit applied for all

observations can estimate the offsets and the six polynomial

coefficients, c1 through %.

Having the polynomial coefficient determined, we can now

estimate TEC to an arbitrary line-of-sight direction. First, the

intersect position on the ionospheric shell is determined by

using Eqs. (1) through (3). Then, transforming the intersect

position into _ and 0 and substituting these values and E into

Eq. (5) with zero offset values, we obtain the predicted line-of-

sight content. In summary, the local model consists of the

following components:



(1) Removingof GPStransmitteroffsetsfromthemea-
sureddelays.

(2) Determiningtheeffectiveintersectpositionof theray
pathof GPSsignalswith the ionosphericshellin
terrestrialcoordinates.

(3) Transformingtheseterrestrialcoordinatesinto the
geocentricsolarreferenceframe.

(4) Mappingtheline-of-sightdelaysto thelocalverticalat
theintersectpointontheshell.

(5) Estimationof thetotal ionosphericverticalcontent
overthe wholeskycorrespondingto a reasonable
observationperiod;it shouldbelongenoughtocontain
a sufficientnumberof observationsbutshortenough
for describingtheionosphericcontentby a local
model.Our experienceindicatesthat a periodof
4to 6hissufficient.

(6) Determiningtheeffectiveintersectpositionof theray
pathin thepredicteddirectionwiththeionospheric
shellin terrestrialcoordinates.

(7) Transformingtheseterrestrialcoordinatesof theinter-
sectpointintothegeocentricsolarreferenceframe.

(8) Mappingtheestimatedionosphericverticalcontentat
thatshellpositiontotheline-of-sightprediction.

In thenextsectionwewillpresentthecurrentlyavailable
resultsoftheestimationtechniquedescribedinthissection.

III. Results

Present results are based upon the reduction of ionospheric

data obtained from two SERIES experiments carried out by

L.E. Young and the SERIES team. The first experiment in-

cludes 14 days of nighttime data at various California locations

(with the exception of one observing session at Harvard, Texas)

between 15 January and 2 February of 1984 (Ref. 12). The

data were taken by two receivers simultaneously with station

separations ranging from 13 to 1300 km. In these observa-

tions, the receiver calibrators were not used. The L1 and L2

P-code signals are delayed relative to each other in the SERIES

receiver, resulting, in these experiments, in an uncalibrated
variable receiver offset with a mean value of _25 ns

(_70 X 1016 et/m2). This offset is large compared to the

nighttime ionospheric content of _4 X 1016 el/m2; thus this

experiment provided a good testing ground for the offset

estimation technique.

Tile second experiment includes 4 days of daytime data
taken during 27 to 31 August 1984. One receiver was stationed

at DSS 12, Goldstone, Calitbrnia, and the other at the National

Bureau of Standards at Boulder, Colorado. Thus the two

receivers were separated by about 1000 km. Both receivers

were properly calibrated.

The average postfit rms scatter of all measurements is

_0.5 ns (1.5 × 1016 el/m2). The average formal error for TEC
is also _0.5 ns, while the formal error for GPS transmitter

offsets is _0.2 ns. However, due to modeling errors, our

current estimation algorithm can result in incorrect iono-

spheric content values and thus the actual error is bigger than

the formal ones. Estimation of TEC of the same daytime

reference region on the ionospheric shell by two receivers

separated by _1000 km indicates an average line-of-sight

discrepancy of 2 ns. Thus, we place the magnitude of current

systematic errors at the 2-ns level. This value corresponds to

6 X 1016 el/m 2 in TEC units.

At nighttime the mean ionospheric content is spatially

nearly homogeneous and small in value; thus modeling errors

are less important and the systematic ionospheric mapping

errors are smaller. Consequently, the total (receiver-plus-

transmitter) offsets determined at night contain also smaller

systematic errors. A comparison between the SERIES night-

time and the corresponding Goldstone Faraday data (Fig. 6)
exhibits an rms difference of _0.5 ns (1.5 X 1016 el/m2).

Since in these data the sum of transmitter and variable

receiver (of the order of 25 ns) offsets were estimatedl the

agreement with the Faraday measurements is a good indication

of small systematic errors in the nighttime estimation. At the

same time this comparison gives an indication of the absence

of cycle ambiguities in the Faraday data itself. Another

comparison was given earlier in Ref. 6. In that study the trans-

mitter offsets were not estimated nor known, and the Faraday

TEC data were mapped to the SERIES TEC data by the Bent

algorithm, giving a typical vertical content difference of
_5 X 1016 el/m 2 for an assumed separation of 2 h from the

closest approach at midmorning. This value is somewhat
larger than our current systematic daytime error of _3 X 1016

el/m 2 for the vertical electron content (6 × 1016 el/m 2 typical

line-of-sight prediction error).

A representative result of the statistical fitting procedure is

shown in Fig. 7. The symbols correspond to measured delays

obtained from the P-code signals of GPS satellites identified

by their Space Vehicle (SV) numbers. The solid lines are

the result of the fit. In Fig. 8 the intersect trajectories of

the lines of sight of observations with the ionospheric shell

are shown. The numeric labels represent the elevation angle
of observations.

The estimated GPS transmitter offsets are shown in Figs. 9

and 10. Figure 9 represents the nighttime solution including



thelargevariablereceiveroffsets,whileFig.10representsthe
daytimesolutionwithacalibratedreceiver.Thedifferenced
offsetsbetweensatellitesdo only weaklydependon the
modelandareindependentof thereceiveroffsets.Onecan
observefrom theseplotsthat differencedoffsetsbetween
satelliteshavelittle scatterevenwhenthedayandnighttime
observationsarecompared.Notingthatthedayandnighttime
observationsare7monthsapart,ourpreliminaryconclusionis
thattheGPStransmitteroffsetsarerelativelystable.

Whilethesemiofficialprelaunchoffsetsagreein signand
orderof magnitudewithourresults,thevaluesaredifferent
ascanbeseeninFig.10.Sincewedonothaveatpresentwell-
calibratednighttimedataavailable,wecannotdirectlycom-
pareouroffsetvalueswiththesemiofficialprelaunchvalues.
Ascanbeseenonthedaytimeplot,theoffsetscanjumpfrom
dayto day,presumablydueto systematicmodelingerrors.
However,ourmeasureddifferencedoffsetsbetweensatellites
aredirectlycomparableto thedifferencedsemiofficialpre-
launchvaluesbetweensatellitesandtheydisagreeinvalue(see
Fig.10).If, forexample,wecomparethedifferencedoffsets
forthesatellitepairSV9andSV11,thediscrepancyisalmost
5ns.

IV. Discussion

Our results imply that the GPS P-code L_I-L2 transmitter

offsets can be determined by a least-squares estimation tech-

nique from the SERIES ionospheric data itself. At nighttime
we can determine these offsets with a formal error of 0.2 ns.

We can also estimate the line-of-sight total ionospheric elec-

tron content with a systematic error of 0.7 ns (2 X 1016
el/m 2) for nighttime and 2 ns (6 X 1016 el/m 2) for daytime.

We plan to improve at least the static part of the mapping

algorithm by using a more complex functional form for the

ionospheric content and include the Bent program into our

software and do further comparisons. We plan to analyze

SERIES-X ionospheric delay data using differenced dual-band
P-code and connected carrier-phase measurements. Recent

phase-connected carrier delay data obtained by R. Neilan

indicate the possibility of a sizable reduction of multipath
errors. Such improvement would be very important, since

omnidirectional antennas are planned to be used in the GPS-

based calibration network. We should also point out that by

using several GPS receivers, global ionospheric total electron

content prediction, by mapping techniques similar to the one

presented in this article, may become possible.
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Appendix A

Instrumental Error Sources

1. Transmitter errors.

(a) Multipath of radio signals by the satellite structure.

The magnitude is unknown at present.

(b) There is a time offset between the transmitted P-code

signals at L1 and L2 frequencies. The value of this off-
set is different for each satellite. There are some semi-

official prelaunch values for these offsets, though the

official documentation quotes only an error estimate
ofl.5 ns(_5 X 1016 el/m2) at 1 o.

2. Receiver errors.

(a) System noise. This is a negligible effect compared to
the other listed errors, its value is _0.04 ns.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Temporal instabilities in the instrument. The effect is
"0.1 ns.

Multipath of radio signals by ground objects; the multi-

path's estimated value is _0.3 ns. We should note here

that the SERIES receiver employs a directional antenna
which should significantly reduce multipath relative to

the omnidirectional antenna used by SERIES-X.

GPS satellite interference in the receiver. This effect is

peculiar to the SERIES receiver, and occurs when more
than one satellite appears in the beam pattern of the

antenna. This error can be as high as 2 r_s in magnitude.

The observations corresponding to this effect were

deleted from analysis.
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Background noise generated by planets is the dominant noise source in most deep

space direct detection optical communications systems. Earlier approximate analyses of

this problem are based on simplified blackbody calculations and can yield results that

may be inaccurate by up to an order of magnitude. This article points out various other

factors that need to be taken into consideration, such as the phase angle and the actual

spectral dependence of the planet albedo, in order to obtain a more accurate estimate of

._the noise magnitude.

I. Introduction

Optical communications is considered as an alternative to

conventional microwave links in future planetary (and exo-

solar) space missions (Ref. 1). For many typical deep space

communications scenarios, the optical receiver which achieves

maximum link sensitivity employs direct detection with a

photon counting detector (e.g., photomultiplier tube) at the

front end (Ref. 2). The performance of such receivers is

limited by either the photon statistics of the received signal

light or by background noise photons that appear in the

receiving telescope field of view. In planetary space missions,

the dominant background noise sources are the planets. Not

only are they the brightest objects in the solar system (except

the sun), but the highest demand on the communication link

usually occurs during the planetary fly-by phase, where they

are almost certain to be in the receiver field of view.

A first order approximation to the planet background noise

is based on simplified blackbody calculations (for the spectral

dependence), including the planet albedo as a single unique

parameter (Refs. 3, 4, 5). As will be discussed in the follow-

ing sections, the problem is much more involved, and the

actual result can vary by more than an order of magnitude as

compared to this simplified calculation. The purpose of this

article is to point out the other parameters that need to be

taken into account and to demonstrate their effect through

some illustrative examples. This article is not meant to be an

exhaustive study of the problem. Such a detailed analysis is

relevant only in the context of an actual planned mission.

Section II will briefly review the approximate basic theory.

The following sections will consider the effects of the planet

being an extended or a point source (Section III), phase angle

(Section IV), and spectral dependence (Section V). Two other

effects (polarization and temporal variations) will be briefly

mentioned in Section VI.

II. Basic Theory

For the visible and near-infrared regions of the spectrum,

virtually all the planet radiation is from reflected sunlight. The

situation is different in the mid and far infrared (Ref. 3), but

these cases will not be considered here:

If the planet is replaced by an ideal lambertian disk with a

unit reflectivity facing the sun and with the same radius as the

planet, the irradiance at the receiver plane is:

13
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where H x is the solar flux at 1 AU (see Fig. 1 and Table 1),

Rpo is the sun-planet distance in AU, R e is the planet radius
(in km), and Z is the distance between the planet and the

receiver - usually earth - in km. Since the planets' orbits are

not circular, there will be some variations due to the orbit

eccentricity. The magnitude of this effect, with other basic

parameters of the planets, are listed in Table 2. The ratio
between the actual irradiance to the one predicted by Eq. (1)

is the geometric albedo, p, of the planet.

By multiplying the actual irradiance by the receiver aper-

ture area and by the bandwidth of its optical filter we obtain

the background power level at the detector.

The simplified worst case calculations are given in Refs. 3,

4, and 5 (it should be noted that there is error in those refer-
ences where the curves corresponding to Mars and Mercury are

interchanged), where a single number is used to represent the

albedo of each planet. In the following sections we will con-

sider the various factors affecting the geometric albedo.

III. Planets as Extended Sources or
Point Sources

Planetary optical communication receivers are usually

envisioned to have narrow fields of view, usually in the micro-

radian regime. Thus in many cases where the angular extent

of the planet, Or, exceeds the receiver field of view, 0r, the

planet appears as an extended background source. Table 3 lists
the approximate minimum, maximum and typical values of

Op of each planet for near-earth reception. For uniformly
reflecting planets the background irradiance dependence on

0r is as shown in Fig. 2. Some planets, though, do not reflect
uniformly, as shown, for example, for the planet Mars in

Fig. 3, and thus when Or < 0p, planetary features may have

to be considered in greater detail. Of course, when Or > Op

(i.e., the planet is entirely encompassed by the receiver field

of view) all the planet spatial features are averaged out.

IV. Phase-Angle Dependence

The phase angle is defined as the sun-planet-receiver (earth)

angle. Even if the geometric albedo did not depend on the

phase angle, the background contribution from the planet will

vary because at the various phases different portions of the

illuminated planet are seen from earth. This effect, which is

most important for the inner planets(and the moon), is ana-

lyzed in more detail in Appendix A and is depicted in Fig. 4.

In addition, there is a basic dependence of the geometric

albedo on the phase angle a, because planets are not ideal

lambertian reflectors. This dependence is expressed by a

phase function ¢(a), which is shown in Fig. 5 for the planet

Mars (Ref. 8) and the moon (Ref. 9). The typical features

of the phase function are a linear part for phase angles exceed-

ing approximately 10 deg, and a higher order component for

phase angles smaller than approximately 5 deg. This enhanced

reflectivity at small phase angles is called the "opposition

effect." The exact shape of the phase function depends on

the detailed light scattering properties at the planet (Refs. 8

and 9). Generally, albedos of planets with atmospheres have a

smaller dependence on the phase angle than atm0sphereless

planets.

V. Spectral Dependence

In many cases the geometric albedo depends strongly on

the wavelength. This may be caused, for example, by absorp-

tion lines in the planet's atmosphere or other processes such as
Raman Scattering. Examples of the spectral variations of the

albedo are shown in Fig. 3 (for Mars), Fig. 6 (for several

planets in general low resolution detail) and in Fig. 7 for some

other planets in more detail (Venus, Jupiter, Uranus, and

Neptune). It is clearly seen that with all other parameters

equal, a judicious choice of the communications link wave-

length can significantly reduce the background noise by even
more than an order of magnitude. For example, the Mars

albedo at X = 1 /am is three to four times larger than at ;k =

0.5 /am (this is somewhat offset by the fact that the photon
irradiance of the sun is 1.5 times larger at 0.5 /am than at

1/am). Furthermore,/other outer planets which have atmo-

spheres appear very dark at several wavelength regions, and

they will contribute negligibly low background noise levels if

these wavelengths are utilized in the communication link.

VI. Other Factors

In addition to the parameters discussed in the earlier sec-
tions, there are other factors that are usually of secondary

importance, and are mentioned here for the sake of Complete-

ness. The first is the fact that planets - like most other objects -

do not reflect equally both light polarizations. This effect is

small (see data for Venus and Earth in Fig. 8) and completely

unimportant in systems using unpolarized light or light with

unknown polarization. The second factor is various temporal

variations that can be caused by planetary climate patterns,

solar flares, and other phenomena. Again, these are minor

14



effects compared with the effects of the Earth-Planet distance

variation, phase angle and spectral dependence discussed
earlier.

VII. Conclusion

As shown in the earlier sections, the simplified calculations
of background noise generated by planets (Refs. 3, 4, 5) pre-

dict worst case situations and can thus serve in many cages
only as a first order approximation to the actual magnitude

of the background. While exact results can be obtained only

when all the mission parameters are known (e.g., Planet and

Earth location with respect to the Sun), this article points out

the various parameters that play a role in determining this

final result. The most important conclusion is that the noise

magnitude strongly depends on the wavelength used for
communication.
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Table I. Solar spectral irradlance at I AU (from Ref. 6)

Wavelength (h), Average

_m Irradiance*
(Ph), W cm -2 _m -1

0.120 0.000010

0.140 0.000003

0.150 0.000007

0.160 0.000023

0.170 0.000063

0.180 0.000125

0.190 0.000271

0.200 0.00107

0.210 0.00229

0.220 0.00575

0.225 0.00649

0.230 0.00667

0.235 0.00593

0.240 0.00630

0.245 0.00723

0.250 0.00700

0.255 0.0100

0.260 0.0130

0.265 0.0185

0.270 0.0232

0.275 0,0204

0.280 0.0222

0.285 0.0315

0.290 0.0482

0.295 0.0584
0.300 0.0514

0.305 0.0603

0.310 0.0689

0.315 0.0764

0.320 0.0830

0.325 0.0975

0.330 0.1059

0.335 0.1081

0.340 0.1074

0.345 0.1069

0.350 0.1093

0.355 0.1083

0.360 0.1068
0.365 0.1132

0.370 0.1181

0.375 0.1157
0.380 0.1120
0.385 0.1098
0.390 0.1098
0.395 0.1189

0.400 0.1429

0.405 0.1644
0.410 0.1751

0.415 0.1774

0.420 0.1747

Wavelength (h), Average

/_m Irradiance*
(Ph), W cm -2 um -1

0.425 0.1693

0.430 0.1639

0.435 0.1663

0.440 0.1810

0.445 0.1922

0.450 0.2006

0.455 0.2057

0.460 0.2066

0.465 0.2048
0.470 0.2033

0.475 0.2044
0.480 0.2074

0.485 0.1976
0.490 0.1950
0.495 0.1960

0.500 0.1942

0.505 0.1920

0.510 0.1882

0.515 0.1833

0.520 0.1833

0.525 0.1852

0.530 0.1842

0.535 0.1818

0.540 0.1783

0.545 0.1754

0.550 0.1725
0.555 0.1720

0.560 0.1695

0.565 0.1705
0.570 0.1712

0.575 0.1719

0.580 0.1715

0.585 0.1712

0.59O 0.1700

0.595 0.1682

0.600 0.1666
0.605 0.1647

0.610 0.1635

0.620 0.1602

0.630 0.1570

0.640

0.650

0.660
0.670

0.680

0.690

0.700

0.710

0".720

0.730

*Special irradiance averaged over small bandwidth centered at h:

and 1.0 to 5.0 _m (bandwidth, 1000A)

Wavelength (h), Average
Irradmnce*

um (pX),Wcm_2 um_l

0.740 0.1260
0.750 0.1235
0.800 0.1107
0.850 0.0988
0.900 0.0889

0.950 0.0835

1.000 0.0746

1.100 0.0592
1.200 0.0484

1.300 0.0396

1.400 0.0336

1.500 0.0287

1.600 0.0244

1.700 0.0202

1.800 0.0159

1.900 0.0126

2.000 0.0103

2.100 0.0090

2.200 0.0079

2.300 0.0068

0.1544

0.1511

0.1486

0.1456
0.1427

0.1402
0.1369

0.1344

0.1314
0.1290

2.400 0.0064

2.500 0.0054
2.600 0.0048

2.700 0.0043

2.800 0.00390
2.900 0.00350

3.000 0.00310

3.100 0.00260

3.200 0.00226

3.300 0.00192

3.400 0.00166
3.500 0.00146

3.600 0.00135

3.700 0.00123

3.800 0.00111

3.900 0.00103

4.000 0.00095

4.100 0.00087

4.200 0.00078

4.300 0.00071

4.400 0.00065

4.500 0.00059

4.600 0.00053

4.700 0.00048

4.800 0.00045

4.900 0.00041

5.000 0.0003830

6.000 0.0001750

7.000 0.0000990

8.000 0.0000600

0.3 to 0.75 um (bandwidth, 100A), 0.75 to 1.0 um (bandwidth, 500A),
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Table 2. Orbital constants of the planets and solar irradlance at planetary distances (from Ref. 6)

Planet

Semi-Major Axis Solar Irradiance at Ratio of Max
Distance of to Min

of Orbit Sidereal Eccentricity

Period, of Semi-Major Axis* Irradiance,**

AU 106km days Orbit 1971, e Solar [1 + et2

Constant mW cm -2 \1 - e]

Mercury 0.387 099 57.91 87.9686 0.205 629 6.673 5 902.9 2.303

Venus 0.723 332 108.21 224.700 0.006 787 1.911 3 258.6 1.028

Earth 1.000 149.60 365.257 0.016 721 1.000 0 135.3 1.069

Mars 1.523 69 227.94 686.980 0.093 379 0.430 7 58.28 1.454

Jupiter 5.2028 778.3 4 332.587 0.048 122 0.036 95 4.999 1.212

Saturn 9.540 1427 I0 759.20 0.052 919 0.010 99 1.487 1.236

Uranus 19.18 2869 30 685 0.049 363 0.002 718 0.3678 1.218

Neptune 30.07 4498 60 188 0.004 362 0.001 106 0.1496 1.018

Pluto 39.44 5900 90 700 0.252 330 0.000 643 0.0870 2.806

*Solar irradiance is 1/R 2 in units of the solar constant and 135.3/R 2 in mW cm -2 where R is the semi-major axis of the planetary orbit.

**Values of eccentricity change with time; the ratio of solar irradiance at perihelion to that at aphelion in the last column is computed on the

assumption of constant eccentricity.

Table 3. Approximate angles (in microradlans) subtended by planets 1

Planet Minimum 2 Maximum 3 Typical 4

Mercury 23 53 33

Venus 47 292 81

Mars 18 87 30

Jupiter 153 225 182

Saturn 76 94 84

Uranus 19 17 18

Neptune 6 6 6

Pluto 2 2 2

1 Does not include the partially lit area effect which is primarily important for the inner planets as

discussed in Appendix A.
2At maximum Earth-Planet distance.

aAt minimum Earth-Planet distance.

4Earth-Planet distance equals 1 AU for the inner planets and Sun-Planet distance of the outer planets.
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Appendix A

Phase-Angle Dependence

Consider the sun-planet-earth system shown in Fig. A-1

(for an inner planet in this particular case). The lit angle of
the cross sectional disc is lr - a, where a is the phase angle.

Choosing 0 (planet-sun-earth angle) as the natural coordinate

for this problem, it is clearly seen that

7r- a = 0 + 3'(0) (A-l)

where 3'(0) is the Sun-Earth-Planet angle, given by

"frO) = _ - cos 0 (A-2)

Simple trigonometric calculations show that the fraction of the

lit planetary disc is o

sm _ = sin 2 (A-3)

and that the Earth-Planet distance is given by

[ sin 0 ] = Rp® sin 0 (A-4)
Z = RE® Lsin[0 + 3'(0)]j sin[7(0)]

As long as the planet appears as an extended background

source, its noise contribution is not affected by the above con-

siderations. However, when the planet is small enough to be

considered as a point source, its actual noise is proportional to

the ratio of the fractional area lit (Eq. [A-3]) to the distance

(Eq. [A-4] ). This dependence is strongest for the inner planets,

as shown in Fig. 4. For the outer planets, though, the frac-

tional area lit is always close to unity (for Mars the minimum

is approximately 87% and the planets from Jupiter and beyond

are always more than 99% lit), so the main effect on the noise
variation is the Earth-Planet distance.

-- SUNLIT SECTOR

SUNLIT SECTOR
SEEN FROM EARTH

/t '_" "_",_. PLANET

/,, \x
/ \ X\

iiiii

/ _
EARTH SUN

REO

Fig. A-1. Sun-planet-earth system (for Inner planet)
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A Simple Method for Designing or Analyzing an Optical
Communication Link

J. R. Lesh, W. K. Marshall, and J. Katz

Communications Systems Research Section

_ simple method is described for determining the performance of a free space opt_ca_\_

, communication link. The method can be used either in the system design (synthesis)
mode or in the performance evaluation (analysis) mode. Although restricted to photo !

counting (e.g., photomultiplier tube or equivalent) based detection of pulse position !

modulated signals, the method is still sufficiently general to accommodate space-based, as
well as ground-based, reception. 4----

I. Introduction

Experience over the years with the Deep Space Network
has produced a high degree of familiarity and intuitive under-

standing of RF communications. Not only engineers but mana-

gers and scientific users as well generally appreciate that dou-
bling signal power can double the data rates and that a bit

SNR of 10 dB results in quite good, but most likely not over-

designed, performance. This intuition is facilitated by the fact

that an RF communications link is usually limited by the ther-

mal noise of the communication receiver and the performance

of the link is determined once the received signal-to-noise

power ratio is specified.

For a deep space optical communications link, the domi-

nant performance limitation is usually not related to noise in

the receiver but due to received background noise (light). The

performance of a link depends on the individual values of the

signal and noise powers, not just on their ratio. Furthermore,

there are meaningful examples for which a high "SNR"

(defined here as a ratio of signal and noise powers or counts)

can result in poor performance whereas there are likewise

examples where a poor "SNR" can result in essentially error-

free performance. This latter point deserves explanation.

Consider a very benign optical communication channel

where the background (noise) count rate is 0.001 over some

characteristic decision time whereas the signal count rate over

that time is one count. Such an example is not too unusual for

a high data rate free-space optical channel. Despite the fact

that the "SNR" is 1000 (30 dB), the system performance is

dominated by the weak signal pulse erasure rate which is e-l
or 37%. Now consider a much noisier channel where both the

signal and background count rates are 1000. Here, the "SNR"

is 1 (or 0 dB). The detector's job is to distinguish the absence

of a signal pulse (which is characterized by a mean noise count

rate of 1000) from a signal pulse present condition where the

mean count rate (signal + noise) is 2000. However, the Poisson

statistics that govern the count processes produce RMS varia-

tions around these mean values, which equal the square roots
of those mean values. The RMS spread around the 1000-count

mean is 33 and that of the 2000-count mean is only 45. These

two distributions are clearly distinguishable with very low
probability of error.
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Theabove results notwithstanding, it is very desirable that

people affected by optical communication technology com-

fortably build intuition about its performance. The purpose of

this article is to provide a simple means by which that intui-

tion can be acquired. It should be emphasized that this is a

first-order design tool useful for scoping an optical link and

illustrating trends therefrom, and does not replace the more

rigorous (and accurate) analysis techniques that have been

developed elsewhere. The information provided should permit

a relatively rich set of cases to be addressed.

In the next section we will describe the procedure and

illustrate its use by analyzing an example. The example will

involve ground-based reception of a spacecraft signal from

Mars with that planet in the background. Following this, the

rules for scaling the results to other parameter values will be

presented. These scaling rules permit a rather wide set of

parameter values and conditions to be accommodated. To
illustrate this we will then use the rules to determine the

required aperture size for a space-based receiver for the above

example. It should be pointed out, however, that these results

only apply to direct detection (not heterodyne) systems which

utilize photomultiplier tube (or equivalent) based detectors.

II. The Simplified Design and Analysis
Procedure

There are basically three steps to evaluating the perfor-

mance of an optical link:

(1) Determine the number of detected signal photons per

pulse at the detector.

(2) Determine the number of detected background or

noise generated photons per PPM slot at that same
detector.

(3) Compare the number of detected signal photons per

pulse with the number of detected noise photons per
slot.l

The operations may be done in any order and are routinely

done so depending on whether the job is to analyze a given

link or determine requirements on parameters to meet a

specific level of performance. The following example uses the

procedure in the specified (analysis mode) order.

1From conventional PPM modulation, the slot width, rs (in seconds),
is related to the data rate, DR (in bits/s), and the PPM word size M

by rs = log2M/DR*M. However, for greater noise immunity, one can
decrease the slot time by introducing dead time. Thus, rs is a free
parameter as long as it is smaller than log2M/DR*M.

A. Performance Analysis Example

In this example, we have assumed a 10-meter,ground-based

receiver aperture with a rather broad (5/lrad) field of view to

account for atmospheric turbulence broadening. This field of

view admits about 100 times more background light into the

detector than a spaceborne 10-meter aperture (assuming both

apertures are non-diffraction limited at 10 times the diffrac-

tion limit), and it admits nearly 104 times more noise than a

spaceborne diffraction limited aperture of the same size. The

example also assumes a 400-milliwatt laser operating at a
wavelength of 0.532 lam through a 10-cm transmitter telescope

from Mars with the sunlit planet in the background. We assume

a data rate of 30 kbps and 256-ary PPM modulation. All of
the values used in the example are quite conservative, and will

realistically permit variations on both sides of the parameter
values.

1. Determine number of detected signal photons/pulse. A

diffraction limited (transmit) telescope of diameter D meters

produces a useable beamwidth (diameter) 0 t of approximately

1.5 X/D radians, where X is the optical wavelength in meters. 2

For D = 10 cm and X = 0.532 X 10-6 meters, 0t _ 8.0 gtrad.
At an Earth-Mars distance, R, of 2.3 × 108 km, the footprint

diameter at the Earth is 1835 km. If light is collected by a

10-meter-diameter aperture, then the geometric signal level
reduction factor is

10 m _2 = 3 × 10 -11

\

1.84 × 10 6 m /

If400 milliwatts is transmitted, then (assuming for the moment

no losses other than beam spread), the power at the receiver is

1.2 × 1011 watts. At 30 kbps and PPM word size of 256 (8

bits/pulse), the pulse rate is 3750 pulses/second. Thus, each

signal pulse has 3.2 × 10 -15 joules of energy. If the energy per

photon is hu = hc/X = 3.7 X 10 -19 joules, then each pulse con-

tains 8.6 × 103 photons. Additionally, one must consider

other (non-space) losses. Let us assume the
ciencies:

Transmit optics 50%

Receive optic 50%

Atmospheric attenuation 50%

Detector quantum efficiency 30%

Total detected photon efficiency 3.75%

following effi-

Then, the number of detected photons per pulse is 321.

2The factor of 1.5 takes into account the effects of Gaussian beam
illumination of the aperture and 20% subreflector blockage. For
details, see the appendix.
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2. Determinenumberof detectednoisephotons/slot.The
nexttaskistodeterminethenumberofbackground-generated

noise photons which the detector senses (on the average) per

PPM slot time. Table 1 shows the approximate count rates for
a variety of extended sources (i.e., bigger than the detector

field of view) as well as a number of point sources (those

smaller than the detector field of view). The parameters

assumed in the calculations are shown in the lower portion of
the table.

By referring to this table we see that unless the Sun, or a

very bright star (of which there are very few), is in the field of

view, the background count rate, even with daytime viewing,
willbe only about 0.2 counts/slot (0.1 from Mars and 0.1

from daytime sky).

3. Compare detected signal photons per pulse with detected

noise photons per slot. The final step involves assessing the

performance of the link given the appropriate signal and noise

count rates. Figure 1 shows a curve of the number of detected

signal photons per pulse required to achieve an uncoded error
rate of'10 -3 as a function of the number of detected noise

photons per slot. The curve was calculated for a PPM word
size, M, of 256, but is "first-order accurate" for word sizes as

small as M = 2 or as large as many thousands. Furthermore, the

error rate can be reduced very substantially by even rudimen-

tary coding. (For example, an 8-bit Reed-Solomon code used

at this uncoded bit error rate would produce a coded error rate
of _10-22.) From this curve we see that for a detected noise

count rate of 0.2 counts/slot, the required number of signal

photons per pulse is approximately 11. Comparing this with

the available number of detected signal photons from above,

we see that this example link provides a margin of 14.6 dB!

B. Design Procedure Example

The above example was calculated based on the number of

geometrically intercepted signal photons at the receiving aper-

ture (reduced by the appropriate set of inefficiencies) and the

corresponding background count rates from Table 1. For dif-

ferent situations, the geometry and efficiencies still determine

the signal counts per transmitted pulse. However, the noise
count rates must be scaled to the new set of conditions. Table 2

gives the scaling rules for this operation. To see how these

rules are used, we will now calculate the aperture size required

for spaceborne reception in the above example which will

produce approximately a 3-dB link margin.

We note that moving the receiver outside the Earth's atmo-

sphere will reduce the background count rate by a factor of
two due to deletion of the daylit sky. However (see Table 2),
the count rate from Mars will double due to the loss of the

Earth's atmospheric attenuation. Thus, a 10-meter aperture

in space will have the same background count rate as one on
the ground (in this particular example and assuming the same

detector fields of view). Recall that in the previous example

the link was more than 10 dB overdesigned and the detector

field of view (5 #rad) was limited by atmospheric seeing. Let

us assume that for spaceborne reception the field of view is

reduced to 2 grad (which is still substantially larger, i.e.,
worse, than diffraction limit). Note from Table 2 that reduc-

ing the field of view to 40% of its original value reduces the

background noise effects by a factor of 0.16, and reducing
the aperture diameter (anticipated due to the overdesign of

the previous example) further reduces noise quadratically.

However, from Fig. 1 we see that reducing the background

count by several orders of magnitude still leaves the required

count rate relatively unchanged at around 8 counts per pulse.

Thus, we can use this count rate to determine the required

aperture size.

Recall that atmospheric attenuation affects both signal as

well as background. Thus, the 321 counts/pulse of the pre-

vious example, which corresponds to 642 counts/pulse outside

the atmosphere, can be reduced to 16 (3-dB margin over the 8)

by reduction of the aperture. This corresponds to a receiver

aperture diameter of 1.6 meters. Using this diameter to further

refine the background count rate estimates we have that

N b = (0.2 cts/slot) (2/5) 2 (1.6/10) 2 = 8 × 10-4 cts/slot

Mars count rate FOV Aperture
at 10-m and reduction reduction
5-grad FOV

which, from Fig. 1, implies that only 7 detected photons per

pulse are actually required. Note also from Fig. 1 that the
detector field of view could be increased substantially (and

thereby greatly reducing the cost of the receiver aperture)

without requiring more than 8 detected photons per pulse
(16 with a 3-dB margin).

III. Concluding Remarks

We have shown a simplified procedure for analyzing or

designing a direct detection, photon counting optical link with

background noise. The procedure consists of a simple geometric

calculation of the received signal pulse intensity, a table look-

up method for background noise, and a single curve against

which to compare the two. Additionally, scaling rules for cal-

culating other situations were given and their use illustrated

through an examp!e. This method will aid those who prefer
not to dig more deeply into the theory of optical communica-
tions to easily build an intuitive understanding of the field.
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Table 1. Background noise counts in ground-bseed optical

communications

Number of noise

Extended sources counts/slot

Sun 105

Mercury 0.8

Venus 3.0

Earth (typical) 0.6

Mars 0.1

Jupiter 0.03

Saturn 0.01

Uranus 0.003

Neptune 0.001

Moon 0.2

Clear sky:

Day 0.1

Moonlit night 10 -7

Moonless night 10 -s

Background noise outside the atmosphere 10 -8

Point Sources Number of noise
counts/slot

Zero magnitude star 6

6th magnitude star 0.02

Pluto 3 x 10 -5

Parameter values assumed for the calculations:

1. Wavelength: 0.5 gm

2. Slot time: 10 ns

3. Receiver diameter: 10 m

4. Detector field of view: 5 t_rad

5. Receiver optics efficiency: 0.5

6. Detector quantum efficiency: 0.3

7. Optical filter bandwidth: 10 A

8. Atmospheric transmission: 0.5

Table 2. Scaling rules for Table 1

The number of noise counts varies according to the following rules:

1. Linearly with the optical f'tlter bandwidth, slot time, detector quan-

tum efficiency, atmospheric transmission, and receiver optics

efficiency.

2. Quadratically with the receiver diameter.

3. Quadratically with the detector field of view (only for noise gen-

erated by extended background sources). Note, however, that for

space-based reception, and assuming constant surface figure require-

ments, the field of view scales inversely with receiver diameter.

4. According to Blackbody radiation law (illumination by Sun at

5900 K) with the wavelength. Typically, noise counts in the 0.8-

1-_m region will be 2 to 3 times smaller than in 0.5 gin.

Notes:

1. Planets appear as extended sources only for fields of view smaller

than their own angular extent. Thus, the field of view scaling should

be checked for values above 10 _trad and below 2/_rad.

2. For space-based reception extraterrestrial background sources (as

well as the desired signal source) should be increased by a factor of

two.

3. Noise contributions from planets vary substantially with wavelength,

phase angle, and other factors (e.g., contributions from Saturn's

rings). Values Used are believed to represent the worst case situation.
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Appendix

Equivalent "Uniform Cone" Beamwidth

In the first-order analyses of communications links, it is

sometimes desirable to calculate the signal power density at

the receiver by means of a "cone of uniform intensity" approxi-

mation for the transmitted beam. To use this approach, how-

ever, it is necessary to choose the proper beamwidth for a
given transmitter aperture size. The analysis below indicates

that the beam diameter should be assumed to be 1.5 kiD

(radians). Results obtained using this approach should be
accurate to within 1 dB in most cases.

Consider an antenna/telescope which transmits power over
a uniform cone of half-angle 0. The on-axis gain of such an
antenna would be

g

4nL 2

spot area at distance L

4nL 2

_(OL) 2

4
(A-l)

02

Consider now an "ideal" circular antenna of diameter D.

This antenna would have an on-axis gain of

4_r(nD 2/4)
g=

)2

)`2
(A-2)

Hence, an ideal transmitting antenna (with no pointing

losses) can be modeled exactly via the "uniform cone" method

by choosing the beam half-angle to be

2)` = 0.637D__ (A-3)0 = _--_

so that the on-axis gains given by Eqs. (A-l) and (A-2) are
equal.

Now note that a real antenna of diamter D has a gain lower
than that given by Eq. (A-2), due to several effects:

(1) Transmission/reflection losses.

(2) Pointing losses.

(3) Beam truncation and aperture obscuration losses.

Losses due to (1) are usually handled explicitly in calculating
the received signal. Losses due to (2) are usually assumed to be

small, for example, less than 1 dB. Losses due to (3) can be

handled easily within the "uniform cone" method by using an

effective aperture size in Eq. (A-3) rather than the actual diam-

eter. For realistic telescopes with Gaussian beams,

Factor

Truncation loss 0.81 (0.9 dB)

Obscuration loss 0.85 (0.7 dB)

Total 0.69 (1.6 dB)

Hence, one typically has Deft = X/0.69-D = 0.83 D

Equation (A-3) becomes

)`
0 = 0.637-

)`
= 0.637-

0.83 D

Therefore, when using the "uniform cone" method, the

diametrical beamwidth should be 2 × 0.77 )`/D _ 1.5 )`/D.

As a final note, it is important that the telescope be pointed

accurately compared to the width of the central far-field lobe.

This width is typically about 2.4 )`/D (diameter), so the

requirement is

pointing error << 2.4 )`/D

For more information see Ref. 1.
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An algorithm for estimating signal-to-noise ratio and combiner weight parameters for

a discrete time series is presented. The algorithm is based upon the joint maximum likeli-

hood estimate of the signal and noise power. The discrete-time series are the sufficient

statistics obtained after matched filtering of a biphase modulated signal in additive white

i gaussian noise, before maximum likelihood decoding is performed, t

I. Introduction and Problem Model

This article investigates maximum likelihood estimation of

signal-to-noise ratio and combiner weight parameters for a dis-

crete time series. The discrete time series are the sufficient

statistics obtained after matched filtering of a biphase modu-

lated signal (Ref. 1). In order to show the underlying assump-

tions and limitations of the estimation problem, we first

examine the communication system that gives rise to the

discrete time series.

-,//-;-,,ck --"0"G = (2)

We take as our model that given in Fig. 1. The channel

encoder maps the binary digital source encoder output {lk)

into the binary channel symbols {Ck}, where the channel

symbols are produced with rate 1/T. The modulation is

biphase. That is, the modulator produces the baseband signal

s(t) = Z Akqk(t) (1)

k

where the {Ak ) are chosen according to

Here, E s is the channel symbol energy, and the (qk(t)) are

orthonormal basis functions. We assume that the (qk (t)} are

time-displaced replicas of a single function of duration T,

namely,

qk(t) = q(t- (k - 1)T) (3)

where

q(t) = O, t<Oort> T (4)

T

f q(t) 2 dt= 1
(5)

The baseband signal s(t) is transmitted over an additive

white gaussian noise channel with one-sided noise spectral
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density N o. The received baseband signal is represented by x(t)
in Fig. 1. This received signal is demodulated by matched filter-

ing (integrate and dump)to produce a discrete time series {xk):

kT

xk = f(k-1)7" x(t)q(t - (k- 1)T) dt
(6)

Assuming such ideal channel and receiver characteristics as

perfect phase tracking and channel symbol synchronization,
no channel symbol interference, etc., the output time series
from the demodulator are the sufficient statistics for maxi-

mum likelihood decoding. Referring to Eqs. (1)-(6), we see
that this time series can be written in the form

x k : rntrueak + Otruebk (7)

where the (ak} are either +1 or -1 depending upon whether
the channel symbol transmitted was a "1" or "0," {bk) are
independent and identically distributed gaussian random vari-

ables with zero mean and unit variance, and mtrue and Otrue

are given by

mtrue = X/_s (8)

Otrue = V_o/2 (9)

The parameters mtrue and Otrue represent the true values of the

signal and noise amplitudes, respectively. We note that atrue

and rntrue are by definition non-negative.

In order to make the problem mathematically tractable, we

make the assumption that the {ak} are independent and take
on the values +1 and -1 with equal probability. For a commu-

nication system employing coding, this assumption is not cor-

rect. Thus, the effect of coding on the estimation algorithm

given here needs to be determined.

II. Parameters to be Estimated

Our starting point for all further analysis is the time series

{xk} defined in Eq. (7), with the assumed probabilistic models

for the sequence of random variables {ak} and (bk}. Our
objective is to find maximum likelihood estimates of the

signal and noise parameters mtrue and O'true or of other param-
eters of interest that are embedded in the model. Two such

parameters are signal-to-noise ratio and combiner weight.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver is defined as

SNR = E/N o (10)

SNR is a fundamental parameter of interest for a variety of

reasons. For example, SNR is needed to optimally choose the

quantization levels of the demodulator so that the "best" dis-

crete channel is provided to the channel encoder-decoder
(Ref. 2). We find it convenient to define a signal-to-noise

ratio parameter Ptrue for the demodulated time series as

,Otrue = m2true/_rue (11)

In terms of Ptrue' the SNR at the receiver is simply

SNR = Ptrue/2 (12)

Another quantity of interest is the combiner weight needed

for symbol stream combining. For example, suppose L differ-

ent time series (or symbol streams) are available from L
different receiver-demodulators,

xik = mia k +aibik , i = 1,2 ..... L (13)

where, as before, {ak) are either +1 or -1, and {bik} are

independent, identically distributed gaussian random variables
with zero mean and unit variance. It can be shown (Ref. 3)

that maximum likelihood decoding of the L time series (xik}

is equivalent to maximum likelihood decoding of a single

time series (vk), where

L

Yk = E OtiXik

i = 1

(14)

and the combiner weights (c_i} are chosen to be proportional

to (mi/o _). Thus, we are interested in estimating for any given
time series a combiner weight parameter defined by

Oltrue = mtrue/O2true (15)

In different applications, we may desire to estimate one,

two, or several parameters simultaneously. However, we

should always be aware that our assumed problem model

has exactly two independent unknown parameters. This

implies that any estimate of a single parameter (such as SNR)
must be aided by an implicit estimate of an independent

auxiliary parameter, and that simultaneous estimates of more

than two parameters are not all independent. In particular,

maximum likelihood estimation as applied to our problem

must produce a joint maximum likelihood estimate of a pair

of independent parameters.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to re-solve the maximum

likelihood equations for every combination of parameters of

interest. If two pairs of parameters are related by a one-to-one
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transformation,thenthecorrespondingjointmaximumlikeli-
hoodestimatesarerelatedbythesametransformation(Ref.4).
Thus,weproposefindingthejointmaximumlikelihoodesti-
mateof the signalandnoiseparametersmtrue and o.true ,

which we denote as _ and _, respectively. Then (ignoring a

singularity at o.true = 0 or _ = 0) we can define the corre-
sponding maximum likelihood estimates of the signal-to-noise

ratio parameter ,Otrue and the combiner weight parameter

O_true as

_, = _2/_2 (16)

= t_/e 2 (l 7)

III. The Log-Likelihood Function

Let us denote a set of N measurements (x], x 2 .... , x_/)
by the vector x. The probability density function of x condi-

tioned on mtrue = m and 0"true = 0" is

p(xlm, o.) =

N
1 1

k=l

t _% - m) 2 -(x k + m)21
exp + exp

2o.5 i;7 J
(18)

which after a little algebra becomes

N -X_ -m s mx k
p(xlm, o.) = H _ exp -- exp _ cash --

k= 1 _ 202 2o"2 o.5

(19)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (19) gives
the log-likelihood function:

In p(xlm, o.) =
N

I
-Nln 2q'_--n- N ln o. - -- E x_

2o'2 k= I

N • mx k
_ Nm___J+ E In cash

o 22o 2 k=l
(20)

IV. The Set of Feasible Solutions

Consider the o. - m plane where o. is the abscissa and m is

the ordinate. The joint maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)

of Otrue and mtrue is the ordered pair (_, r_) in the o. - m

plane where In p(xlm, o.) obtains its maximum. Let us define

a set of feasible solutions to the MLE problem as a set of

ordered pairs in the o. - m plane of which the MLE (_', _) is a
member. We wish to find a set of feasible solutions that is as

small as possible. Since O'true and mtrue are non-negative, we
can restrict the set of feasible solutions to lie in the first quad-

rant, including the non-negative o. and m axes.

A necessary condition for a function to obtain its maxi-

mum at some point in the interior of a closed, bounded

region is that its partial derivatives at that point are zero.

Although the first quadrant of the o. - m plane is not bounded,

one can observe from Eq. (18) that for finite (x_),p(xlm, o.)
approaches zero for large o and m. Thus, the maximum of
ln p(xlm, o.) must be contained in some bounded region.
Therefore, we include in our set of feasible solutions those

points in the first quadrant (excluding the non-negative axes)

at which both partial derivatives of In p(xlm, o.) with respect
to o. and m vanish.

We must separately consider if the maximum might occur

on the non-negative axes. Thus, a set of feasible solutions

consists of those points in the first quadrant of the o. - m

plane where both partial derivatives of ln p(xlm, o.) vanish,

and those points on the non-negative axes where In p(xlm, o.)
obtains a local maximum. Let us first consider the latter.

A. m-Axis Solutions

In the limit as o. -_ 0 (m-axis), we see from Eq. (18) that

p(xlm, o.)is proportional to the product of delta functions
given below:

N

limp(xlm, o.)_ H (8(xk-m)+8(Xk+m)) (21)
O"-_0 k = 1

In this case, one can see that if there exists some constant c

such that [xkl = c for all k, thenp(xlm, o.)is zero everywhere
on the m-axis except at m = c, where it is unbounded. Con-

versely, if the (xk) are not all equal in magnitude, then
p(xlm, o.) is zero on the entire m-axis. Thus, since p(xlm, o.)

is bounded everywhere except possibly the m-axis, we can
state that

(_,, t_) = (0, c) (22)

if and only if there exists a c such that IXkl = c for all k.

B. o-Axis Solution

For m = 0 (o.-axis), we have from Eq. (18)that
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p(xlm o) = H 1 exp --
k=l _ 2o 2

(23)

This is just a unimodal gaussian density function with mean

zero. It is well known (Ref. 4) that this function obtains its
maximum at

k=l

Thus, the only point on the o-axis that we need to include in
the set of feasible solutions is

_,0
k=l

(24)

C. Interior First Quadrant Solutions

The other members of the set of feasible solutions are the

points in the first quadrant of the o - m plane (excluding the

non-negative axes) where the partial derivatives of In p(x Im, o)
with respect to o and m vanish. Thus, we must find those

ordered pairs (o, m) for which both o and m are positive and
simultaneously satisfy

a
a--o lnp(xlm, o) = 0 (25)

and

a
am lnp(xlm, o) = 0 (26)

Performing the indicated partial derivatives on Eq. (20)
leads to

N

N N m 2 1
ao lnp_xlm, o) = ---+ -- + -- Ex_

o 03 (73 k = 1

_ 2m N mx k
oa EXk tanh _ (27)

k=l O2

a lnp(xlm, o) = -Nm + 1 N mxg
a---m o2 o--2 E xk tanh -- (28)

k = 1 0"2

Setting Eq. (28) equal to zero leads to the relation between
m and o:

1 N mx k
rn =-_ E xk tanh-

o 2k=!

(29)

Using Eq. (29), we can simplify the rightmost term in Eq. (27).

Consequently, setting Eq. (27) equal to zero leads to the
second relation between m and o:

N
1 2

o2 +m2 =N'Z Xk

k=l

(30)

For simplicity of notation, let us make the definition

N

<x2>_, _x 1 2= N E x; (31)
k=l

For now, since we are only considering positive o and m, we see

from Eq. (30) that the feasible solutions (o, m) in the first

quadrant (excluding the non-negative axes)must satisfy

0 < o < _ and 0 < m < _. Using Eq. (30) to

solve for o in terms of m and substituting into Eq. (19), we
obtain a transcendental equation in one unknown:

1 N mx k
m =-_ E Xk tanh , 0<m<_

k=l _--X2> N - m 2

(32)

Thus, given the measurements xk, k = 1, 2, ..., N, a set

of feasible solutions in the interior first quadrant consists of

ordered pairs of the form (X/<,x2> N - m 2, m), where m

satisfies Eq. (32). Equivalently, m is one of the roots of the
function F(m, x) = m - f(m, x), where

f(m,x) a 1 N mx k
= _r E Xk tanh

k=l _--.X2_ N - m 2
(33)

V. Finding the Roots of F(m,x)

Rather than,.____:___findingthe roots of F(m, x) in the range
0 < m < X/_>N , let us extend this range to 0 _< rn
_< _N" At first, one may think that we have needlessly
increased the size of the set of feasible solutions defined in

the last section. However, we will see in this section that

finding the roots of F(m, x) in this new range of m includes
the feasible solutions on the o and m axes.
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Finding the roots of F(m, x) can be tricky. For example,

looking for roots by investigating when F(m, x) changes sign

may fail since F(m, x) may contain two or more roots very

close together, or may in fact not change sign at a root. How-

ever, insight can be gained by observing that the roots of

F(m, x) are just the intersection of the curves:

z = m (34)

and

z = f(m,x) (35)

where m is restricted to 0 _< m _<_N"

It is interesting to note that f(m, x) is an even function in

x k. That is, f(m, x) depends on each x k via its absolute value.
This is not surprising since one can see that the conditional

probability density function p(xlm, o) in Eq. (18) depends

only on ixkl. Thus, the absolute values of-{xk}constitute a
sufficient statistic and the sign bit ofx k is not needed. Impor-
tant properties of f(m, x) are listed in Table 1, where for
notational convenience we have made the definitions:

N
1

<lxl>N =N E Ixkl (36)
k=1

N

<.x4>2v _ 1 E 4
k=l

(37)

We shall now show that the roots of F(m, x) in the range

_< m _<_N include the feasible solutions on the m and0

o axes, as given in Eqs. (22) and (24). First, we verify Eq. (24),

which specifies the feasible solution on the o-axis. We see
from Table 1, property (i), that m = 0 is always a root of

F(m, x) for all x. But when m = 0, we have from Eq. (30)

that o = _. Thus, the feasible solution (_N' 0)
on the o-axis can be obtained from finding the roots ofF(m, x)

in the range 0 _< m _<'V/'-_-_N.

Next, we show that finding the roots of F(m, x) within

the range 0 _< m _ V/-_-_N also specifies the feasible solu-
tion on the m-axis as given by Eq. (22). It is not too difficult

to see from Eq. (22)"that (0, x/_'2">N ) is the joint MLE if

and only if there exists a ¢ such that Lxkl = c for all k. How-

ever, it is easily verified that IXki = C for all k implies;

x/--_-r>_v = <lxl> N (38)

in which case we have using property (ii) of Table 1 :

f(_N 'x) = <IxL>IV = _N (39)

Thus, m = V/-_->N is a root of F(m,x,_mz.._w_henever [xk[ = c

for all k. Furthermore, for m = X/<X'>N, we have from
Eq. (30) that o = 0. It thus follows that whenever the

ordered pair (0, _N) is the joint MLE, it can always

be obtained b_ing for the roots of F(rn, x) in the range
0 <_m <_x/<x'> N"

Having justified extending the_search for the roots of

F(m, x) to the range 0 <_ m _< X/'<Xe>N , let us state what

we currently know regarding the roots within this range. As
mentioned before, m = 0 is always a root of F(m, x). Are

there any nonzero roots? To answer this question, we first
note that the curve z = f(m, x) is not above the curve

z = m at m = _N" This is easily verified by invoking

Jensen's inequality

<lxl> g < x/--_T>-2v (40)

and using property (ii) of Table 1 to yield

f(_N 'x) = <IXI>N _< _N (41)

Next, we observe that from property (vi) of Table 1, the curve

z = f(m, x) rises above the curve z = m sufficiently near

m = 0 if and only if the following critical condition is
satisfied:

<X4>N < 3 2 2<x >;v (42)

Thus, if Eq. (42) is satisfied, the curve z = f(m, x) must inter-

sect the curve z = m for some nonzero m less than or equal to

_'_-7-_N"

The condition in Eq. (42) is interesting because it parallels

an easily verifiable relationship between the corresponding

ensemble averages, namely, E {x4 } < 3 E (x z _ for mtrue > 0,

and E (x 4 } = 3 E (x2) 2 for mtrue = 0. Thus, a nonzero root of
F(m, x) is guaranteed whenever' the sample moments

<X4>N, <X2>IV bear the same relationship as that relation-
ship between ensemble moments which distinguishes the
nonzero-mean case from the zero-mean case.

Finally, we state one more property that is known concern-

ing the roots of F(m, x)z. As mentioned before, Ixkl -- c for
all k implies that m =_; is a root of F(m, x). The con-

verse is also true. lfx/<x2> N is a root ofF(m, x), then
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=
and thus from property (ii) we have

<lxt>N=

which implies Ixk I = c for all k, because this is the only condi-
tion under which Jensen's inequality, Eq. (40), can be satisfied
with equality.

Let m* denote the largest root of F(m, x), where 0 _< m *
(43) _< x/-_-_ev. A graphical representation of the algorithm for

finding m* is given in Fig. 3. At the ith iteration, m (0 is some

estimate of m*, where m (0 >t m*. As the figure indicates, the

better estimate m (i+1) is obtained by following the paths
(44) labeled (1), (2), and (3). One can see that the estimate m (i+D

is closer to m* than the previous estimate m (0, but is still

larger than m*. From Fig. 3, we see that m (/+1) is given simply
by the recursion

We summarize our results in this section in the following
theorem:

Theorem 1

(1) The feasible solutions are of the form

(x/<x2 >N - m 2, m), where m is a root ofF(m, x) in the

range [0,_].

(2) (a) F(m, x) always has the root m = 0 for all x.

(b) F(m, x) has the root m = _ if and only if
Ixkl = x/--_-_v for all k.

(c) If <.x4> N < 3 <.x2>_, then there exists a non-

zero root of F(m, x) less than or equal to

In Fig. 2, we have sketched z = m and a hypothetical

z = f(m, x) satisfying Eq. (42). For sake of simplicity, we have

drawn the curves so that there are only two intersections.

Unfortunately, Theorem 1 is all that we know regarding
F(m, x). Several pertinent questions are: If Eq. (42) is satis-

fied, is there only one non-zero root? If Eq. (42) is not satis-

fied, are there any non-zero roots? And, finally, when there is

more than one root, which one corresponds to the MLE?

These questions have been very difficult to answer analy-

tically. It would be "nice" if there were only one non-zero

root when Eq. (42) is satisfied, and no non-zero roots other-

wise. A few plots of F(m, x) indicate that this might be so.

Properties of F(m, x) which might give some indication about

the number of roots are currently being investigated. We are

also in the process of looking for counterexamples.

VI. An Algorithm for an Upper Bound
of the MLE

Although Theorem 1 is somewhat incomplete concerning

the number of roots of F(m, x), we can nevertheless give an

algorithm for finding the largest root, which provides an upper

bound to our signal-to-noise ratio and combiner weight esti-

mators. We suspect that this upper bound is indeed the MLE

and we show later that this is true in the large SNR case.

m (i+D = f(m (i), x) (45)

The zeroth estimate of m* is

m(°) = _v

Thus, performing Eq. (45) for i = 0, 1 .... , generates the
sequence of estimates m O) > m (2) > .... It can be shown

that this sequence converges to m*. Since m* is the largest

root of F(m, x), we see that upper bounds to our estimators
are

= m^2 < lim [m(O 12 (46)

52 _® <X2>N _ [m(O] 2

m (i)= r_ _< lim
(47)

To obtain a qualitative understanding of how the rate of

convergence of such an algorithm depends on SNR, let us
make the definition:

A(0 _ m(0_ m* (48)

By the mean value theorem, there exists some m o between
m* and m (i) such that

, af
A (i+D = m (/+l) - m* =f(m ('), x) -f(m*, x) =_--m A(i)

rrl=m 0

(49)

Equation (49) gives us some idea about the rate of convergence
of the algorithm. For example, in the case of high SNR, m*

should be close to _ and in this case the partial deriva-

tive off(m, x)should be close to zero. Thus, one can see from

Eq. (49) that A(O would approach zero very rapidly. On the

other hand, for low SNR, one would expect that m* would be

closer to zero, and consequently the partial derivative of

f(m, x) would be closer to its derivative at the origin, which is
one. In this case the convergence would be very slow.
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An algorithm for finding a root close to m* is given by the

flow diagram in Fig. 4. The variable TOL is a pre-assigned
tolerance for the difference between two successive estimates

of m*. Also, a limit to the number of iterations of the algo-

rithm is set by the variable NUM. This is needed in the low
SNR case where the convergence of the estimate to m* may be

asymptotically slow.

VII. The High SNR Case

It is interesting to consider the high SNR case, especially

since this serves as a check on our method. In the high SNR

case, the (x k) will most likely be nearly equal in magnitude.

Then, from Jensen's ine_ Eq. (40), <txl> N would be
close to, but less than _/<x'> n. Thus, from Fig. 3,we expect
the intersection of the curves z = m and z = f(m, x) to be close

to x/'-_-_ N, in which case just one iteration of the algorithm
of Fig. 4 would yield a close estimate of m*, given below.

m* =" mO) : f(X,/-_-_N , x) = <IxI> N, for SNR--_*

(50)

If we use the above for m*, then the signal-to-noise ratio
estimate is

<lxl>_r
=_ (51)

<x2> N - <lxl>_

which asymptotically equals the usual signal-to-noise ratio
estimate for the high SNR case (Ref. 5).

VIII. Summary

The main result of this memo is an algorithm for finding

upper bounds to the maximum likelihood estimates of signal-

to-noise ratio and combiner weights. Further work is needed

to determine if these upper bounds equal the maximum
likelihood estimates.
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Table 1. Properties of f(m,x)

f(O,x) = 0 (i)

lim f(m,x) = <Ix'> N

m .--*-_N

(iO

(ifi)

am

m_ _N

= 0 (iv)

f (m, x) is monotonically increasing in m (v)

To third order in m:

m3[ t/(re, x) ~ m+ 1 2 2
<X2>N 3 <x >N

(vi)
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_.a conventional prime factor discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm

is used to realize a discrete Fourier-like transform on the finite fieM, GF(qg ). A pipeline

structure is used to implement this prime factor DFT over GF(qn). This algorithm is

developed to compute cyclic convolutions of complex numbers and to decode Reed-

Solomon codes. Such a pipeline fast prime factor DFT algorithm over GF(qg _) is regular,

simple, expandable, and naturally suitable for VLSI implementation. An e_ample illus-

trating the pipeline aspect of a 30-point transform over GF(q n) is presented.

I. Introduction

Let GF(q n) be a finite field, where q is a prime number. A

discrete Fourier-like transform over GF(q n ) is defined by

d-1

an a nk mod q,O <<.k<_d- 1 (1)

n=o

where Ak, an eGF(q n), a is the dth root of unity in GF(q n)

and dlq n - 1.

In some applications of finite field transforms to coding and

digital filters, the transform length d is not a power of two.

Thus, the usual FFT algorithm cannot be used to calculate

transforms of as many as d points.

In this article it will be shown that if d = d I • d2 . . . dr,

where (di, di)= I for i :_j, then the transform in Eq. (1) and

its inverse can be calculated by the fast prime factor DFT

algorithm (Refs. 1-3). The prime factor DFT algorithm is

based on the use of the Chinese remainder theorem (Ref. 4).

In this algorithm, the one-dimensional d-point Fourier trans-

form over GF(q n) is converted into an r-dimensional, d i-

point, (for i= 1,2 ..... r) Fourier transforms over GF(qn).

This algorithm is called a prime factor DFT algorithm over

GF(q n ).

A primary advantage of the prime factor DFT is that the

VLSI processor for computing a d-point transform over

GF(q n) is composed only of d 1 + d 2 + ...+ dr basic cells.

Each basic cell performs a sum and product operation in

GF(q n ).

It is well known that the systolic array of a DFT computa-

tion requires d basic cells (Ref. 5). Therefore, the number of

basic cells of a prime factor DFT algorithm over GF(q n) are
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substantially fewer than the systolic array implementation of

the DFT. Of course, this advantage must be weighed against

the difficulty of the rearrangement of two input and output

sequences ofd samples in the VLSI implementation.

In this article, a pipeline structure for rearranging input

and output data is developed for a prime factor DFT over

GF(qn). As a consequence, a pipeline fast prime factor DFT

over GF(q n) can be developed. Finally, it is shown that a
pipeline fast prime factor DFT over GF(2 s) can be used to

decode a (255,223) Reed-Solomon Code (Ref. 6) and that a

pipeline fast prime factor DFT over GF(q 2), where q = 2v - 1

is a Mersenne prime, can be used to compute the cyclic convo-

lutions of two sequences of 8 • p symbols.

Stage 1

dl-I

nlk 1
A 1 = _ a

(11
(k 1,i 2 ..... i r) _.J (nl,n 2 ..... n r)

nl=O

Stage 2

d 2 - 1

nlk 1A 2
= E AI

(kl,k 2 .....ir) -- (kl,i 2 .....ir) Or2

• i2=0

, O_<k2_<d2-1

II. A Pipeline Fast Prime Factor DFT
Over GF(_)

In this section a method for computing a d-point DFT

over GF(qn), based on the Chinese remainder theorem, is

investigated.

Let d = d 1 • d2... dr, where (4, d/) = 1 for i,/,and also

let k and n in Eq. (1) be represented by the r-tuple (kl, k2,

.... kr) and (nl, n2 ..... _), respectively, where kj = k

mod dj and nj = n mod d/ for 1 _< j _< r. By the use of the
Chinese remainder theorem, it is shown (Ref. 4) that a d-point

DFT over GF(q n) in Eq. (1) can be decomposed into an r,

di-point, DFTs (i = 1,2 ..... r). In other words, the computa-

tion ofA k given in Eq. (1) can be written explicitly in terms

of the dtth root of unit in GF(q n) as

dl.-r-1 d2-1 dr-I

A k = A(kl,k 2 ..... k r) = E E "'" E a(nl,n 2 ..... n r)

nl=O n2=O nr=O

nlk I n2k 2 n k

c_1 _2 ...a rr for l<_k.<_d. (2)
r 1 ]

where

(d.a_ a .d . d )d-I
ol. = a , z"" _1 j+t"" r j
I

with

(did 2 ...d/_ 1 d]+ 1 ...d)'d71_ l modd.I I

and (d? 1 , d]) = 1 (for ] = 1,2 ..... r) is a d/th root of unity in
GF(q n) (Ref. 6).

From Eq. (2), this algorithm consists of the following r

stages:

Stage r

= A r
A� (xl,k2 ..... kr )

d-1
r

= E r-I Otnrkr O<_k <_d- 1
h(kl,k 2 .... ,kr_ 1 , ir) r '

Instead of computing Eq. (3) directly, an alternate pipe-

line technique can be developed to compute Eq. (3). To see

this, let d = d1 • d2 ..... dr = dlO . d2(1), where d_ =d I •
d2 ..... dr_ x , d2(l) = d r and (dlO), d}2)) = 1. Thus, by Eq. (3)

a one-dimensional transform of d samples can be converted

into a two d_l)-point transforms, for i = 1,2. In a similar

fashion, the one-dimensional transform for d_1) can be con-

verted into two d/(2)-point transforms, for i = 1,2, where

d_2) = d I " d2,..., dr_ 2 and d (2) = dr_l, and so forth. This
algorithm is called a pipeline prime factor DFT algorithm on

GF(qn). It is shown in the next section that this new algo-

rithm can be readily implemented in VLSI technology.

III. VLSI Design for Computing a Pipeline
Fast Prime Factor DFT Over GF(q")

A VLSI processor for computing Eq. (1), composed of

d basic cells, is now developed, using the direct approach.

Each basic cell performs a sum and product operation in

GF(qn). That is, a _ a + b • c, where "_" denotes the opera-

tion "is replaced by." The VLSI architecture of the DFT over

GF(q n) using a method similar to the systolic array technique

is illustrated in the following example.

Example 1. Architecture of a 6-point DFT using the direct

systolic array technique.
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A 6-point DFT over GF(q n) is defined by

6-1

Ak = E an °tnk
n=O

where a is a 6th root of unity in GF(qn). A VLSI architecture

structure for computing this transform over GF(q n) is shown

in Fig. 1. This architecture contains six basic cells. The princi-

pal function of each basic cell is to perform the operation a

a + b • c. In this example ank, which is stored in the registers

A k for 0 _ k _<5, is assumed to be precomputed.

First, the complex symbol sequence an for 0 _< n _ 5 is
sent to all of the cells, simultaneously. Assume initially that

all registers are set to zero. After the input data are entered,

the components of A k in Eq. (1) are contained in registers
B k for 0 _< k _ 5. The values computed in this manner are

shifted sequentially out of register B 0.

The application of Eq. (3) to the VLSI design of a d-point

DFT is illustrated in the following example.

Example 2. Architecture of a 6-point DFT given in Eq. (1)

using Eq. (3).

Since d = d I • d2 = 3 • 2, by Eq. (3) one obtains a 6-point
DFT as

2-1

n2k 2

A 1 = ot 2(nl,k 2) _ a(nl,n 2)

n2:O

3-1

nlk 1

A k 2 = _ A 1= A(kl,k2 ) _ (nl,k 2) Ot 1

nl=O

(4a)

(4b)

where ot2 = ¢z3 and tz I = a 4 are the 2nd and 3rd roots of unity

in GF(qn).

To compute Eq. _(4a), first, one maps the input index n

into a pair of indices n I and n2, where n 1 - n mod 3 and

n2 = n mod 2. That is, a0 _ a(o,o), a I _ ao,o, a2 _ (a2,o) ,

a3 _ (ao.l) , a4 _ aO,o), and as _ a(2,O. The method used to

convert an to a(nl,n2 ) is described in Example A.1 in the
appendix.

The pipeline structure for computing the 6-point DFT

given above in Example 2 is shown in Fig. 2. This pipeline

architecture makes possible an efficient design with fewer

cells and a small loss in throughput rate.

In this figure, the input sequence an, first, is shifted sequen-

tially into the memory A, which is composed of six registers

A o, A l ..... and A s. Then, each column of memory A is
shifted right out of the last column into the unit of the 2-point

DFT. Then each column of A is cyclically shifted up by one

symbol, except for the first column.

Simultaneously, a 2-point transform of the first column is

computed by the direct systolic array method. These opera-

tions are continued repeatedly until the first column of mem-

ory A is shifted out of the circuit. "The components of

A_n 1 ,k1) are obtained in memory B.

Finally, two 3-point transforms of the first and second rows

of memory B are calculated by Eq. (4b). The components of

A(kl ,g2) are obtained in memory C (see Fig. 2).

The method used to rearrange the output data fromA(k 1,k2)
back to A k is illustrated for Example A.1 in the appendix.
Each column of memory C is shifted up and out of the first

row and then into the last stage. After this, each row of C is

cyclically shifted right by one symbol except for the third

row. These operations are continued repeatedly until the last
row of memory C is shifted out of the circuit.

The first three samples, A o through A2, are obtained by

switching them to the output line of memory C. The next
three samples are obtained by switching them to the other

output line with a three-stage delay element (see Fig. 2).

If a structure similar to that used in Example 2 is used

recursively, the general pipeline fast prime factor DFT algo-

rithm over GF(q n) can be obtained. This is illustrated by
the following example.

Example 3. Architecture of a d = d 1 • d2 = 5 × 6-point
DFT over GF(q n) using Eq. (3)

To compute this 30-point DFT over GF(qn), first, one

computes the two-dimensional 5 × 6 DFT over GF(q n) by

6-1

n 2 k 2

A1 = E _2 (Sa)
(n 2 ,k 2) a(n 1 ,n 2)

n2=O

and

5-1
nlk 1

A(kl,k 2) E Al czl (Sb)= (nl, k 2)

nl=O
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where etl = et6 and et2 = et2S are the 5th and 6th roots of unity
in GF(qn), respectively.

To compute Eq. (5a), one needs to convert an into a(n 1,n2) ,
where n 1 = n mod 5 and n2 = n mod 6. The procedure for

rearranging this input sequence is given in Example A.2 in

the appendix. Then, the 6-point DFT over GF(q n) in Eq. (5a)
can be decomposed into a two-dimensional 3 × 2 transform.

This 2-D transform can be implemented by Example 2.

A 5-point DFT over GF(q n) in Eq. (5b) can be computed

by the direct systolic array method. Finally, the resulting data

A(k 1,k2) is arranged in the reverse manner back to A k (see
Example A.2 in the appendix). A pipeline architecture for

implementing a prime factor 30-point DFT over GF(q n) is
shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, one observes that one needs to permute the

index n2 of the last column of d2 = 6 symbols in matrix A

and the index k 2 of the first row of d2 = 6 symbols in matrix

C, where n2 = n mod 6 and k 2 = k mod 6. Thus, in order to
reduce the number of permutations in the hardware, one

should choose d2 < dl, where d = d I • d2. Then, one needs

only to permute the index n_ of the sequence ofd 2 symbols.

In Example 3, if one chooses d = d I • d2 = 6 • 5, then one

does not need to permute the index n2 of the last column of

d2 = 5 symbols in a 6 X 5 matrix. In general, if d I - d 2 = 1,
then no permutations are needed for index n2.

IV. Applications

In this section it is shown that a pipeline fast pipeline

prime DFT over GF(q n) has application to future designs of
coding and digital signal processors.

A. Coding

It is shown (Ref. 6) that a 255-point transform over GF(2 a)
can be used to decode a (255,233) Reed-Solomon Code.

Since the transform length of this transform is d= 255 = 17 ×

5 X 3 = 17 × 15 = d I • d2, the transform can be computed

by an algorithm similar to that used in Example 2. Thus, a

pipeline fast prime factor DFT algorithm over GF(2 a) can be
used to decode a (255,223) Reed-Solomon Code.

The arithmetic needed to compute the 255-point transform

over GF(28) in RS decoder requires only 3 + 5 + 17 = 25

basic cells. Each basic cell performs a sum and product opera-
tion over GF(2a).

B. Digital Signal Processor

Recently the authors (Ref. 7) defined transforms over

GF(q 2) of the form

d-1

Ak = Z anetnkm°dq
n=O

where q = 2t' - 1 is a Mersenne prime, et is a dth root of unit
in GF(q 2) and dlq 2 - 1. They showed that the convolution of

two finite sequences of d samples can be obtained as the

inverse transform of the product of their transforms.

Nussbaumer in Ref. 8 showed that the complex integer

(1 + i) is an 8 • pth root of unity in GF(q2). Multiplications

by powers of (1 + i) can be performed by simple bit rotations.

As a consequence, the operations needed to compute an

8 • p-point transform over GF(q 2) requires only cyclic shifts
and additions.

If one uses the direct systolic array method, the VLSI

processor needed to compute the above 8 ° p-point transform
over GF(q 2) would require 8 • p basic cells. Each basic cell of

this transform performs only a sum and cyclic shift in GF(q2).

Before developing further the pipeline fast prime factor

DFT over GF(q2), consider further some properties of the
finite field, GF(qn).

Theorem 1. Let GF(q n) be a finite field. Also let d =

d_l • d22 ..... d_r, where (di, d]) _ 1 fori 4:/and dlq n - 1.
Then, et is an element of order d in GF(q n) if and only if
eta/ai__ 1 mod q for i= 1,2 ..... r.

Proof. If et is an element of order d, then d is the smallest
integer such that

cta = 1 mod q

This implies aa/ai _ 1 mod q.

Assume a is not an element of order d. Then, the order of

et is O(et) :/: d, where O(et) denotes an order of et. Thus, there
exists h _e lsuch that

nl n2 d nr = h. 0(a) (6)d=dl "d2 ' ' r

By (Ref. 6), one observes that dilh for some i. Therefore,

d/d i
et = 1 mod q
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Corollary 1. If c_ is an element of order of d in GF(qn),
then a/is also an element of order d for (j, d) = 1.

Proof. Since (j, d) = 1, then di2j, where d i is a prime factor
of d. Thus,

(a/) a/ai = (J/ai) j = (Oti)J mod q

= a a is an element of order d i and a = did i.where ai

Assume

a_ -= 1 mod q

Then, ] must be a multiple of d i. But (], di) = 1. Hence (aa)i _ 1
rood q, i.e., (a/) a/di _ 1 mod q. By Theorem 1, aJ is an ele-

ment of order of a for (], d) = 1.

From Corollary 1, one observes that the number of ele-
ments of order d in GF(q n) is ¢(d), where ¢(d) denotes
Euler's Function.

Corollary 2. Let GF(q 2 ) be a Golois field,where q = 2p - 1

is a Mersenne prime, an 8 • pth root of unity in GF(q 2) is

(1 + i).

and

Proof. First note the identity

(1 + i) sp/p = (1 + i) a = 2 4 _ 1 mod q

(1 + i) ap/2 = (1 + i) 4v = (-22) p = -22p

= -1 _ 1 rood q

Thus, by Theorem 1, it follows that (1 + i) is an 8 .pth
root of unity in GF(q 2 ).

Corollary 3. Let GF(q 2) be a Golois field, where q = 2P - 1

is a Mersenne prime, 21 is a pth root of unity in GF(q 2) for
]= 1,2 ..... p-1.

Proof. First note the identity

2p/p---2_ lmodq

Thus, by Theorem 1, it follows that 2 is a pth root of unity in

GF(q 2 ). Also by Corollary 1, 2/is also a pth root of unity in

GF(q 2 ) for (], p) = l, i.e.,] = 1,2 ..... p-1.

Corollary 4. Let GF(q 2 ) be a Golois field, where q = 2P - 1

is a Mersenne prime. An 8th root of unity in GF(q 2) is in one

of forms _+2(p-1)/2 (1 -+i) mod q.

Proof. First note the identity

(2 (p-1)/2 (1 + i))4 = 22 (p-l) (1 + i)4 _ 2-2 (_2 2) _- -1 rood q

Thus, by Theorem 1, it follows that 2(p-I)/2 (1 + i) is an 8th

root of unity in GF(q2). Also, by Corollary 1, (2( p-l)/2 (1 + i))/

for] = 3, 5, 7, are 8th roots of unity in GF(q2). That is,

2 p-1)/2 (1 3+ 0 = 2(p-1)/2 (1 + i) 2p-1 (1 + 0 2

- 2 (p-l)/2 (-1 +i)modq

+i))s= 2(p_1)/2(1 +i) (2(P-1)/2(1+i))4

-2 (p-1)/2 (1 + i) mod q

and

2 (p-1_2 (1 + i))7_=2(P_i)/2(I+ i)(2(p-I)/2(I+ i))

= -2 (p-l)/2 (-1 + i)

Therefore, an 8th root of unity in GF(q 2) is in one of forms

_+2(p-1)/2 (1 -+i) mod q.

By Corollary 2, for p = 31, (1 + i)is a 31 • 8th of unity in

GF(q2). If we let d = d 1 • d2 = 31 • 8, then a 31 • 8-point
transform over GF(q 2) is

31.8-1

Ak = Z an _nk

n=O

(7)

where c_= (1 + i) is a 8 • pth root of unity in GF(q2).

From Eq. (3), the transform given in Eq. (7) consists of the

following two stages:

8-1 n2k2

A1 =-" Z a(n 1, a2 mod q (8a)(nl,k 2) n2)
n2=O

and

31-1 nlkl

Ak 2 = E 1 a I mod q= A(kl,k2 ) A(nl,k 2)
_l O=

(8b)
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where ct2 = (1 + 0217 = 2 is (1 - i) and oq = (1 + i) a2 = 212.

If one uses an algorithm similar to that used in Example 3, a

pipeline structure can be used to implement Eqs. (8a) and

(8b). For p = 31, the VLSI processor for computing an

8 ° p-point transform over GF(q 2) is only composed of
8 + 31 = 39 basic cells. Each basic cell in this transform

performs only a summation and cyclic shifts.

V. Concluding Remarks

It has been shown that a conventional prime factor dis-

crete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm can be used to

realize a discrete Fourier-like transform on the field GF(qn).

This algorithm can also be used to compute cyclic convolu-

tions of complex numbers and to decode Reed-Solomon codes.

A primary advantage of the prime factor DFT is that the

number of VLSI processors needed is substantially fewer than

that of the more conventional systolic array implementation.

The difficulty of the rearrangement of two input and output
sequences of samples in the VLSI implementation was shown

to be a soluble problem. As a consequence, a pipeline fast

prime factor DFT over GF(q n) can be developed.

It is possible to use the pipeline fast prime factor DFT

over GF(2 s) in decoding a Reed-Solomon code. Further-

more, a pipeline fast prime factor DFT over GF(q2), where

q = 2v - 1 is a Mersenne prime, can be used to compute the

cyclic convolutions of two sequences of 8 • p symbols.
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Appendix

Algorithm for Rearranging the Input and Output Sequences
in the Prime Factor DFT Over GF(q n)

To perform Eq. (3), one needs to convert input data from

an to a(nl,n2) and inversely to convert output data from

A(kl,k2) toA k,where0_<n,k<_d =d 1 "d 2-1,n i -nmod
di and ki =- k modd i for i = 1,2. To see this, let the one-dimen-
sional input data of DFT be an, where 0 _<n _<d = d1 • d2 - 1.
This one-dimensional input data can be shifted sequentially

into a d I × d2 two-dimensional matrix as follows:

at/1-1 .... a2 al ao

a2dl-1 " • " , a2d 1 +2 ad I +1 aldl

a3dl_ 1 • . . , a3dl+ 2 a2dl+l g2d I

ad2dl_ 1 • . . ,a(d2_l)dl+2 a(d2-1)dl+l a(d2-1)d 1

(A-l)

In (A-I) the input index n is mapped into the pair of indices

(nl, n2), where n I = n modd 1 and n2 - n rood d2 . The vector

of index n2 of the last and next to last columns of the
matrix in (A-I) are, respectively.

[0.d lmodd 2,1-d,modd2,2"d,modd 2 ..... (d 2-1)

• d 1 mod d2] T

(A-2)

and

[(O'd I + 1)mod d2,(1 .d I + 1)mod d2,(2 -d 1 + 1)

mod d2,...,((d 2 - 1)- d I + 1) modd2lr

(A-3)

where T denotes matrix transpose.

Then, one can find 1 in (A-3) and some value i in (A-2)
such that

1 = i" d 1 rood d2 (A-4)

Given d I and d2, the solution of congruence (A-4) is i. The

index th is periodic with period d2. If the indices in (A-3)
are cyclically shifted up by i or down by d2 - i, the index

n2 of the resulting sequence is equal to the index n2 of the
sequence in (A-2). In a similar fashion, if the data of the kth
column of (A-I) is cyclically shifted up or down by i or by

d2 - i, then the index n2 of the resulting data of the kth

column is equal to the index n2 of the data of the (k + 1)th
column of the matrix in (A-l). To illustrate this, two examples

are presented.

Example A.1. Let the length of input sequence be d =

d1 • d2 = 3 • 2. Convert an into a(n l,n2) and inversely con-

vert A(n 1,n2) into An, where 0 _< n _< 5, n I - n rood 3 and
n2 - n mod 2. First, the input sequence an, 0 <_ n <_ 5, is
shifted sequentially into a 3 × 2 matrix as follows:

a 2 a 1 a 0

as a4 q3

(A-5)

Then, the index of an is mapped into two pairs of indices

(nl, n2). Thus, the matrix in (A-5) becomes

a(2,o) a(l,O

a(2, D ao,o )

a(o,o)

a(o,l)

(A-6)

The index th of the last and next to last columns of (A-5) are

[0 • 3 mod 2, 1 • 3 rood 2] T (A-7)

and

[(0 - 3 + 1) mod 2, (1 • 3 + 1) mod 2] T (A-8)

respectively.
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From (A-4), one obtains the congruence as

l=i • 3mod2 (A-9)

First, the input sequence an, 0 < n <_ 30 is shifted sequen-
tially into a 5 × 6 matrix as follows:

The solution of (A-9) is i = 1. Let the data of the first and

second columns of the 3 × 2 matrix in (A-6) be cyclically

shifted up by two and by one, respectively. Then, the 2-D

matrix is arranged in the same order as the index n2 of the
last column:

a(2,o) a(1,o) a(o,o)

a(2,1) a(1,1) a(o,l)

(A-10)

a4 a3

% %

al 4 al 3

a19 a18

a24 a23

a29 a2s

a2 aI ao

a7 a6 a s

al 2 al 1 al 0

al 7 al 6 al s

a22 a21 a20

a27 a26 a2s

This matrix is used to input data for a prime factor DFT

algorithm over GF(q 2) after taking three 2-point transforms

of the columns and then taking two 3-point transforms of the

rows in (A-10); then, (A-10) becomes

A(2,o)

A(2,0

A(I,O) A(o,o)

A(l,l) A(o,1)

(A-11)

To inversely convert 2-D matrix in (A-11) into 1-D A n for
0 < n _< 5, first, the data of the first and second columns of

the 3 × 2 matrix in (A-11) are cyclically shifted down by two

and by one, respectively. Then, the matrix in (A-11) becomes

or

A(2,o) A(I,1) A(o,o)

A(2,1) A(l,O) A(o,D

A 2 A 1 A o

A s A 4 A a

Finally, an is shifted out sequentially from this matrix.

Example A.2. Let the length of input sequence be d =

d I • d 2 = 5 • 6. Convert an into a(n I ,n2) and inversely con-

vert from output sequence A(k 1,k2) into Ak, where 0 < n,
k<_ 30, ni=nmod5,andki=kmod6 fori =1,2.

(A-12)

If the index of an is mapped into the pair of indices (nl, n2),

where n 1 = n mod 5 and n2 = n mod 6, then the matrix in
(A-12) becomes

a(4,4)

a(4,3)

a(4,2)

a(4,1)

a(4,o)

a(4,s)

a(3,3) a(2,2)

a(3,2) a(2,1)

a(3,1) a(2,0)

a(3,0) a(2,s)

a(a,s) a(2,4)

a(3,4) a(2,3)

a(l,l)

ao,o)

a(1,s)

a(1,4)

a(l,3)

a(1,2)

a(o,o)

a(o,s)

a(o,4)

a(o,3)

a(0,2)

a(o,o

(A-13)

In order to arrange the second index of a pair (nx, n2) , i.e.,
n2 in order, from (A-12), one solves the congruence

1 =i- 5 mod 6 (A-14)

The solution of (A-14) is i = 5 or d2 - i = 6 - 5 = 1. If the data
of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th columns of (A-3) are cyclically
shifted down by 4, 3, 2, and 1 ,the columns of the 5 × 6 matrix

in (A-13) are rearranged in the same order as the last column

of (A-13) as follows:
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a(4,0) a<3,0) a(2,0) a(1,0)

a(4,4) a(3,4) a(2,4) a(l,4)

a(3, )

%:) %,I) %,O %:)

a(o,o)

a(o,5)

a(o,4)

a(o,3)

a(o,2)

a(O,l)

(A-15)

Finally, if one arranges the rows so that the index r_ is in

numerical sequence,(A-15)becomes the desired result, namely,

To rearrange from A(k 1,k2) in (A-17) into A_, first one

arranges the rows in (A-17) such that the index n2 of 5 × 6

matrix in (A-17) are in the same order as the index in (A-15)

as follows:

A(4,0) A(3,0)

A(4,s) A(3,5)

A(4,4) A(3,4)

A(4,3) A(a,3)

A(4,2) A(3,2)

A(4,1) A(3,1)

A(2,o)

A(2,5)

A(2,4)

A(2,3)

A(2,2)

A(2,1)

A(1,o) A(o,o)

A(t,s) A(o,s)
°

A(1,4) A(0,4)

A(1,3) A(0,3)

A(1,2) A(o,2)

AO,1) A(o,O

a(4,0) a(3,0)

a(4,1) a(3,1)

a(4,2) a(3,2)

a(4,3) a(3,3)

a(4,4) a(3,4)

a(4,s) a(3,s)

a(2,o)

a(2,D

a(2,2)

a_2,3)

a<2,4)

af2,s)

G(1,O) a(0,0)

a_i,1) a<o,1)

a<l,2) a<o,:)

a_1,3) a<o,3)

a( 1,4) a(0,4)

a_l,s) a(o,s)

(A-16)

After taking five 6-point transforms of the columns and then

taking six 5-point transforms of the rows in (A-16), (A-16)

becomes

(A-IS)

Then, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th columns of the matrix are

cyclically shifted up by four, three, two, and one data, respec-

tively. Thus, one obtains

A(4,4) A(3,3)

A(4,3) A(3,2)

A(4,2) A(3,1)

A(2,2)

A(2,1)

A(2,o)

AO,I) A(o,o)

A(1,o)

A(I,S)

A(4,1) A(3,0) A(2,s) A(1,4)

A(4,o) A(2,4)

A(2,3)

A(3,s)

A(3,4)A(4,s)

A(l,a)

A(1,2)

A(o,s)

A(o,4)

A(o,3)

A(o,2)

A(o,1)

A(4,o)

A(4,1)

A(4,2)

A(4,3)

A(4,4)

A(4,s)

A(3,o)

A(3,1)

A(3,2)

A(3,3)

A(3,4)

A(3,s)

A(2,o)

A(2,1)

A(2,2)

A(2,3)

A(2,4)

A(:,s)

AO ,0) A(o,o)

A(l,t) A(o, D

A(I,2) A(0,2)

A(1,3) A(0,3)

A(1,4) A(o,4)

A(I,s) A(o,s)

(A-17)

Finally,A k is shifted sequentially out from this matrix.

(A-19)
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A new least squares algorithm is proposed and investigated for fast frequency and

phase acquisition of sinusoids in the presence of noise. This algorithm is a special case

of more general, adaptive parameter-estimation techniques. The advantages of the

algorithms are their conceptual simplicity, flexibility and applicability to general situa-

tions. For example, the frequency to be acquired can be time varying,, and the noise can

be non-gaussian, non-stationary and colored.

As the proposed algorithm can be made recursive in the number of observations, it

is not necessary to have a priori knowledge of the received signal-to-noise ratio or to

specify the measurement time. This would be required for batch processing techniques,

such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The proposed algorithm improves the frequency

estimate on a recursive basis as more and more observations are obtained. When the

algorithm is applied in real time, it has the extra advantage that the observations need i

not be stored. The algorithm also yields a real time confidence measure as to the accuracy |

of the estimator.

I. Introduction

The problem of estimating the parameters of a sinusoidal

signal has received considerable attention in the literature, see

for example Refs. 1-7 and their references. Such a problem

arises in diverse engineering situations such as carrier tracking

for communications systems and the measurement of Doppler

in position location, navigation and radar systems.

A variety of techniques have been proposed in the literature

to solve such problems including, to mention a few, the appli-

1Also with the faculty of the Electrical Engineering Department at
California State University, Long Beach.

cation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (as in Refs. 1,2),

one and two dimensional Kalman filters based on a linearized

model (Ref. 5), a modified extended Kalman filter that

results in a phase locked loop (Ref. 6), or a digital phase locked

loop derived on the basis of linear stochastic optimization

(Ref. 7).

The fact that there are so many different techniques to

solve the problem indicates the importance of the problem.

This, however, also implies that there is no single technique

superior to all others in all possible situations and/or with

respect to different criteria such as computational complexity,

statistical efficiency, etc.
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In this article we propose the application of the least

squares parameter estimation technique to the estimation of
an unknown frequency. The least squares algorithm has been

extensively studied in the literature in terms of convergence,

computational requirements, etc. (Refs. 8, 9), and has found

varied applications in a wide variety of communication and

signal processing problems. This is due to the relative simplicity
of the least squares algorithm and its attractive convergence

rates. In Ref. 9 for example, it has been shown that the

algorithm exhibits an initial factorial convergence rate fol-
lowed by exponential convergence. Such a convergence is

very desirable in almost all estimation situations including the
one under consideration.

When the least squares (LS) algorithm is implemented via

the fast algorithm of Ref. 10, the computational requirements
of the algorithm compare favorably to the FFT algorithm.

The least squares algorithm offers, in addition to the above

discussed rapid initial convergence, several other desirable

features. First the least squares algorithm provides final

estimates of frequency, whereas FFT estimation requires use

of a secondary algorithm to interpolate between frequencies.

Secondly, using an exponentially weighted least squares algo-

rithm, it is possible to track a time varying frequency. We
compare the least squares algorithm to the FFT since the latter

is "close" to the optimum in terms of the statistical

efficiency (Ref. 1).

In Section 11 we present the signal model followed by the

least squares algorithm in Section III. Section IV analyzes

the estimation error of the algorithm. In Section V a few simu-

lation examples are presented. The last section of the article

contains some concluding remarks.

II. The Signal Model

Consider the problem of estimating an unknown frequency"

wa from the measurements Yk, zk below

yg = A sin(w dt k+$)+nik

zk -- A cos (wa tk + _) + nqk, k=l,2,...

(1)

Here the sequence _vk, zk} represents the samples of the
in-phase and quadrature components of a received signal

s(t) obtained by demodulating s(t) by a carrier reference

signal r(t) and its 90-deg phase shifted version respectively,

i.e.,

s(t) = A sin (w o t + $o ) + n(t)

r(t) = 2sin(wt+dPc), $ = $o-$c'Wa = w-w o

with nik and nqk denoting the samples of the quadrature com-
ponents of white noise n(t). The algorithm can be easily

extended to the case where n(t) is a colored noise.

With a power series expansion for the sine and cosine func-

tions, the measurement equations can be written in alternative
forms as follows:

Yk = A sin (watk) Cos@+ A cos (watk) sin_b + n/k

zk = A cos (watk) cos@ -A sin (Watk) sinq_ + nqk

or

IA A sin_b 2Ii l A sine A cosq_ wa 2! wa

=

z cos_b -A sine we A cos_ 2- 2! Wa

A sine n_l']

Acos_ 3 +_wa I
3! wa • " "

. A cost n-ll. A sin_b 3 .

• _ Wa "'" (n-l)! wa -J

m

1 1

I
2

tk
]

I

nik+ (2)

I_nqk/

In tile above approximation the terms of the order (watk)nln!
and smaller order have been ignored (assuming here that

wat k < n). With obvious definitions, the measurement equa-
tion can be written in a form "linear in parameters."

Zk = 0'x k + nj, (3)

In the above, the prime (') denotes transpose, Zk = D'k zg],
t t

n k = [nik nqk], Xk denotes the observable state vector [1 tk
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t 2 ... tg -1 ] and 0' is the unknown parameter matrix. A stan-

dard least square algorithm can be applied to estimate the

unknown parameter matrix 0' from the sequence of noisy

observations Zk, k = 1,2 ..... N.

III. Parameter Estimation via Least Squares

The parameter matrix 0' can be estimated by either a
recursive or nonrecursive form. We consider in this article the
nonrecursive form. The estimate of 0 on the basis of measure-

ment Zk, k = 1,2 ..... N, denoted ON, is given by

j=l j=l

(4)

where 0 < X _< 1 is the exponential data weighting factor. One

may refer to Refs. 8 and 11, for example, for an equivalent
recursive update of 0"N- From 0"N, the estimates of A, wa and
_bcan be obtained.

A. Computational Requirements

The algorithm of Eq. (4) requires an inverse of a symmetric

(n X n) matrix once, requiring order n 2 computations. It may

appear that the computation of each x/x_ term requires n 2

computations. However, detailed examination shows that only

2n computations are required. Thus, the total computations

are equal to 6nN + O(n2). In practice, the matrix inverse can

be precomputed, thus reducing the data dependent computa-
tions to only 2nN+ n2/2.

B. Fast Implementation of Least Squares Algorithm

The matrix

N

j=l

in Eq. (4) has a very special structure as can be easily seen by

explicit computation of the term xjx_ of the summand. Thus,

x.x_ =
! !

- 1 t] t? ... §"-' -l

t/./j2 tj 3 tn-lt, n• '' j !

t.n-I t.n ... t? "-2

Each of the matrices xix _ and p-I is a Hankel matrix. That is,
all the elements of each cross-diagonal are the same. The struc-

ture of a Hankel matrix is very similar to that of a Toeplitz

matrix wherein the elements along the various subdiagonals
are equal. The fast algorithm of Ref. 10 for the solution of

Toeplitz system of equations can be slightly modified so as

to become applicable to the present problem. Thus, the com-

putations in Eq. (4) can be made in order n(log2n)2 compu-

tations, resulting in considerable reduction in the require-
ment for large values of n.

If the matrix inverse is precomputed, then with the algorith-

mic properties of Ref. 10, the solution for _N can be obtained

in approximately 6nlog2n operations. In the implementations
above, it is sufficient to store only the first row and column of
P or p-1.

C. Baseband Sampling

In the case of baseband sampling, only the measurements

{Yk} are available and the parameter matrix 0' is of dimension
n × 1. In such an implementation, however, there may result

an ambiguity of n radians in the phase estimate if the sign of
wa is also unknown.

IV. Estimation Error Analysis

Assuming that the model Eq. (3) is exact (the dimension n

of the parameter matrix in Eq. (2) is sufficiently high), then

the substitution of Eq. (3) in Eq. (4) yields,

" )t /Z x,x; x,(x;o+.;)xN-,
1=1 /=1

(5)

A simple manipulation of Eq. (5) yields the estimation error

ON _= O -'ON aS

ON =- xjx; XN -j E xi_ _N-, (6)
,=1 ,=l

As the state vector x/is deterministic, and n/is a zero mean
process, 0N has its mean equal to zero. The error covariance

matrix of 0N can also be evaluated in a straightforward manner.

Post multiplying Eq. (6) by the transpose of 0N, and taking
expected values of both sides,
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)'_t t

E [ONONI = X/X. _N-/
/=1

×
t N N ' Xi_.2(N-J) 1

xjEt.j.;l
/=1 i=1

(7)

Considering the case of _, = 1 and recalling that (nj} is a white

noise sequence,

N _)-1
~ ~t 02

E [0 u ON] = _ XjXj

(8)

E [llnil12] -- E [n/I] +E 1_/1 = o2

A. Frequency Estimation Error

A simple approximate expression can also be obtained for

the frequency estimation error when the amplitude A is known

and uniform sampling is used. The frequency estimate wa can
be obtained as

When the amplitude A is also unknown, it can be replaced by

its estimate given by,

^ It_-ll )2 (_12) 211/2
AN = IroN + I

In the above expression, Aq denotes the (i,/')th element of
"N

the parameter matrix ON . The error variance of these elements

of interest is given by

\/=l

where K approaches a constant with the increase in the num-
bers of observations N.

For relatively small errors, the frequency estimation error

_Va,N = wa - Wa,N has variance of approximately

For the case of uniform sampling tj = �'Is, where Ts is the

sampling period. Substituting for t/and letting T = N Ts denote
the observation period,

02 6 1 1

E[_2] =_ KN(N +l)(2N+l) r 2A 2
$

In terms of the unsampled system, if the additive noise process

has one-sided noise spectral density No, then 02 = 2No/T s.
Thus,

No 6 K

E[_] _ p T a 4 ' r = NT s (9)

where P = A2/2 is the received signal power and K has value

approximately equal to 4 for low values of n. This is the same

mean square error as for Maximum Likelihood estimation
(Ref. 1 ; Ref. 12, Eq. 8.116).

We note here that in the derivation of Eq. (9), the approxi-

mation error in Eq. (3) has been ignored. It is difficult to esti-

mate the error due to such finite approximation. However,

from a few computer simulations, it appears that for n >

waT= (waTs)N, such error is small.

B. Examples of Application to the DSN Receiver

To keep the dimension n of the parameter matrix small,

the following estimation method is proposed. Dividing both

sides of Eq. (9) by W_,max, and substituting T = n/wa,max, one
obtains

E[_] N O Wd,ma x
-6

Wz P n 3
d,max

Selecting a value of 1/36 for the left hand side of the above

equations allows one to express the maximum frequency

uncertainty that can be resolved by the algorithm as a function
of n. Thus

n 3 p

Wa,ma x = 21----__oo

The rationale for selecting the value of 1/36 for E[_v2]/

W2,max is as follows. Since the additive noise has Gaussian dis-
tribution, one may assume that the frequency estimation error
has Gaussian distribution with its standard deviation denoted

by oyva. The above selection thus ensures that 3o_a <

Wcl,max/2.

Example 1. For reception of Voyager 2 signals at DSS 13, a

typical carrier power-to-noise spectral density ratio is 24.4

dB-Hz. Let n = 8, and Wd,ma x = 652 rad/s. After an initial
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estimation period of T = n w_l, max , the receiver NCO fre-
quency is adjusted by wd" Thus, with an initial adjustment

after T = 12.2 ms, the frequency offset is reduced to ff_uwith
a = 108.6 rad/s (17.4 Hz). Application of the algorithm for a

subsequent period of 24.4 ms reduces the standard deviation
to 6 Hz. In this manner, four applications of the algorithm

bring down the standard deviation of the frequency offset to
less than 0.7 Hz in a total time of 183 ms, from an initial

frequency offset of 104 Hz.

Example 2. If the initial uncertainty is only 20 Hz, then

with a lower value of n equal to 5, after an estimation period

of T = 40 ms, Owu = 18.4 rad/s (2.94 Hz). A frequency correc-
tion at the end of this period and an estimation of the residual

frequency offset for a period of 160 ms reduces crf_ to 0.36 Hz
(fd = _vcl/2n)" Thus with n = 5, the frequency uncertainty is

reduced to o_ = 0.36 Hz in a total estimation period of 0.2 s.

In an alternative approach to keep the value of n fixed and

small with an increase in the total observation period, instead

of resetting the frequency reference (making a correction in

the NCO frequency), the time reference is reset to zero. Sub-

sequent observations in Eq. (1) are now with respect to a
different phase reference, say ¢'. The application of the least

squares algorithm to this set of observations then provides an
estimate for C-denoted _. At this stage the observations in the

second T s interval are processed to have a phase reference
and are then combined with the first set of observations.

Equivalently, it is required to post multiply the second sum on

the right hand side of Eq. (4), obtained for the second sub-

interval of T s, by the following matrix

cos (Acb) -sin (A¢I .,, zx¢ = ¢-¢
Lsin (A¢) cos (A¢)A

the unknown frequency. To keep the computational burden of
the simulations to a minimum, the dimension n was restricted

to a small value and the observation period was also restricted
to a small value.

For frequencies much higher than one, the least squares

algorithm, Eq. (4), was slightly modified. Thus, as Wd,ma x

denotes an upper bound on the magnitude of unknown fre-
quency, we define a normalized parameter matrix O-by-0 i,i =

oi'J/w(_-l) " i = 1, n;] = 1,2. Defining a corresponding-"a,max, • • • ,
state vector _k by

f :11 0 ...

x k = Wd,ma x ... X k

0 W n -1
• ' " d,max..]

the measurement Eq. (3) may be rewritten as

z_ = _';k + nk (lO)

and the least squares algorithm can now be applied to estimate
O. The estimates of the elements of 0 are then obtained as

_ = w_;-_) _,J
a ,max

Such a transformation leaves the previous error analysis

invariant. However, for finite dimensional approximation

considered here, this makes the algorithm numerically more

robust. The simulations for wa = 10 and wa = 100 are pre-
cisely the same as in Figs. 1 through 5 with appropriate

changes in scaling and are not presented separately.

and add the result to the corresponding sum for the first

T s interval. The first sum on the right hand side of Eq. (4)is

simply multilied by a factor of 2. This procedure is extended

in an appropriate manner to subsequent intervals, so as to

obtain a final estimate for wa, and ¢ based on the complete
set of observations.

V. Simulations

Figures 1 through 5 present the frequency estimates obtained

by the least squares algorithm. To avoid singularity of the
matrix p-l, it was modified by the addition of a diagonal

matrix el with e = 0.001. For convenience, the unknown fre-

quency wd is taken to be 1 rad/s. From the simulations it is

apparent that the frequency estimate comes close to the true

frequency in a time equal to a fraction of the time period of

In Figs. 1 through 5, ff and _ represent the first and second

row of the parameter matrix respectively. Thus in baseband
sampling, only the ff vector is estimated while in quadrature

sampling, the estimates of both _band _ parameter vectors are

available. From the figures it is apparent that the dimension n

of the state vector _'g in the model Eq. (3) is approximately

equal to wa T where T is the sampling interval. Due to over

parameterization involved in the problem, there is a considerable

amount of flexibility in the estimation of A, wa, dp from the
estimates of the elements of 0. Thus whereas in Figs. 1

through 3, the amplitude A is assumed known, Figs. 4 and 5

involve unknown A. A different order of computation can

provide an estimate of A when baseband sampling is used.

Here, we have reported results only for the frequency esti-

mates; the phase esimates also converge at a fast conver-

gence rate.
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Vl. Comparison with FFT Techniques

An alternative technique for the fast frequency acquisition

is via fast Fourier transform of sampled data. We observe that

for the case of infinite observation time, both procedures are

optimum and thus are equivalent. However, for finite observa-
tion period T, the FFT has the limitation that the frequency

estimates are quantized to intervals of 1/T Hz. In the finite

dimensional approximation of the LS algorithm this is not the

case and sufficiently accurate estimates can be obtained by

choosing n sufficiently large (finer sampling) even for low

values of T.

The price for such an improvement is increased computa-

tional requirements which is of order nlog2n (though higher

than for FFT) if the matrix P is precomputed and is of order
nlogn logn if P must be computed on line. With the applica-

tion of fast algorithms, the storage requirement of P is only

2n (not n2/2).

Also, note that the computational requirements here are

dominantly decided by wa T and not by the number of sam-

ples as is the case with FFT.

It may also be mentioned that with the FFT algorithm

there also exists a finite probability of the occurrence of an

outlier (Ref. 1) and this causes a component of the frequency
estimation error with a uniform probability density function

over the complete frequency range of the FFT algorithm. As

against this, the frequency estimation error with LS algorithm
has a Gaussian distribution.

VII. Conclusion

This article has presented a fast algorithm based on the

least squares parameter estimation technique. In Ref. 9 it is
shown that the least squares algorithm exhibits a convergence

phase wherein the convergence rate is factorial (the estimation

error goes to 0 as l/k! where k is the number of observations)

followed by an exponential convergence rate. Our simulations

also exhibit the same rapid initial convergence rates. Here of

course, the estimation error does not approach zero because of
a finite and low dimensional truncation of the model. From

another viewpoint the algorithm may be perceived as a time

domain dual of the FFT algorithnr. Whereas the FFT algo-

rithm transforms the data into frequency domain for the

estimation/detection purpose, here the estimation is done
directly in the time domain. This latter approach has several

advantages. First by choosing )t < 1, it is possible to track the

time varying frequency by recursive update techniques
(Ref. 8). Moreover unlike the case of the FFT algorithm, the

frequency estimates are not quantized to intervals of 1/T Hz,

which would be large for small observation interval T. The

price for these desirable features is in terms of increased com-

putational requirement which in fast implementation of the

algorithm could be of order nlogn or nlogn logn (depending

upon the specific implementations), where n is approximately

equal to wa T, the product of the frequency uncertainty and
the observation period.
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A Systolic Architecture for the Correlation
and Accumulation of Digital Sequences
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" s a fully systolic architecture for the implementation of digital

sequence correlator/accumulators. ,_These devices consist of a two-dimensional array of

processing elements that are conceived for efficient fabrication in Very Large Scale Inte-

grated (VLSI) circuits. A custom VLSI chip that was implemented using these concepts

is described. The chip, which contains a four-lag three-level sequence correlator and four

bits of accumulation with overflow detection, was designed using the Integrated UNIX-

Based Computer Aided Design (CAD) System. Applications of such devices include the

synchronization of coded telemetry data, alignment of both real time and non-real time

Very Large Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) signals, and the implementation of digital

filters and processors of many types.

I. Introduction

One of the most common signal processing operations that

is used in conjunction with digital signals is correlation. Sup-

pose that ai and b i are two sequences of real numbers (where

i is an integer --oo < i < oo). Then the l lag correlation of these

two sequences can be defined by

o

C/[a,b](i) = _ a k bk+ i (1)

This is not the most general definition of correlation, but it

will be sufficient for this article. If the two sequences a and b

are identical, then this is called an autocorrelation. If not, it is

called a cross-correlation.

The correlation operator, as defined in Eq. (1), is a measure

of the amount of agreement between the two sequences as a

function of their relative offset. There are, in fact, many

important applications that make use of this observation. In

Very Large Baseline lnterferometry (VLBI) (Ref. 1), for

example, received signals from several antenna sites must be

correlated in order to determine the relative time differences

between the receivers. In Symbol Stream Combining (Ref. 2),

the relative timing is not important, but correlators are used to

sum the various signals in a maximum likelihood manner in the

presence of noise. Telemetry coding synchronization relies on

the detection, using correlators, of fixed binary sequences in

encoded data (Ref. 3) or of statistical trends Produced by

certain error correctin_codes (Ref. 4). Finally, Eq. (1)is also

the basic equation for a\Finite Impulse Response (FIR) digital

filter (Ref. 5). This means_hat a digital correlator may be used

in filtering applications as x_l.

"\4

There is some confusion in the digital electronics industry

as to exactly what constitutes a correlator. Some parts manu-
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facturers produce correlators that only produce the partial
products

pj(i) = aj bj+ i (2)

A part that also performs the summation in Eq. (1) is some-

times called a correlator/accumulator. In this article, the

portion of the system that performs the partial products will
sometimes be referred to as a correlator so as not to be con-

fused with the accumulator portion.

Because digital correlator/accumulators in many applica-

tions in data acquisition and advanced tracking techniques
require large numbers of lags and high speeds, it was decided

that an architecture suitable for implementation in Very Large

Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits was needed. This article pre-
sents the results of this research effort to date. Indeed, a very

efficient architecture has been developed for these devices that

takes advantage of the techniques of systolic arrays (Ref. 6).

The algorithms are explained in Section II. The implemen-

tation of these algorithms in VLSI is described in Section III.

In order to test these algorithms and architectures, a small

correlator/accumulator chip was designed, fabricated, and

tested. The chip, called SMLCOR, implements a four lag

correlator of three-level input sequences. It also contains a
fully pipelined set of four bit accumulators with overflow

detection circuitry. The chip was fabricated in a 4.0-/3 NMOS
technology and was found to be fully functional in the initial

fabrication run. The de sign and te sting of this chip are de scribed
in Section IV. ,h

Finally, a very large VLSI chip using this architecture is

currently in fabrication. This chip comprises a 32-lag complex

correlator with phase rotation circuitry and 24 bits of accumu-

lation. It is one of the largest chips to be designed at the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to this date. It is described in

Section IV. This chip will be used as part of the Advanced

Decoding System that is currently under development.

II. A Systolic Algorithm for Correlators With
Accumulation

The basic architecture for systolic correlators as developed

by S. Y. Kung (Ref. 7) is now well known. It is shown in

Fig. 1. The basic idea is to take the two digital sequences that

are to be correlated and pump them into the circuit from the

two sides. As they shift through the single bit delay elements

(the boxes labeled "D" in the figure) they are brought into

various alignments. The multiplication elements (labeled with

a cross in the figure) are then used to form the p results.

Because this circuit is fully pipelined, it has the potential for

very high speed applications. It is also modular and therefo?e

suitable for implementation on VLSI chips.

The one drawback of this circuit is that it produces only

the even index correlation coefficients, P2i. It is clear that the
odd numbered coefficients may be generated using a second

circuit with one of the sequences delayed an extra bit time

before entering. A slightly different architecture, shown in

Fig. 2, could also be used to generate all the coefficients. This

architecture is called broadcasting because of the fact that one

of the sequences must be broadcast to all the multipliers at

once. This has the disadvantage that the broadcast signal must

contend with large fan-out and power problems which could

result in slower circuit operation.

It was decided that the chips that would be implemented
would incorporate both the systolic and broadcast architectures

and an external mode switch for selection between them.

Some high-speed applications, such as VLBI, do not require

all the coefficients and could take advantage of the systolic

architecture. Other applications, such as coding synchroniza-

tion, do require all the coefficients but do not have to run at

the very high speeds. These can use the broadcast system.

Finally, those applications that require both high speed and

high spatial resolution can use two chips to generate the
entire set of coefficients.

The architecture for the pipelined accumulators is shown in

Fig. 3. The basic idea here is to take the output of a correlator

cell (i.e., one of the p's) and pass it to a first stage that com-

prises a conventional accumulator. This first stage implements

just enough bits of accumulation to generate a single bit out-

put (called the carry) to the rest of the circuit. It can be

thought of as a conversion unit that takes an input signal that

may be many bits in width and scales it in time to a one-bit

signal. It also adds a bias to the signal so that negative num-

bers in the correlation can be accumulated as postive numbers
only.

Following the first stage, the accumulator consists of identi-

cal cells that are each single-bit adders. At any time, the result
of the accumulation appears in the delay elements with the

least significant bit in the uppermost element.

In order to speed up the operation of the accumulators, an

additional delay element is added between the stages of accu-

mulations. The results as contained in the delay elements are
now skewed in time. This must be taken into account in the

use of these circuits in actual applications.

Because of the pipelined nature of the accumulators, the

sums should be read out using the following procedure. First,

the two data inputs to the correlator should be forced to zero
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for a few clock times in order to let the partial sums trickle

down the pipe. Then the reset signal should be applied. This

will zero the registers in the accumulator while allowing the

sums to be shifted out to the right. After all the sums have

been read out (this takes four clock cycles in SMLCOR),

the reset signal can be removed and new data can be sent to

the correlators.

In the next section, the design of a small correlator/

accumulator using these concepts is examined in detail.

III. The SMLCOR 4-Lag Correlator/
Accumulator

In order to test some of the above concepts, a small corre-

lator/accumulator circuit was implemented on a VLS1 chip.

The chip, called SMLCOR (for "Small Correlator"), was

designed using the Integrated UNIX-Based Computer Aided

Design (CAD) system (Ref. 8). The sequence inputs to SMLCOR

are three level. This means that they can assume the values in

the set {-1,0, 1 } only. This was done for two reasons. First,

most applications that are being considered for these chips

(such as VLBI and code synchronization) do not require any

more accuracy than this. Second, three-level real multipliers

are very efficient to implement since the set {-1,0, 1} is

closed under multiplication. It takes two bits to represent the

three levels. This is a bit inefficient since four levels could be

represented with this number of bits as well. However, the

added complexity needed to implement four-level multipliers

would more than outweigh this waste.

The system of representation for the three-level numbers

is as follows:

Number Representation

-1 10

0 00

1 01

The representation ll is not allowed, and it can be used for

detecting certain failure conditions in the operation of chips

using this sytem.

A block diagram of the corretator portion of SMLCOR is

shown in Fig. 4. Notice the addition of tile select gates. These

are used to determine whether the circuit is in systolic or

broadcast mode according to the input signal mode. The

multipliers are implemented as Programmable Logic Arrays

(PLAs) (Ref. 9). They were generated automatically from a

set of Boolean equations in a matter of seconds, thus reduc-

ing the design time of SMLCOR considerably. Although

PLAs are, in general, not an efficient method of implement-

ing fast logic, in this case, the multipliers are small enough

that there would be little difference in performance between

the PLA and a full custom design.

The implementation of the accumulators is represented by

Fig. 5. Some logic (notably the readout logic) has been omitted

for clarity. The first stage accumlation is built from two blocks.

The first block, called data converter, takes a three-level input

and produces an output according to the following truth table:

Input Output

10 00

00 10

01 11

In this way, the number of ones that is output reflects the

magnitude of the correlation coefficient. This serves the pur-

pose of biasing the number system to take care of negative

numbers. These ones need only to be summed in time to t_ro-

duce the desired (biased) result.

The second portion of the first stage accumulation is a

full adder and delay that constitute a 0, 1,2 accumulator. The

carry from this circuit is then fed to the remainder of the array.

The rest of the accumulator is identical to that in Fig. 3

with the addition of the overflow detection circuit at the

bottom of the figure. This is used to detect when the capacity

of the accumulator has been exceeded. Four bits of accumu-

lation were implemented in SMLCOR.

,,There is also a method of reading out the results that is

not shown in the figures. A reset signal is used to zero the

appropriate registers, and the next four clock times are then

used to shift the data out of the accumulator delay elements.

A layout of SMLCOR is shown in Fig. 6. SMLCOR was

fabricated using a 4-,u NMOS technology. It was tested using

the Digital Microcircuit Functionality Tester (DMFT)(Ref. 10)

and found to be fully functional with no additional fabrica-

tion iterations required.

IV. Ongoing Work: BIGCOR

Since the results obtained from SMLCOR were very encour-

aging, the decision was made to implement a full version with

the new architecture. A much larger correlator/accumulator

chip, called BIGCOR, was designed using the same techniques

as in SMLCOR. This was particularly easy to accomplish as

the basic cells from SMLCOR could be used unaltered in the

new design.

In order to make BIGCOR useful to a large variety of appli-

cations, it has been designed with 32 lags and 24 bits of accu-
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mulation. In addition, BIGCOR can rotate the results of the

correlation in the complex plane by using a phase rotation

circuit. The same phase correction number is applied to all

the lags simultaneously using a broadcast technique. The

complex results are then accumulated using two pipeline
accumulators for each lag.

Although BIGCOR is conceptually only a little more

complex than SMLCOR, it is certainly one of the largest VLSI
chips yet designed at JPL. It contains over 60,000 transistors.

The design of BIGCOR has been completed. In addition, the
design has been checked and simulated. It is now in fabrica-

tion. BIGCOR is being implemented in a 3-_ minimum feature

size NMOS technology. It should run at 8 MHz in the systolic
mode.

V. Conclusions

An efficient architecture has been developed for the VLSI

implementation of systolic correlators and accumulators.

The architecture is easily extensible in both the number of

lags and the number of bits of accumulation. Furthermore, the

concepts have been put to practice in the implementation of

SMLCOR, a fully functional 4-lag correlator/accumulator

chip. The cells that were developed for SMLCOR may be used

in the design of similar chips of varying parameters.

The design of a large enough correlator/accumulator chip

to be practical in a large number of digital signal processing

applications has also been demonstrated. The chip, BIGCOR,
is now in fabrication.
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Fig. 6. Layout of the SMLCOR correlator chip
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VLBI Observations of 416 Extragalactic Radio Sources
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R. P. Linfield, A. E. Wehrle 2, and J. Faulkner 3

Tracking Systems and Applications Sections

The Deep Space Network is establishing a high-accuracy VLBI celestial reference

frame. This article presents VLBI results of observations of 416 radio sources with

declinations north of -45 deg which have been conducted at frequencies of 2.3 GHz and

8.4 GHz. At 2.3 GHz, 323 of 391 radio sources observed were detected with a fringe

spacing of 3 milliarcsec and a detection limit of _0.1 Jy. At 8.4 GHz, 278 of 416 radio

sources were detected with a fringe spacing of 1 milliarcsec and a detection limit of

_0.1 Jy. This survey was conducted primarily to determine the strength of compact

components at 8.4 GHz for radio sources previously detected with VLBI at 2.3 GHz.

Compact extragalactic radio sources with strong correlated flux densities at both fre-

quencies are used to form a high-accuracy reference frame.

I. Introduction

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations of

416 radio sources have been conducted at frequencies of

2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz. The observations were performed on

two intercontinental baselines composed of antennas of the

NASA Deep Space Network (California-Spain and California-

Australia). This survey was designed primarily to identify

compact radio sources at 8.4 GHz. The observed sample was

chosen mainly from sources which had already shown compact

structure at 2.3 GHz on similiar VLBI baselines. Such compact

sources are required for the VLBI reference frame used for

planetary spacecraft navigation, geodesy, astrometry, and

1Current employer: Haystack Observatory, Westford, MA, 01886

_Current employer: Dept of Astronomy, UCLA, Los Angeles CA,
90024

3Current employer: Dept of Geophysics, USC, Los Angeles, CA,
90089

,emote clock synchronization. With observation at dual fre-

quencies (e.g., 2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz), charged particle effects

can be virtually eliminated in these studies. The investigation

of the nature of these compact objects can also be aided by

this survey, which complements similar previous surveys at

2.3 GHz (Refs. 1,2).

II. Observed Sample

A high density of suitable VLBI sources is necessary in the

ecliptic region for differential VLBI measurements of space-

craft motion and planetary dynamics. Within +10 deg of the

ecliptic, all 101 sources from a 2.3 GHz ecliptic VLBI survey

(Ref. 2) and a 2.3 GHz full-sky VLBI survey (Ref. 1) with

2.3 GHz correlated flux densities greater than 0.3 Jy were

included in our observations.

For other VLBI studies in geodesy, astrometry and clock

synchronization, a much broader sky distribution of compact
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radio sources is required. For the region outside of the +10

deg band of the ecliptic with declinations of less than -45
dog, 113 out of 135 sources in the 2.3 GHz full-sky survey

(Ref. 1) with 2.3 GHz correlated flux densities greater than

0.3 Jy were included in our observations.

Also selected for observation were 202 additional sources,

most of which had been previously observed in either the

ecliptic or full-sky VLBI surveys but which had correlated

flux densities at 2.3 GHz less than 0.3 Jy.

usually about _0.15 Jy, although for longer observations it

reached _0.05 Jy. Random noise error was about _0.02 Jy

at 2.3 GHz and _0.03 Jy at 8.4 GHz, but systematic errors in

calibration of about 10 percent were the major sources of

error for most observations. Because most sources have pre-

viously been detected at 2.3 GHz, positions accurate to 0.3

arcsec were available for 294 of the sources (Refs. 7-10),

thus minimizing the search in delay and delay rate space.

For previously unobserved sources, the search window was
about +30 arcsec at 2.3 GHz.

III. Observations and Data Reduction

The station and baseline characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Nineteen observing sessions involving VLBI baselines consist-

ing of station pairs listed in Table 1 were conducted from

October 1981 to August 1984. Each source was observed for
at least 3 minutes. Data were taken at 2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz

on alternating seconds for all experiments except one, which

observed at 8.4 GHz only. Typical 8.4 GHz (u, v) points were
(2.3 × 108 X, 2.0 × 10 s X) on the Goldstone-Madrid baseline

where generally high declination sources were observed, and
(2.1 × 108 X, 2.1 × 10s X) on the Goldstone-Tidbinbilla base-

line where generally low declination sources were observed,

where the spatial frequency in the east-west direction is

denoted by u and in the north-south direction is denoted by v.

The interferometers were sensitive to compact components

smaller than the minimum fringe spacing of _3 milliarcsec
at 2.3 GHz and _1 milliarcsec at 8.4 GHz.

The Mark II VLBI recording system (Ref. 3) was used to

record the data. Digital sampling and phase stability were

controlled by a hydrogen maser or rubidium frequency stan-
dard at each station. System temperatures either were mea-

sured at both antennas and both frequencies for each observa-
tion or were estimated using appropriate temperature versus

elevation angle curves along with measured zenith system

temperatures and approximate knowledge of the total flux

densities of the sources. Standard flux density calibration

sources for 2.3 GHz (Ref. 4) and 8.4 GHz (Ref. 5) were

observed during most observing sessions to determine antenna
sensitivity (efficiency) for use in flux density calibration.

When such observations were not performed, nominal antenna

sensitivities were used in the calibration. Right circular polar-
ization was used for the observations.

The data tapes were correlated on the California Institute

of Technology/Jet Propulsion Laboratory Mark II VLBI pro-
cessor. Correlated flux densities were calculated in the manner

described in a previous report (Ref. 6). The 5-o 2.3 GHz

detection limit for most observations (_60 sec coherent

integrations) was _0.1 Jy, although for longer integrations it

reached _0.05 Jy. The 5-a detection limit at 8.4 GHz was

IV. Results and Discussion

The correlated flux densities at 2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz for

416 extragalactic radio sources are presented in Fig. 1. Notes

concerning the entries in that figure appear below:

Column

1

2/3

4

6

9

Notes

Source name

J2000 position (2000.0 Barycenter Equatorial

Coordinate System). Asterisked positions have

typical uncertainties of 0.3 arcsec and are from

Refs. 7-10. Other positions are from the literature,
and in most cases, errors are less than 30 arcsec.

Number of 2.3 GHz observations. If blank, there

was only one observation.

Correlated flux density at 2.3 GHz (13.1 cm). If there

was more than one observation, the value given is an

average over all observations. If the value is preceded

by a "<" sign, the object was not detected and the

value given is the 5-o upper limit to the correlated

flux density. For sources with multiple observations

and no detections, the lowest of the upper limits is
given.

Lowest value for the 2.3 GHz correlated flux density

for sources with multiple observations.

Highest value for the 2.3 GHz correlated flux density

for sources with multiple observations.

Number of 8.4 GHz observations. If blank, there

was only one observation.

Correlated flux density at 8.4 GHz (3.6 cm}. If there

was more than one observation, the value given is an

average over all observations. If the value is preceded

by a "<" sign, the object was not detected and the

value given is the 5-0 upper limit to the correlated

flux density. For sources with multiple observations

and no detections, the lowest of the upper limits is

given.
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Column Notes

10 Lowest value for the 8.4 GHz correlated flux density
for sources with multiple observations.

11 Highest value for the 8.4 GHz correlated flux density

for sources with multiple observations.

At 2.3 GHz, 323 of 391 (83%) radio sources observed

were detected with a fringe spacing of 3 milliarcsec and a

detection limit of _0.1 Jy. At 8.4 GHz, 278 of 416 (67%)

radio sources were detected with a fringe spacing of 1 miUi-

arcsec and a detection limit of _0.1 Jy. Readily apparent is
the higher percentage of objects detected at 2.3 GHz. The

lower fraction of sources detected at 8.4 GHz is primarily due

to the fact that the sources were originally selected for obser-

vation from low frequency surveys. Figure 2 is a sky plot of all

278 detected objects at 8.4 GHz. Figure 3 displays a histogram
of the flux densities at both 2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz. The

distributions of the flux densities for the two observing
frequencies are very similar.

Evident in the large deviations between the low and high

values of correlated flux density in Fig. 1 of the multiply
observed sources is the high degree of variability. Source

variability is due to (1) resolvable source structure observed

at different inteferometer hour angles and (2) intrinsic changes

in source strength. The difference between the high and low

correlated flux densities for multiply observed sources com-

pared to the measurement errors discussed in Section III gives

a measure of source variability over the available observations.

Only seven of the sources previously detected at 2.3 GHz

(Refs. 1,2) were not detected at either frequency in this
survey. Four of these sources (3C 2, 3C 66B, P 1317+019 and

P 2145-17) were previously detected at 2.3 GHz with very

weak flux densities (_0.06 Jy) consistent with the detection

threshold (_0.1 Jy). The other three sources (P 0122--00,

P 0922+005, and P 1143-245) were previously detected at
higher flux densities.
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Table 1. Observed stations and baselines

Location Designation Diameter, m Baseline, km

Length, 106 X

2.3 GHz 8.4 GHz

Tidbinbilla,

Australia

Goldstone,

California

Madrid,

Spain

DSS 43

DSS 14

DSS 13

DSS 63

DSS 61

64t

261
64t

341

10.6 X 103 77 295

8.4 X 103 61 233
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_, A unique combination of DSN and non-DSN facilities in Australia provided enhanced
J data return from the Voyager spacecraft as it encountered the planet Uranus. Many of thei

,/ key elements are duplicated from Voyager's encounters with Jupiter and Saturn. Some i

" are unique extensions of that technology, i

I. Introduction

The Parkes-CDSCC Telemetry Array (PCTA) utilizes the

64-m Australian Parkes Radio Telescope (Fig. 1) to augment

the Canberra Deep Space Communication Complex (CDSCC)

by some 50% to support the Voyager/Uranus encounter, and,

if all goes well, for Neptune. This is based upon a CDSCC

complement of one 64-m and two 34-m antennas, as well as

a recent reflector surface upgrade at Parkes. This upgrade is

part of the X-band preparation recently completed by the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organiza-

tion (CSIRO) and the European Space Agency (ESA) for the

support of the Giotto mission. Arrangements have been made

to share the common front-end electronics, such that the DSN

implementation at Parkes does not impact the focal point

equipment area. A dedicated two-way intersite link between

Parkes and the CDSCC has been completed by Telecom

Australia, under contract with the Australian Department of
Science.

Together, these facilities provide the critical elements of a

real-time combining system as utilized for past encounters

with Goldstone's DSS-12 and DSS-14. To achieve this capa-

bility, a short-loop receiver, operating from a fixed frequency

downconverter, is required at Parkes to extract the Voyager

baseband signal. In addition, a third-generation baseband
combiner is required at the CDSCC to accommodate the

longer baseline. To complete the real-time system, a dedicated

monitor and control capability offers improvements in opera-
tional reliability and convenience as compared to the combin-

ing systems in use for recent planetary encounters.

Because the Voyager Project has based its data return

strategy upon the Parkes contribution, the real-time system is

backed-up with baseband recordings at both sites, such that

the tapes can be brought together for playback through the

combiner (when and as required) within six hours of the end

of pass. This near-real-time capability has been developed as a
temporary modification to the Mark III Very Long Baseline

Interferometry Data Acquisition Terminals scheduled in the

near future for all DSN complexes. This recording capability

creates redundancy for the intersite link and portions of the

CDSCC electronics equipment.
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II. System Description

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the system with
its interfaces with ESA, CSIRO, Telecom, and the Mark IVA

DSN at CDSCC. Mark IVA is the designated configuration of

the DSN complexes in the latter half of this decade.

At the Parkes antenna, now in service for over 20 years,

CSIRO has just completed a major upgrade in facilities,

servo, pointing, and data processing computers and master

equatorial. In addition, the reflector surface improvements on

the antenna were designed for X-band performance approach-

ing that of DSS-43 at high elevation angles, as is required for

Voyager support.

A corrugated wide-illumination-angle focal point feedhorn

(Fig. 3) has been designed and fabricated at CSIRO's Division
of Radiophysics at Epping, New South Wales. This couples to

the JPL-supplied microwave assembly (Fig. 4), a direct copy of

the DSN 64-m design. This unit provides simultaneous right-

hand circular polarization (RCP) and left-hand circular polari-

zation (LCP) outputs to the following dual traveling wave

masers (TWM) in such a manner that by rotating the polarizer,
redundant TWM capability is available to the Giotto and

Voyager RCP signals, as well as to the Voyager back-up LCP

mode. The ESA-provided, U.S.-manufactured TWMs are of

JPL Block II design. The international flavor of the front-end

equipment is rounded out with the dual downconverter of

French origin, all integrated at ESA's European Space Opera-

tions Center (ESOC) at Darmstadt, West Germany. The

remaining non-JPL-provided equipment is the Telecom sup-

plied video grade link of Japanese manufacture. In addition, a

controller interface data link at 4800 baud is provided, along
with several voice circuits for overall monitor, control, and

coordination of the array.

The remaining dedicated equipment is subdivided as follows

and is the subject of this report.

(1) The Receiver Subsystem is a single channel telemetry

demodulator, accepting an approximate 315-MHz sig-

nal at the ESA interface and providing baseband out-

puts for recording and intersite link transport to
CDSCC.

(2) The Recording Subsystem consists of duplicate sets of

equipment (at Parkes and at CDSCC) which accept a
single channel of baseband telemetry and format it

for recording on one or both of two transports. Each

transport is fitted with a deformatting channel, such

that the Parkes tape and the CDSCC tape can be played

back simultaneously for near-real-time processing. The

Parkes equipment further provides for radio science

(3)

input and downconversion, prior to processing through
the baseband channel.

The Combining Subsystem provides not only the actual

combining at CDSCC, but the interconnect, monitor,

and control of the entire system. This includes test sig-

nal facilities, link calibration devices, array controllers

at both sites for configuration control and tape coordi-

nation, and a dedicated array operator position at

CDSCC. An additional operator is required intermit-

tently at each site for tape changing and back-up modes

of operation.

Performance specifications are provided elsewhere. / Such

detail will be included herein only as pertinent to the equip-

ment descriptions to follow.

A detailed description of the recording equipment is not

available at this writing. Hence, the remainder of this article is

devoted to the elements of the real-time implementation.

III. The Receiver

A. General Description

The PCTA receiver is a phase tracking receiver that demod-

ulates telemetry data and provides a telemetry baseband signal

for data processing. The receiver has been designed to function
at a 64-meter site as an array receiver on missions to the outer

planets. The receiver operates in the 300-MHz band. It will

accept a signal on any DSN X-band channel that has been
translated to the 300-MHz band in a downconverter using a

fixed frequency local oscillator signal of 8100 MHz.

A block diagram of the receiver is shown in Fig. 5. The

basis for the design is the Block III receiver. In fact, surplus
Block III modules are used from the 10-MHz intermediate

frequency (IF) amplifier through the carrier tracking loop.
To interface with the Block III 10-MHz IF amplifer, a dual
conversion module has been added (preamplifer/mixer/IF

amplifier). This module converts the incoming 300-MHz band

signal to a first IF of 70 MHz and then to the second IF of
10 MHz. Since the carrier tracking loop is composed of Block III

modules, the loop characteristics of the receiver are identical
to those of the Block III receiver. Further detail may be found

in Ref. 1.

B. Unique Features

During routine operations, the receiver is under the control
of the receiver microprocessor controller. Instructions to estab-

1PCTA System Requirements and Design, JPL internal document
1200-2, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., April 15, 1984.



lish the receiverconfiguration,initialization,andtracking
routinesaregeneratedin thearraycontroller(CombiningSub-
system)andtransmittedto thereceivercontrollerforexecu-
tion.Thereceiveralsohasthecapabilityof beingcontrolled
fromalocalterminal,usingthesameI/0 portthatisnormally
usedfor communicatingwiththeCombiningSubsystemcon-
troller.Thereceiveris alsocapableof beingswitchedto a
fullymanualmodeofoperation.

Thecontrollerprovidesbothcontrolandmonitorcapa-
bility.Controlfunctionsincludeconfiguration,acquisition
of thecarriersignal,andtrackingof signaldynamics.Some
majorperformanceparameters,suchasreceiverstatusand
signallevel,aremonitored.Frequencyprogrammingallows
the local oscillatorto providephase-continuoustracking
overafullpass.

A narrowbandreceiveroutputprovidescapabilitiesof
measuringcarriersignal-to-noiseratios using both fast Fourier

transform (FFT) and Y-factor techniques in real time. Further
descriptions follow in Section III.C.

C. Functional Description

1. Telemetry channel. Telemetry detection is performed at
the first IF of 70 MHz. Since the second mixer reference fre-

quency obtained from the Block III design is 60 MHz, the first
IF could have been either 50 MHz or 70 MHz to obtain a

second IF of 10 MHz. Seventy MHz was selected to provide
the capability of wider telemetry-channel bandwidth.

At outer planet distances, the telemetry channel is domi-

nated by noise. This is true over the dynamic range of the

input signal level. Consequently, it is not necessary to have

carrier signal automatic-gain control. However, to operate the

telemetry detector most efficiently, at the maximum allowable

detector input signal level, it is necessary to provide total

power gain control of the telemetry channel in the predetec-

tion 70-MHz IF amplifier. This will compensate for any gain

changes in the low-noise amplifier and downconverter and for

any noise temperature variations due to antenna orientation.

To minimize the effect of phase offsets in the telemetry
detector reference signal, which are created in the receiver

loop and caused by tracking signal dynamics resulting from

Doppler, a phase-error correcting loop operates around the

detector. At outer planet distances with planetary fly-by

Doppler dynamics, the phase correcting loop reduces the

telemetry detector phase error sufficiently to cause no telem-

etry baseband data degradation.

2. Narrowband channel. A narrowband channel is included

in the receiver to provide the capability of making signal-to-

noise measurements and to aid in acquisition. To support

these two functions, two separate output bandwidths are used:
125 Hz for signal-to-noise measurements and 1250Hz for

acquisition aid. In each case the carrier appears at midband

when the receiver is in-lock. One synthesizer is used for the

final local oscillator signal for both bandwidths. Consequently,

these two outputs cannot be used simultaneously.

When using the 125-Hz output, the final mixer, local oscil-

lator signal is set to 10.0000625 MHz. When the receiver is in-

lock, the carrier signal is at 62.5 Hz. This output is used to

calculate carrier-to-noise, spectral-density power ratios using

Y-factor techniques, both in the computer mode and the
manual mode.

When using the 1250-Hz output, the final mixer, local oscil-

lator signal is set at 10.000625 MHz. When the receiver is in-

lock, the carrier signal is at 625 Hz. During acquisition in the

computer mode, the frequency offset of the carrier from

625 Hz is automatically measured using FFT techniques. A
correction is then made to the receiver local oscillator to

reduce this frequency offset to less than 10 Hz. The receiver

will then automatically acquire the carrier signal. In the

manual mode, the same technique is used, using an auxiliary

spectrum analyzer. In addition, the frequency offset can be

observed by monitoring the dynamic phase error as the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) in the predetection bandwidth is near

unity. The receiver local oscillator can then be adjusted manu-

ally until the observed frequency offset is less than 10 Hz, at

which time the receiver will automatically acquire the carrier
signal.

3. Controller. A simplified block diagram of the Receiver

Controller is shown in Fig. 6. The Receiver Controller design

is implemented using an Intel SBC 86/14A single-board com-
puter (5-MHz 8086/8087 based), an SBX 488 General Purpose

Interface Bus (GPIB) interface controller, an SBX 311 A/D

(12 bit) analog-to-digital converter, and an SBC 464 PROM

board. The Controller is configured around a standard multi-

bus (IEEE-796) chassis using -+5V and +12V power.

Upon power-up and after a self-test, the Controller software

enters the main loop of the program, which monitors input

and processes timer queued tasks. The tasks that are queued

by an onboard timer are update and correct system status

(once every 3 sec), update sweep frequency, and update auto-

track frequency (each once every second). The monitoring of

user input is always active.

The main features of the Receiver Controller are the auto-

mation of carrier acquisition and signal-to-noise calculations.

The Receiver Controller performs a 256-point, real-to-imaginary
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FFT calculation on the carrier during the automatic acquisi-

tion and during SNR calculations. For additional SNR accu-

racy, the Y-factor measurement technique is used. The carrier

signal level is then calculated from the measured SNR, assum-

ing a 20-Kelvin (or operator updated value) system-noise

temperature.

During carrier acquisition, the Controller calculates the

expected X-band frequency from the text predict values.
These values are entered by the operator during the tracking

procedure or prior to tracking. Using these predict values, the
Controller calculates and sets the synthesizer frequency based

on algorithms similar to those used in the manual mode. The
receiver loop is then disabled and 256 samples of the wideband

output of the receiver are taken. The predict values will set

synthesizer frequency within -+625 Hz of the desired in-lock

value, so that the carrier appears in the receiver 1250-Hz

output. With 256 samples of the receiver wideband output, the
result is an FFT calculation with a 10-Hz bandwidth resolu-

tion. An amplitude spectrum is then generated and the assump-

tion is made that the strongest signal in the spectrum is the

carrier. The carrier-frequency offset from 625 Hz is calculated,

the synthesizer frequency is then corrected for the offset, and

the receiver loop enabled. The receiver then acquires the

carrier signal and the controller polls the receiver up to 10 sec-
onds for an in-lock indication.

During operation, when the receiver is in the Controller

mode, the Controller monitors the status of the receiver. If

any error occurs, the Controller will inform the operator via an

error message to the terminal. In some instances, the Con-

troller will correct the error and then inform the operator of

its occurrence. To aid in the operation of the receiver, a

"HELP" menu is available to the operator upon request

(Fig. 7).

Spectral displays are available for both the 125-Hz and the

1250-Hz receiver outputs using the same FFT algorithm used
in the acquisition procedure. In addition, signal-to-noise,

spectral-density calculations are also made using the FFT
algorithms.

In addition to the FFT algorithm, a more precise signal-

to-noise, spectral-density calculation is available at the receiver

125-Hz output using a Y-factor algorithm. The output is

sampled (with the carrier in the spectrum) 256 × 10 times at

4 msec intervals. Using the synthesizer to move the carrier out
of the receiver narrowband output spectrum, the output

(without carrier in the spectrum) is sampled 256 X 30 times at

4 msec intervals. Using the same type of Y-factor algorithm
that is used in the manual mode, the carrier signal-to-noise

spectral density is then calculated and displayed.

IV. The Combiner

A. General Description

The function of the Long Baseline Combiner (LBC) is to

accept baseband signals from Parkes and CDSCC, to align

them properly in time, weight the signals appropriately accord-

ing to their respective SNRs, and then to sum and output

the results. The block diagram in Fig. 8 shows how this is

accomplished.

The LBC is similar to the Baseband Assembly (BBA)Real-
Time Combiner. The latter consists of two 4-channel com-

biners, which are cascaded to produce an eight-channel com-

biner. Since the LBC requires only two channels, and must
compensate for larger static and dynamic delays, the internal

configuration is different. Due to the similarity of the devices,
some of the BBA modules are used in the LBC. These include

the analog-to-digital converters (ADC), the clock phase shift
(CPS) board, the multiplier-adder board (MAB), the correlator

board (CB), and the digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The

digital delay board (DDB) is similar to the one in the BBA,

but is designed to provide four times the static and dynamic

delay capability for a given clock rate.

Requirements for the LBC consist of being able to com-
pensate for 2.4 msec of round-trip transport delay between

Parkes and CDSCC (2.4 for testing, only 1.2 for operating), a

dynamic delay in excess of -+200/2sec, and a delay rate of 40

nsec/sec. Meeting these requirements, and still maintaining a

SNR loss of less than 0.1 dB, required a higher loop-update

rate than that used in the BBA. The higher rate was achieved

by using a higher speed Intel 86/14 single-board computer

utilizing the 8086 microprocessor, with 8087 coprocessor,

rather than the Intel 80/204 single-board computer utilizing
the 8080 microprocessor, which is used in the BBA.

The signals from Parkes and CDSCC are first low-pass fil-

tered at 4 MHz before being applied to the ADC. This choice

of bandwidth is bounded by the need to pass the harmonics

of the 360-kHz subcarrier signal and by noise-squaring effects

in the correlator (see Section IV.B. below). 2 The 8-bit digi-

tized signals are passed through the DDBs and then to the

MAB. The MAB multiplies each signal by a weighting factor

based on its SNR, and then adds the signals. The summed

signal is then converted back to analog form by the DAC.

All modules are under control of the 8086 microprocessor.

2This limitation is also related to dynamic range characteristics of the
ADC. Had the noise-squaring and attendant signal-suppression effects
been more severe, additional (digital) filtering might have been
employed in the correlato_ path.
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The feedback loop, which maintains the time alignment of

the signals, consists of the DDBs, the CB, a loop filter equation

implemented by the microprocessor, the CPS board, and the
ADC. Loop design is described in the next section.

B. Combiner Loop Design

1. A delay tracking loop. Having established the memory

capacity to satisfy the static delay requirements for the Parkes-

CDSCC application (Section IV.A.), the next step was to model

the BBA combiner loop hardware. Figure 9a is a hybrid s/z-

transform block diagram, developed with the aid of Ref. 2 and

personal communication with the author. A significant change

from the Mariner-Venus-Mercury (MVM) design [Ref. 2] is

that the dynamic delay device and clock provide a delay hold

in the interval between loop updates, rather than a frequency

(or phase ramp) hold as with a voltage-controlled oscillator. As

a direct consequence, the alignment error, re, is a replica of the
change in input over the interval T. The sinusoidal geometric

delay, tiN(t), has a maximum rate of change for the Parkes-
CDSCC baseline of 40 nsec/sec. As will be noted later, align-

ment errors of approximately 10 nsec were budgeted for the

360-kHz square-wave subcarrier application. These factors

dictated that the loop update interval and/or the aiding

interval, Taid, must be less than one second, the value used for
telemetry combiners to date. As will be discussed in Section

IV.C., the delay aiding is provided to minimize the tracking

requirements upon the loop. A convenient value was found to

be Taid = 0.025 sec resulting in a negligible, one nanosecond

peak-to-peak sawtooth of ramp error, superimposed upon the

loop. Thus, the aiding will not be explicitly treated below,

except as it mitigates the dynamics of the input.

Another factor, computation time, was considered negligi-

ble for engineering purposes, estimated at 10-to-20 msec, given
a loop update interval of T = 0.20 sec (see Section IV.B.2.)

and the insensitivity of performance characteristics established
in Ref. 3.

Referring now to Fig. 9b, the open-loop transfer function
may be written as

where z = e Ts and [ ] * denotes the z- transform of the brack-

eted expression.

This yields

F(z)
GoL(Z)= _ z

where K c is the (dimensionless) correlator gain and all other

gains are lumped in F(z). This simple expression illustrates
that the loop type (I or II) will be exactly that of the F(z)

employed and that the dominant effect of the remainder of

the loop is a transport lag of T sec. It is the latter that gives

rise to the gain margin limitation as derived in Appendix A.

A strawman loop filter was postulated (Appendix A) with

three generalized parameters A, B, and C as

A z 2 + C(z -1)z
F(z) = (z -1)(z - B)

resulting in

C
z +_-(z - 1)

K (1)
_OL _'Z) = (Z - 1)(Z -B)

where K = AK c. The closed-loop portion of Fig. 9b has the
transfer function:

GeL (z) = 1 + GOL (Z)

C
K (z - 1)z +_-(z - 1) 2

%,(z) = --_ ,., (2)
(z-1)[(z-1)+ 1-BI +KZ+AK(Z-1)

Appendix A derives expressions for gain margin, damping,

and loop bandwidth as presented in Fig. 10. Note that GeL (z)

is not the transfer function relating rou T to r_N.

General solutions for steady-state errors are obtained

through

% (z)= T,N(Z)-Zovr(z )

= [r,N(s)]*- [r'N(S)--]*- ccL (z)
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and application of the final value theorem. Appendix A derives

for all values of filter parameters A, B, and C

r (ss)
= 0 (Delay step)

Ar

(ss) T
_. - T(1 -B) -_-- (Delay ramp)

(ss) T 2 T 2 T 2

7 - K K 2 (1 -B) -if- (Delay accel.)

(3)

Due to the sinusoidal nature of the delay input to the loop,

each order of error maximizes when the adjacent order is zero ;

hence, the expression for delay acceleration does not include

the unbounded, integrated ramp error for the type I loop

where B < 1 (see Appendix A.4). Note that the final term in

each case is independent of loop type and gain, K; it repre-

sents the value at the update instant and is a consequence of

the replica "ripple" discussed above.

2. Choice of loop type. Equation (1) most easily illustrates
how the choice of design values for parameters A, B, and C in

the filter can yield loops of type I (single integrator) and II

(double integrator) with a variety of operational characteristics
as illustrated in Eq. (3) and Fig. 10. Over the ranges plotted in

this Figure, the straight line asymptotes are valid for engineer-

ing purposes. For example, in the (worst-case) region labelled

MVM, Eq. (A-4) deviates from the asymptote by 5%.

An initial estimate of the desired loop bandwidth, 2BL =
0.1 Hz, was considered as a compromise between expected

jitter losses and transient response at acquisition. Figure 10

and Eq. (3) reveal that the average ramp error for a type I

loop (B = 0) at this bandwidth and at T = 1 sec is five times

the input rate. For example, a two nsec/sec aiding residual

(5% of 40 nsec/sec) would yield a 10-nsec steady-state error.

This value is on the threshold of acceptable loss for a 360-

kHz square wave. While 5% is a rather loose requirement on

the ephemeris aiding, a more robust loop was sought to allow
for unmodelled errors.

Type II design requires B to be identically one with the
C/A ratio establishing the appropriate damping. With the

average steady-state ramp error now zero, Fig. 10 points up

the need to reduce T in order to obtain adequate gain margin

for variations in operating point versus input SNR (adaptive

gain and bandwidth) and to allow lor unmodelled effects

such as computation time discussed above. As noted earlier, a

value of T = 0.20 sec was chosen, yielding the upper curve for

B = 1 (Fig. 10).

The unaided delay acceleration steady-state error, Eq. (3),

is negligible (< 3 nsec) on the Parkes-CDSCC baseline (0.003
nsec/sec 2) for bandwidths greater than about 0.03 Hz, and

thus no problem for this design. 3

Lacking an explicit loss model for loop jitter, several test

bandwidths in the range 0.04 _< 2BL <_ 0.50 were evaluated
under design point conditions for degradation of telemetry
SNR. Incremental loss for the widest value was within the

resolution of the test set-up, 0.1 dB. Hence, a nominal design

point bandwidth of 2BLo = 0.25 Hz at a damping of _"= 1.0
was established as the baseline design for further test and

analysis. Figure 11 illustrates this design point and the adap-

tive range of operability.

The independent variable SNR1SNR 2 characterizes the
correlator input. The input filters were selected as BN = 4 MHz

as a compromise between jitter performance, Appendix A.5,

and data spectrum fidelity for the harmonics of 360 kHz.

Upstream bandwidths, including that of the microwave link,

were specified as 5 to 6 MHz minimum, except the recording

equipment which was specified at 3 MHz.

The clear, dry weather SNRs for Voyager/Uranus encounter

were nominally +45 and +48 dB-Hz for Parkes and CDSCC

respectively, yielding

SNR 1SNR 2 = +45 +48 - 20 log 4 X 106 = -39 dB 2

rounded off to the combiner loop design point value of

-40 dB 2 as identified in Fig. 11. The parameter KSN R, also
discussed in Appendix A.5, is analogous to the signal suppres-
sion factor, a, in continuous loop design, with the significant

difference of twice the logarithmic slope due to the squaring

effect of two noisy signals in the correlator.

Figure 11 illustrates the adaptive region of operation for

design point values of A, B, and C

A = 0.0125

B = 1.00

C = O.625

Kc = 20 KSN R

aFor the Goldstone and Very Long Array (VLA) baselines, bandwidths
are ~0.01 Hz and ~0.1 Hz, respectively.
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Theuppervalueof 2BL
approached as follows

Nominal SNR 1SNR 2
If Parkes equals DSS-43

Recording bandwidth A

Voyager signal uncertainty

= 0.45 Hz could conceivably be

-39 (as above)
+1

+2.5 (1.25 dB each)
+1 (0.5 dBeach)

-34.5 dB 2

Similarly, values of 2Bz as low as 0.15 Hz could be ob-
tained near the horizon with rain at one or both sites. Values

as low as 0.10 Hz (_" = 0.5) could be approached only upon

degradation of the Voyager signal, but these illustrate loop

characteristics in the extreme. The gain margin notation on

Fig. 11 illustrates why it is necessary to reduce K by a factor

of 10 or more during strong signal testing (KsN R _ 1).

Before turning to a summary of performance for the

Parkes-CDSCC long baseline combiner loop, consider the

intermediate design (between types I and II) as illustrated in

Fig. 10 (dashed lines). This approach sets C = 0 and 0 <B< 1

to satisfy stability criteria, yielding the digital equivalent of an

analog "imperfect" second-order loop whose gain is so low as

to not require lead compensation. Because selection of B is

doubly constrained (ramp error and damping), this configura-

tion is more difficult to optimize than the type II loop.

3. Second-order loop performance. Two significant charac-

teristics remain to be considered for the nominal loop design

illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11. First, as a by-product of the

steady-state error analysis in Appendix A, the transient

responses to a delay step and a delay ramp were obtained by
computing the power series in z -n for each pulse response

function, _(z), where the coefficients represent the magni-
tudes of the time response inverted from the z-domain [Ref. 4,

p. 60].

The results are presented in Figs. 12 and 13 and indicate

that for loop gain changes of +2:1 (ASNR]SNR 2 of +6 dB)
the loop is well behaved and essentially stabilized at 30 sec.

Figure 12 points up the importance of initializing the loop

with the best available delay estimate. For example, the
_"= 0.7 response would yield stabilization to 10 nsec in some-

thing less than 40 sec for an offset of one #sec and 5 sec for a

0.05 _tsec offset. The magnified portion of Fig. 13 illustrates

the "ripple" effect and the vanishing average error predicted
by Eq. (3) for a delay ramp input.

The remaining performance consideration is loop jitter as

a function ofKsN R and 2B z. From Ref. 3 and Appendix A

2 .__

o T

22

256BNf_2c 2K SNR

and with BN = 4 MHz and fsc -- 360 kHz

N/_L

OT - 1 1.52 KSN R nsec (4)

yielding

-6 dB Design +6 dB

SNR xSNR 2 Point SNR 1SNR 2

2BL, Hz 0.15 0.25 0.45

KSN R 0.0032 0.0064 0.0128

OT, nsec 10.5 6.8 4.5

which are consistent with design goals and test results.

The design thus results in steady-state losses limited to the

effects of o7. and input sampling/filtering losses, which should

readily meet the design objective of less than 0.2 dB. The tran-
sient responses are seen to be tolerable for rather modest accu-

racies in initialization and ephemeris aiding and to readily

meet the 10-sec design goal under expected conditions.

C. Combiner Firmware

The firmware in the LBC controls the high-speed signal

processing boards and also does some of the low-speed signal

processing (e.g., some of the tracking loop is in the software).

This section describes the choice of computer and compiler

and some of the features of the control program that relate to

the time alignment of the two input baseband signals and the

weighting of those signals to produce the combined output.

Because of the relatively long Parkes-CDSCC baseline, the

PCTA geometrical delay can change by as much as 40 nsec/sec.

Following the BBA Real-Time Combiner design, it was planned

to correct for the known (geometric) delay variations via
ephemeris-aiding. This would reduce the dynamics of the sig-

nals at the input to the tracking loop and minimize the loop's

performance requirements. To assure that the ephemeris-aiding

was done sufficiently smoothly so that the dynamics would,

in fact, be accurately removed, the LBC firmware had to cor-

rect for the geometric delay fairly often, about 10 to 100

times/sec. This put some constraints on the microcomputer
speed and on the compiler used. For compatibility with other

PCTA controllers, it was also desired that the LBC firmware

be written in Pascal MT+86 on an 8086 host computer. (This
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presented a conflict since it was also desired to maximize use
of BBA code, which was written in FORTRAN. This was

resolved by simply translating the relevant procedures into

Pascal, guided by an analysis of the combiner signal process-
ing done in the BBA). 4

Early timing tests showed that the calculations and input/

output required for the loop and ephemeris-aiding could not
be done from MT+86 alone. An 8087 numerical coprocessor

was added to speed up floating-point operations and input/

output code segments were rewritten in assembly language to

get around these problems. After some experimentation, it
was determined that ephemeris-update rates of 100/sec were

feasible with this compiler-computer combination, if the
machine was not being interrupted with other tasks. The

actual rate was then reduced to 40/sec, which was satisfactory

for smoothly tracking out the known geometrical delay varia-

tions. Since the rate of change of the geometrical delay is

sensibly constant over 10 sec, the actual update rate was not

recomputed every 0.025 sec, but rather once every 10 sec

from the known station and spacecraft positions and the time.

Once it was determined that the 8086/8087/MT+86 com-

bination could support the loop and ephemeris speed require-

ments, the general structure of the program was patterned

after the other PCTA controllers. In the case of the LBC, the

program has three interrupt-driven tasks: 1 pps for time,
40 pps for ephemeris aiding (and loop timing), and an asyn-

chronous interrupt for communications input from the PCTA
controller. Tasks that were not time critical were then sche-

duled. The general control flow is an infinite loop which waits

for commands from the PCTA control computer. Valid com-

mands then cause procedure calls which execute the com-

mands in background to the interrupt procedures.

A useful feature of the LBC firmware is that it allows the

combiner to time-share the correlator board between loop

operations (i.e., delay tracking) and operations useful for

verifying proper symbol alignment, correct combining weights,

and ADC adjustments. In the usual situation, the correlator is
being used to produce an error signal proportional to the time

alignment error of the CDSCC and Parkes signals. This signal

is then processed by the loop filter (in firmware) to produce a

correction which is applied to the delay boards. This error sig-
nal allows the LBC to properly align the signals with respect to

the subcarrier; it does not guarantee that the data symbols are

correctly aligned. For example, at acquisition, the Parkes data

stream might be advanced by one subcarrier period with respect
to the CDSCC data due, say, to a slightly incorrect station

location entry. The LBC would appear to lock correctly, but

4L. D. Howard, unpublished notes on BBA Real-Time Combiner,
1983.

the symbols would be misaligned by one subcarrier period and

the resulting combined signal would be suboptimum

The LBC firmware allows a check for this condition. The

command "CMAP" suspends loop operations, but maintains

the relative alignment of the time series with ephemeris-

aiding. During about the next 20 sec (actual integration time

is under operator control), the correlator board is repro-

grammed to map out the cross-correlation function of the two

inputs as a function of relative time lag out to about +7 #sec.

The resulting cross-correlation function CMAP is then plotted

on the operator's console, the loop tracking is enabled, and
the observed cross-correlation is compared with the expected

cross-correlation lunction under various hypotheses regard-

ing the symbol alignment. These hypotheses are "alignment

correct," "one input inverted," "signals misaligned by one sub-

carrier period," "one signal inverted and signals misaligned by

one subcarrier period," "signals misaligned by two subcarrier

periods," etc. The choice which best describes the observed

cross-correlation function is then printed on the operator's

console along with a recommendation for the sequence of

commands required to bring the inputs into proper align-

ment. Figure 14 shows the plot of the temporal correlation

function produced by CMAP. Prominent features are the

triangle-wave auto-correlation of the square-wave subcarrier,

and the decrease in the overall level of correlation at large

time lags due to symbol misalignment.

Another feature of the LBC is that it allows independent

measurement of the SNRs of its two inputs using the correla-

tor board. Once every 20 sec, the LBC firmware temporarily

suspends loop operations and tracks on the ephemeris alone.
The correlator board is then reprogrammed to look at the

correlation function with an offset of 1.5 subcarrier periods.

The difference between the correlation readings at 1 and 1.5

subcarrier periods is proportional to the SNR for that input.
This measurement has the advantage that it is independent of

some sources of systematic error (notably, DC offset of the

ADCs). Of course, this is a measurement of the SNR in what-

ever the input bandwidth of the data is (e.g., for typical

PCTA operating conditions these SNR estimates are on the

order of 1%). The LBC firmware allows the operator to

specify the differences, if any, in the input bandwidths of the

two signals. Using these measured input SNRs (smoothed over

any time scale greater than 20 sec and corrected for input
bandwidth differences), the LBC can then calculate the

optimum weighting factor for the two signals independently of

any external instrumentation.

The operator has the option of using the LBC-estimated

weighting factor or a weighting factor derived from manually

input apriori SNRs for the actual combining weights. How-

ever, in any case, the LBC-estimated weighting factor is
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included in various operator displays and can serve as a check

that the relative SNRs of the inputs are near nominal. (Addi-
tionally, the LBC is continuously measuring the correlated

power - the value of the cross-correlation function at the

alignment point. If enabled, an alarm is sounded should this

value drop by more than 2 dB. This is a test for catastrophies
such as a loss of input, a large reduction in one or both of the

input signal's SNRs, a failure of one of the LBC signal process-

ing boards, etc.)

To use the correlator board for the two tasks discussed

above, the delay tracking loop must be temporarily suspended.

Relative alignment of the signals is maintained via ephemeris-

only tracking during these suspensions. The symbol alignment

test (CMAP) suspends closed-loop tracking for about 20 sec

and is typically called once or twice per pass just after initial

acquisition. The SNR-estimating routine is scheduled once

every 20 sec and suspends the tracking loop for about 3 sec.
Additionally, once every 50 sec the tracking loop is suspended
for about 2 sec while the DC offsets in the ADC are measured

and the appropriate adjustments are made.

Finally, the LBC firmware allows the operator to call up

graphs of the recent correlator error signal versus time (i.e.,

the input to the tracking loop filter) and the recent delay
board corrections versus time (i.e., the output of the tracking

loop). These plots proved useful in the design and debugging

of the loop filter and in choosing appropriate loop parameters.

These plots are also useful in observing the transient response

of the loop during acquisition and in determining the extent

of (short time-scale) stress on the loop during operations.

Included with the plots is also the cumulative closed-loop
delay. In the ideal situation, this number is less than one-half

of a subcarrier period (i.e., the worst-case delay that had to be
added to the ephemeris delay to align the subcarriers). In

practice, this is larger due to various inaccuractely modeled

delays (for example, due to small errors in effective station or

spacecraft locations). This number is useful in determining the

slowly varying, systematic delay changes that the loop has to
track out.

V. Instrumentation and Control

A. General Description

In the PCTA system, the primary signal-processing elements

are the telemetry receiver and the LBC. Once the system is

operating, these devices essentially do all of the work.

In order to make these devices easier to use, they are

surrounded by monitoring, controlling, and testing equip-
ment. This equipment was designed so as to make the PCTA

real-time equipment independent as far as pre-pass system

testing and operational monitor and control are concerned,

thereby not requiring the use of external resources.

(See Ref. 5 for a more detailed overview. Following is a

description of each element and the function it performs.)

B. Array Controller

Overall monitor and control of the PCTA equipment is

achieved by using a CPM-86 based multibus microcomputer at
each site (Fig. 15). Each device, such as the receiver, com-

biner, test signal generator, etc., is connected and controlled

by the monitor and control computer, or the Array Controller

(AC) via an RS-232 interface.

Monitor and control functions reside in all assemblies. Each

assembly contains software which makes it stand alone as far

as operation is concerned. All assemblies are controlled using

the same form of command. They all have self-test capability,
command parameter checking, status displays of various param-

eters as appropriate, and "HELP" menus (Fig. 7).

Residing in the AC is the software which gives it its power.

The software has been designed to provide as much power as

possible, a user friendly interface, and also a few unique fea-
tures described below.

The AC at each site is connected to the other via a 4800-

baud modem. Using this data link, an operator at Parkes or

CDSCC can control all the PCTA real-time equipment from

one location. This feature is especially useful when an opera-
tor at one site desires the status of assemblies at the other site.

Since the AC is actually a CPM-86-based microcomputer,

the operator may generate configuration or command files
similar to the familiar submit files used in CPM systems. These

configuration files are generated using a standard editor prior

to the pass, which the software will execute on command.

This capability allows pre-canning of error-prone commands,

such as spacecraft and station location used by the LBC,

receiver tuning predicts, and switch positions (thereby greatly

reducing operator type ins and errors). Standard self-test con-
figuration files are used for system pre-pass testing. An example

of a configuration file is shown in Fig. 16. The configuration

file capability also includes programmable pauses and looping,
which allows operator prompting and periodic automatic

status logging.

C. Test Signal Generator

The test signal generator (TSG) (Fig. 17), provides four

test signals. One of these is an RF signal which is used by the

telemetry receiver. Two are baseband signals used by the

Recording Subsystem and also by the combiner. The other
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signal is a calibration signal used to assist in the measurement
of the transport delay between Parkes and CDSCC. The TSG
located at Parkes is the same as at CDSCC; however, not all

of the signals are used at a given location.

The TSG uses a 3t6.8-MHz oscillator which provides the

carrier test signal for the receiver. The oscillator drives a

phase modulator which, when modulated by a baseband
signal, produces a carrier (C) × subcarrier (SC) × data (D) sig-

nal. The TSG also contains a RF-noise generator. Summers

and front panel attenuators are provided so as to be able to

adjust the signal to simulate actual predicted signal levels
both in total power and SNR.

The two baseband signal generators each generate a SC ×

D + noise signal. The subcarrier is generated by dividing down

the 316.8-MHz oscillator signal. The data signal is generated in

a like manner. The noise generators consist of a 27- or 28-stage

digital pseudo-random sequence (PN) generator. The PN gen-

erator's long sequence length and high clock rate (16 MHz)

produce a noise signal sufficiently flat and free of spectral

lines. The two baseband signal generators are identical except

that the noise generators are of different length, thereby

producing independent noise. Data modulation is selectable

between alternating ones and zeros, a PN sequence (length

2048, the same as used in the DSN Test Support Assembly),

or none. Like the RF generator, the total power level, as well
as the SNR of each baseband generator, is adjustable from the

front panel.

The clock to each baseband signal generator comes from a

clock deletion circuit. When a clock pulse is deleted, the time

difference between the SC × D signals from the two generators

is changed. Using this deletion scheme, the TSG can simulate

fixed as well as dynamic signal delays. Under control of the

built-in microprocessor, the TSG can simulate static and

dynamic signals from which the algorithms of the long base-
line combiner can be verified. One of the SC × D signals

(without the noise) is used to modulate the RF modulator
described above.

The TSG also generates a 250-Hz pulse signal, synchronized

with the station 1 pps which can be used to measure the micro-

wave link polarity, and transport delay.

Subcarrier rates, data rates, static delay, dynamic delay, etc.
are all user controllable via an RS-232 interface from the AC.

D. Subcarrier SNR Estimator

Keeping in line with the philosophy of a stand-alone system,

a method of determining the presence and level of a signal in
the baseband bandwidth is needed. The Subcarrier SNR Esti-

mator (SSE) (Fig. 18) performs two functions: to determine

the frequency of the modulated subcarrier, if present; and to

measure the subcarrier-to-noise density ratio.

The SSE operates on a modulated subcarrier with a fre-

quency of 360 kHz and symbol rates up to 60 Ksps. Since

it is expected that a randomly modulated subcarrier at the
noise level cannot be seen on a standard spectrum analyzer

due to the spreading of the subcarrier power, the SSE is

necessary.

The input signal is first bandpass filtered at 360 +30 kHz

and gain controlled using a microprocessor-controlled digita!

attenuator and amplifier. The signal is then input to a squaring

circuit consisting of a four-quadrant multiplier which removes
the data modulation, and doubles the subcarrier frequency to

720 kHz. The doubled subcarrier frequency is then downcon-

verted to 62 Hz using another four-quadrant multiplier and

a microprocessor-controlled frequency synthesizer. The down-

converted signal is then passed through a 125-Hz low-pass

filter, digitized at 250 sps, and the samples are sent to the

microprocessor for processing.

The SSE performs two functions on the digital samples.

The first is an FFT on the samples. The FFT is displayed on

the cathode ray tube (CRT), thereby showing the spectrum

about the subcarrier. The display shows the presence of tile

signal, the approximate SNR, and the subcarrier frequency

offset from 360 kHz. This computation will determine the

subcarrier frequency to better than 0.5 Hz, and the absolute
SNR to about 2 dB if the SSE is set to the exact subcarrier

frequency.

If the signal is approximately centered in the display, the
second function, a Y-factor SNR measurement, can be made.

The familiar Y-factor method computes SNR by knowing that

SIN = (S + N)/N - 1. The S + N measurement is made by

squaring an ensemble of samples, computing their average,

and taking the square root of that average. The N measure-
ment is performed in a like manner, with the exception that

the frequency synthesizer is changed so that the signal does

not appear in the passband of the low-pass filter. For greater

accuracy, the user can control how many averages are taken.

The accuracy of this measurement is about 0.5 dB with a sub-
carrier SNR of 48 dB-Hz.

The SSE is primarily used to verify that proper signals are

present at the LBC inputs prior to attempting combining, and

to verify combining gain independently of the LBC itself.

E. Switching Assembly

Signal routing between various components of the PCTA

system is performed by the switching assembly. The switching

assembly contains coax relays, a power splitter, and ampli-
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tiers required to maintain the proper signal flow, impedance,

and signal levels throughout the system. The coax relays may
be controlled manually from front panel switches, but are

normally automatically controlled by the AC. Engraved on

the switching assembly front panel is a PCTA-system block

diagram. The manual control switches and light-emitting

diodes (LEDs) are positioned to provide a convenient indica-
tion of the signal flow.
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Fig. 1. Parkes Radio Telescope 
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Fig. 3. Parkes X-band feedhorn 

Fig. 4. X-band microwave assembly 
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Fig. 5. Receiver block diagram
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Fig. 6. Receiver controller block diagram
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PRCV help...

The format for user input is: <COMMAND>:<DATA OR OPTION>

THE COMMANDS ARE:

INIT

TSF R

DOPP

SFSR

SPEC

STAT

ECHO

RLEN

ACQR

ATR K

TLEN

YSNR

STMP

MLEV

HELP

: < Init Rcvr subsystem. Options NONE or S (self-test) or H (HPIB)>

: <Enter predix track freq in HZ, KHZ or MHZ or>

<TEST option (use test valves for TSF & doppler)>

<Enter predix doppler freq in HZ, KHZ or MHZ. Options NONE>

< Enter sweep rate. Options NONE>

<Display carrier spectrum & SNR. Options are>

<N (nb), W (wb) or P (wideband using predix)>

<Options V (volt), P (phase), M (mode), 0

< 1 (synth 1 freq), C (carrier signal level) & D (predix/VCO)>

<Options ON or OFF>

<Rcvr loop ENABLE or DISABLE>

< Initiate automatic carrier acquisition.>

< Option P (acquire using last entered predix valves)>

< Initiate auto-tracking. Options ON or OFF>

<Telemetry loop ENABLE or DISABLE>

<Calculate Y-factor SNR and power of carrier. Options NONE>

< Enter system temperature (assumed to be in degrees Kelvin)>

<Enter SNR monitor threshold level (assumed to be in dB)>

<Display help menu. Options NONE>

Fig. 7. Help menu, Parkes receiver
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Fig. 9. Loop diagrams (a) hybrid and (b) equivalent error sampled
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Fig. 13. Transient ramp response versus input SNR
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Fig. 15. Array controller block dlagmm
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OPERATIONAL MODE

LIVE SIGNAL COMBINING AND RECORDING - OPRMOD.CNF

LAST UPDATE 01/16/85

OPERATIONAL MODE COMMAND CONFIGURATION FILE (LIVE SIGNAL COMBINING AND REC-

ORDING) FOR SWITCHING ASSEMBLY SIGNAL ROUTING, TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR CONTROL

COMMANDS, PCTA COMBINER CONTROL COMMANDS AND RECEIVER CONTROL COMMANDS.

**** ...... CDSCC SIGNAL ROUTING CONFIGURATION - [ CSAM ] COMMANDS ..............

CDSCCCOMBINER INPUT SELECT <1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5>

CSAM:SI:4

LINK INPUT SELECT <1 I 2 I 3>

CSAM:S2:3

PARKESCOMBINER INPUT SELECT <1 I 2 I 3>

CSAM:S3:2

PARKES SIGNAL POLARITY SELECT <1 I 2>

CSAM:S4:2

LINK OUTPUT SELECT <1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6>

CSAM:S8:6

********** PARKES SIGNAL ROUTING CONFIGURATION - [ PSAM ] COMMANDS ........ *****

LINKOUTPUTSELECT <1 I 2 I 3 I 4>

PSAM:Sl:4

RECORDER INPUTSELECT <1 I 2>

PSAM:S2:2

RECEIVER INPUT SELECT <1 I 2 I 3>

PSAM:S3:3

.... ****** CDSCC TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR CONFIGURATION - [ CTSG ] COMMANDS .......

SET HIGH FREQUENCY NOISE <ON I OFF>
CTSG:R FNS:OFF

SET HIGH FREQUENCY CARRIER <ON I OFF>

CTSG:R FCR:OFF

.......... PARKES RECEIVER - [ PRCV ] COMMANDS ................................ '**"

SET BLOCK IN RECEIVE FREQUENCY PREDICT <41.8-44.0MHz I TEST>

PRCV:REFR:TEST

SET AUTO TRACK MODE <ON I OFF>

PRCV:ATRK:OFF

SET LINEAR SWEEP <0TO9Hz>
PRCV:SFBR:0

SET ISS LOOPSHORT <ENABLE I DISABLE>

PRCV:RLEN:DISABLE

...... CANBERRA LONG BASELINE COMBINER CONFIGURATION- [ CLBC ] COMMANDS****

SET LINK DELAY <MICROSECONDS>
CLBC: LDLY:0.0

SET BBA THROUGHPUT DELAY <MICROSECONDS>

CLBC:SDLY:0.0

SET CLOCK OFFSETS <+OR- NUMBER MICROSECONDS>

CLBC:SDLY:O.O

SET YEAR OF OBSERVATIONS <YYYY>

CLBC:YEAR:1982

Fig. 16. Sample configuration file
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Appendix A

Combiner Loop Analysis

I. Generalized Loop Filter

Consider a sampled-data loop filter. If the output delay r i
at the ith instant is formed by updating the previous value

7"i = 'Ti_l + A_.

g',

D(0)< 1: KA>B- 1

or, by Eq. (A-3), _"> 0 (damping).

and if the update is formed from the input rx as follows

Ar i = A Vx.+ B A_._I + C(Txi - T )t xi-1

the filter output is

r. = 5-1 + A r i +B(ri_1 - 5-2 ) + C(rxi - rxi_1)

Converting this difference equation to z-transform notation

III. Continuous Equivalent Loop Parameters

Given the closed loop transfer function, Eq. (2)

K
GcL(z) = T

C )2(z-1)z +_(z 1

(z - 1)[(z -i)+ 1 -B] +Kz +CK(z - 1)

r = rz -1 +A_+BT(z -1-z-z)+Czx(1-z -1)

yields

F(z) - r _ Az 2 +C(z-1)z (A-l)
(z - 1)(z - B)

Note that the parameter C of Ref. 3 is unrelated to the param-
eter C herein.

and letting

1 -z -1 = 1-e-TS->Ts andz-+l

the continuous equivalent loop is defined for the update rate

(l/T), which is large compared with the frequencies of interest

II. Stability Criteria and Gain Margin

Setting to zero the denominator of Eq. (2) yields the

characteristic equation

:-Ix 0 :0
for which stability criteria are

D(1)>-0: K 1 + >K_-

or K > 0 (negative feedback)

D(-1)>0:1 +B>-_ 1 +2

A 2(1 +B)
Gain Margin - (A-2)

K(I+ 2AC--)

acL (s)
s (l +CTs)

,B>O

1+_- l-B+ K s+_- s2

and from Fig. 9b

rOUT (s) I

H(s)- tIN(S) - S GeL(S)

C
l +-_ Ts

H(s) _ , B > 0

I +T (I-B+C K) s+T'_K s2K

By direct analogy with continuous loop analysis, w 2, _', and

2B L are defined
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zx K2 _

tON - 7

z_ 1-B+CK
_=

2,/-_

B>0

2BL _ + 2T K

For B = C = 0 (Type I) 5

Finally, for 0 <B < 1, C = 0 [Ref. 3]

B=l

(A-3)

The steady-state error

2B z = _ for
<<landK<< 1

' ss' I lAr - lim z-1 re(z)
z'*l "Z Ar = 0

for all filter forms, due to the z[(z - 1) integration factor in

Eq. (A-l) above.

B. Ramp Response

For riN(t ) = 4-t

(A-4) re(z ) Tz

(A-5)

IV. Steady-State and Transient Errors

Owing to the configuration of Fig. 9b, overall H(z) cannot

be specified without defining the input rIN(S ). Accordingly,

the loop error is written as

r,(z) = rm(z) - torT(z)

= [rIN(S)]*__r_N(S)_]*CcL(Z)

A. Step Response

For rjN(t ) = ar

,,z,[+]*hi"= _ %L(z)

(A-6)
re (z) _ (z - a)z

C
(z- 1Xz-B)+ Kz +"_K (z- l)

AT

SWinkelstein, R. A., "Long Baseline Combiner Type I Loop Analysis,"

JPL internal document, IOM 331-84-2 72A, July 31, 1984.

re(Z) 1 * 1 *, -[7]-[7]

4- (g - 1) 2

KT
2

C
(z+ 1)z 2 +7(z+ 1)(z- 1)z

/-,

(z- 1) 3 (z-B)+K(z - 1)2 z + AK(Z - 1)3

(A-7)

The steady-state error

re(_) I z - 1 r (0 t
_. - lim -;

z_l I z r

re(ss) T T
4" - K" (1-B)-_ (A-S)

C. Acceleration Response

1.. 2

For riN(t ) =_rt and proceeding as above

g = - GCZ"(z)

except setting C = 0 for simplicity

re(z) _ T 2 3(z + 1)z [(z - 1)(z -B) + Kzl -K(z 2 + 4z + 1)z 2

6 (z- 1)4(z-B) +K(z- 1)3z

(A-9)

This restriction will not affect the steady-state result below

(by the continuous analogy).
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To obtain the steady-state acceleration error, the limit

(z-+ l) of Eq. (A-9) above will not suffice, since it is un-
bounded due to the integrated ramp error of the B < 1 loop

configurations. Employing the artifice of subtracting out this
ramp error prior to taking the limit, the instantaneous steady-

state acceleration error is obtained for the general case

,7 -lim _- "r [tl t
g-"* 1

After substitution, cancellation, and differentiation, Eq. (A-10)

is finally obtained

r (ss) T 2 T 2 T 2
- (1 -B) ---- (A-10)

_: K K 2 6

The total growing steady-state error as a function of time can

be synthesized as

------_-.(t) = (1 -B) - + (1 -B) - t
r K 2

which must be interpreted with care. The "real world" sepa-
rates the components of this error by virtue of the sinusoidal

delay variation in which the maxima are separated by six
hours.

Also

for low symbol-rate-to-subcarrier ratio and/or low data-

transition probability [Ref. 3, Eq. (22)], where Nsc = num-

ber of Nyquist samples per subcarrier period, such that

Substituting all of the above in Eq. (53) of Ref. 3

,,(1)2 - 1

ON 812c 4K_N R 32f2c 2KSNR

for low SNRs (defined in correlator input bandwidth) and

zs lerf_ 1 erf_ 2 (A-11)KSNR - 2

KSN R may be considered as the noise-dependent factor of Kc,
the correlator gain. For all cases of interest, i.e., low SNR

K_2NR _ 4 SNRI SNR2 (A-12)
_2

and

V. Loop Jitter

From Ref. 3, Eq. (53)

BL TLNs I[erf _, erf _]-2 _ 1t

where N s is the number of Nyquist samples per symbol and K

is the number of symbols per update period TL, such that

< 2 Ng
K - TL/T = 2BNT /TL

where BN = noise bandwidth of the correlator input.

2

ON "_ 128 f2cSNRISNR 2

Converting from Nyquist variance to time

2 = sec 2
O T

2
(7 T

K 2256 BN_c SNR

_2 2B L

lO28 SNR,SNR 
sec2 (A-13)
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DSA's Subcarrier Demodulation Losses

M. Simon andA. Mileant
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The degradation in bit error rate performance due to imperfect subcarrier tracki

by the Demodulation Synchronization Assembly (DSA) is investigated. Results apply to i
any type of digital loop and received signal dynamics. A type four loop causes the least

amount of loss, because it tracks phase jerk with zero steady-state error. However, when i
: fand fare as large as in the extended Magellan mission, it will be necessary to decrease i

the loop update time in order to minimize the losses. _F.igures 2 through-8 illu_trnte I

: __.nzexk'at " "

[ ....

I. Introduction

Figure 1 depicts, in block diagram form, the overall process

of demodulating, synchronizing, and decoding a stream of

binary data. Subcarrier demodulation and symbol synchroni-

zation are performed in the DSA of the Baseband Assembly

(BBA). From there, the convolutionally encoded data go to

the Maximum Likelihood Convolutional Decoder (MCD) for

decoding. Phase jitter and phase error due to Doppler in both

the subcarrier and the symbol synchronization loops decrease

the energy-per-bit to noise spectral density ratio (Eb/No) at

the input to the MCD. This decrease in Eb/N o increases the bit-
error rate (BER) at the decoder's output. Given a desired BER,

the increase in dB of the Eb/N o necessary to compensate for
this degradation is denoted as demodulation loss.

The degradation in BER due to the effects of phase jitter

and Doppler in the subcarrier tracking loop is estimated. The

analysis applies to any digital loop with an integrate-and-dump

circuit. The numerical results, which are applicable to the

existing and potentially useful BBA's loops, are summarized in
Figs. 2 through 8. The subcarrier demodulation losses were
estimated at a nominal BER of 5 X 10-3.

/

f/
J

II. Discussion

First, it is necessary to express the variance of the phase

error as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio. The

variance of the open-loop error signal at the output of the

integrate-and-dump is given by [Ref. 1 ]

(a)

where

S = the signal power

K = the number of symbols per update

K1, K2, and K 3 = gains defined in Ref. 1

Also, the number of Nyquist samples per symbol is given by

N = r (2)
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where

B n = the baseband noise-equivalent bandwidth

r = the symbol rate

Finally, the thermal noise power is shown as

o2 = N B (3)
/1 O n

Assuming that the spectrum of the error process (Fig. 3 of

Ref. 1) is wide in relation to the loop bandwidth, then the

variance of the steady-state error signal will be

o2 = o2 _ (ffH(z)H(z-l) dz (4)
ess e 2rrj J z

Here H(z) is the closed-loop transfer function. Using

Eq. (82) of Ref. 1, Eq. (4) can be written as

a2 = a 2 2TB L (5)
e85 E

where

T = the loop update time

B L = the one-sided noise-equivalent loop bandwidth (see

Table 1 of Ref. 1 for various values of BL )

Given o2ess, the variance of the phase error (o_) at update
instants is obtained from the relation

2_ 1 0"2
% (6)

(GQ T) 2 %_

where GQ is the "gain" of the integrate-and-dump device and
is given by [Ref. 1 ]

K K l K 2 K3N2 s S

GQ = r_ (7)

It can be shown that

S 1 Eb r

2 2WoB "
On

(8)

where Eb/N o is the ratio of the energy-per-bit to noise spectral
density. The factor of 2 comes because the rate 1/2 convolu-

tional code has two symbols per bit. Inserting Eqs. (1), (2),

(3), (5), (7), and (8) into Eq. (6) and simplifying, the variance
of the phase error becomes

2 8L: 1 [1 1/Eb l

\NoJ

With no phase error in the carrier, subcarrier, or symbol

synchronization loops, the bit error probability for the con-

volutional code can be expressed by the equation

(10)

where C1 and C2 are constants which depend on the rate and

constraint length of the code. The presence of an instanta-

neous phase error q_(t) in the subcarrier loop degrades Eb/N o
by the factor

(11)

Assume that ¢(t) is of the form

cp(t) = 4)r + ¢_a(t) (12)

where

¢r = the random component of q_(t) and is modeled as
a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and

variance ag given by Eq. (9)

¢a(t) = the deterministic component of _b(t) which is of
the form

cpa(t) = C_ss+ _q t + eft 2 + zrft3/3 (13)

where

¢ss = the steady-state phase error at loop update instants

_q = the DCO's phase rate quantization error

f,f'= the frequency rate and frequency acceleration of the

received subcarrier which appear because of the

Doppler effect

It is assumed that land higher derivatives are negligibly small.
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Let fT be the frequency of the transmitted subcarrier, v(t)
the instantaneous radial velocity of the spacecraft relative to

the receiving station, and c the speed of ligh/. Then, the

instantaneous frequency of the received subcarrier will be

I_l:v(t_v(t))l

A ---S-"

f = f_(t)=fT 2

\ C

1 (v(-_) 1 /v(t)/3 1+_- -T\_I +"'

(14)

Meanwhile, f and fi'will be the first and second derivatives of

Eq. (14)

" zx dfr(t) = f b(t) (_14 v(t) 3v2(t) +...)f = dt J T C c 2C2

(15)

and

-a d2fr (t) fT I ( v(t) 3v2(t))
f - - _(t) - 1 +

dt 2 c c 2c 2

] (16)

which, for v(t) << c, reduces to

and

The steady-state phase error ¢ss depends on the number of
integrators present in the subcarrier tracking loop. Using
Table 2 and Eq. (30) of Ref. 2, Table 1 is obtained. In this

table,

rl

H (1-pj)

F = _ i=1 (17)
c G m

H (1 - z i)
i=1

where

Pi and z i = the poles and zeros of the loop filter (pi _ 1)

g = normalized computation time

G -- effective loop gain defined by Eq. (9) in Ref. 2

Assuming that 3% << 7r/2, the bit-error rate [Eq. (10)]
together with the degradation factor [Eq. (11)], averaged

over one update interval, will be

c, 1
T (2r0o.s o_

×LT f_ exp[C2_oo (l--

dt

(18)

c, l2T(d)o.sfTexp[a(1 Ca(t)\2-]---_-_-) Jerfc (b

Ca(t) 2 erfc + t

+exp[a(l+ n---_---)l (b Cd(t) "_ dtj(2d) °'s eq, I

CPd(t) )(2d)O.S %

(19)

where

C2 Eb
a -

dUo

(dS_)o.s %b= C:%.

2

E_ %

d = 1-8C2N 0 .2

and 4_a(t) is defined by Eq. (13).

For the (1/2, 7) convolutional code, C 1 = 85.7469 and

C2 = -5.7230. The second integration over the time variable t
must be performed numerically. By measuring the horizontal

distance at a given value of PB, the corresponding loss of the

subcarrier loop is obtained.
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III. Numerical Results

The average bit-error rate (fiB), expressed by Eq. (19), was

calculated for several loops of types 2, 3, and 4. The corre-

sponding loss was estimated at fiB = 5 × 10-3 .

Curves of subcarrier demodulation loss versus 3; are shown

on Figs. 2 through 8. It was assumed that, for the Voyager
encounter, f would be less than 1.0 mHz/s, and )7"less than

1 × 10 -7 Hz/s 2 . For the Magellan mission, it was assumed that

);would be less than 25 mHz/s, and)_'less than 3 × 10-5 Hz/s 2.

The loss for a type 2 loop is quite.significant, due to a high
steady-state error even with a small f. The loss can be reduced

by decreasing the update time (Fig. 2).

If a type 3 loop is selected, the loop is degraded only when
.['is significant, which increases the steady-state error.

In a type 4 loop, the steady-state phase error is insensitive
to either f or f However, when f and f are high, as in the

Magellan mission, Oa(t) can be quite large at the end of the

loop update instant. This produces a large demodulation loss

(Fig. 8). In this case, the loss can be reduced only by decreas-

ing the loop update time.

In the numerical calculations, it was noticed that the contri-
bution to the demodulation loss due to thermal noise was

insignificant for Eb/N o > 2.0 dB and BL < 1.0 Hz. For this
reason, Figs. 2 through 8 apply to data rates between 10 and

500 kilosymbols per second.

IV. Conclusion

An equation for the average bit error rate versus Eb/N o and

spacecraft dynamics was derived. A type 2 loop is very sensi-
tive to );and f. A type 4 loop has a zero steady-state error even

with high values of f. However, with high fand f, the degrada-

tion due to phase error in the subcarrier loop could be quite
significant if the loop update time is large. Reduction of loop

update time will be necessary for the Magellan mission. Fig-

ures 2 through 8 numerically illustrate the above conclusions.
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Table 1. Steady-state phase error (at loop update instants)

Loop

Type

Number of Integrators

in the Filter

Steady-State Phase-Error, Oss

f Hz f Hz/sec fHz/sec 2

0 I!fTF c 0" "

1 0 2 !JT2Fc -

2 0 0 3 !jbT3Fc

3 0 0 0
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The expected value and the variance of the Baseband Assembly symbol signal-to-noise /

ratio (SNR) estimation algorithm are derived. The SNR algorithm treated here is desig-

nated as the Split Symbol Moments Estimator (SSME). It consists of averaging the first

two moments of the integrated half symbols. The SSME is a biased, consistent estimator. :

! The SNR degradation factor due to the fitter in the subearrier demodulation and symbol i
synchronization loops is taken into account. Curves of the expected value of the SNR 1

i estimator versus the actual SNR are shown. _51

I. Introduction

The Baseband Assembly 1 uses a Split Symbol Moments

Estimator (SSME) algorithm to estimate the symbol signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of the input signal. Here we describe the

SSME algorithm and give the expected value and the variance

of the SNR estimator. Two numerical examples corresponding

to the Voyager and the Pioneer missions are included to

illustrate its performance. As in previous Baseband Assembly

analyses (Refs. 1 and 2), Nyquist sampling rate is assumed.

where

q

n., _
t!

unitless random variable whose amplitude is propor-

tional to the information signal voltage

unitless random variable whose amplitude is propor-

tional to the rms noise voltage

The first two moments of Yii are

E_vii) =V_-- (2)

II. Statistics of the SNR Estimator

Figure 1 is a flow chart representation of the SSME algo-

rithm. Referring to this figure, the input to the SNR estimator

is a string of signal samples modeled as

Yii sii + nil (1)

IDeep Space Network/Flight Project Interface Design Handbook, JPL

internal document 810-5, Rev. D, 1981.

E{0,ii)2}= s + 02. (3)

It is assumed that E{ni/} = 0

i = 1,2 ..... N s Nyquist samples per symbol

/' = 1,2 ..... n symbols

The variance of the noise process is assumed to be

°2n = NoB (4)
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where N O is the one-sided noise spectral density, and B n is the
one-sided baseband noise-equivalent bandwidth.

As shown in Fig. 1, in the upper "arm" the samples from

the first half of a symbol are summed to produce Y,_j. In the
lower "arm" the samples of the second half of a symbol are

summed to produce Y_j. In this analysis, it will be assumed
that the number of samples in both summers are equal at the

instants when Ycq and Yl3j are sampled. For this reason, Yaj

and Y#j have identical statistics. Making YcH = Y_j = YJ, the

mean value and the variance of Yj will be, assuming that the
samples are independent,

=E{ j} = =5- (5)

A N
_ = S 0" 2

/ n

(6)

The factor dj, designated as the SNR degradation factor, is
due to the phase jitter and timing jitter in the subcarrier

demodulation and symbol synchronization loops, respectively.

In general,

0 < dj < 1 (7)

It can be shown that

dj= (I--_-) (l-2pT'_bj._2 '_'-_-I)2
(8)

where

_j--phase error in the subcarrier demodulation loop
during the jth symbol

rj = timing error in the symbol synchronization loop
during the jth symbol

PT = probability of symbol transition

T = symbol time

In this preliminary analysis, it will be assumed that there is no

doppler stress in the tracking loops and that Cj and zj are
functions of the phase and timing jitter only. With this assump-

tion, ¢j and rj will be constant during one update interval,
and the subscript j can be dropped, i.e., we will assume that

during the estimation interval

dj = dl.+l = d (9)

and, consequently, the statistics of Yi will be equal to those of
r]'+l •

In the SSME algorithm, the random variables Ya and Y#

are combined to create two new random variables Xp and
Xss in the following way:

Xp = Y Y# (10)

and

x = (\ + Yp= (11)

Then, as shown in Fig. 1, n samples of Xp and Xss are averaged
i i .

in the second pair of summers to produce mp and rnss. Finally,
t

rnp and rn_s are scaled and combined to produce the random
variable R*, which is the SNR estimator of the SSME algo-
rithm, namely,

m t

R* = P (12)

m;/
The statistics of R* can be determined from the statistics of

the random variables along the two paths in Fig. 1. These
statistics are obtained in what follows.

Using Eqs. (6) and (7) and the fact that Ya and YO are
independent, the first two moments of their product defined

in Eq. (10)will be

X-- = N 2s Sd/4 (13)

X 2 = (N2s Sd/4 +NO2n/2) 2
P

(14)

The first two moments of Xss defined by Eq. (11) are obtained

using Eq. (A-2) of Appendix A with _ = Ns _and o2 =

Nsa2n, namely,

=

= N2Sd + N o2 (15)
S $ tl

B

X 2 = E (A_ss)$$

= 3N25 04+6N35 SdO2n+N 4S 2d 2 (16)n $

Referring to Fig. 1, and using Eq. (A-5), the first and second
moments at the outputs of the second pair of summers will be

m'p = L (17)
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m

(m;) 2 = X 2p (18)

tm = X (19)
SS S3

(m'ss)2 = _ (20)

t

The variances of r@ and ross are obtained using Eq. (A-6)
with the moments obtained in Eqs. (13) through (16), namely,

1var (m_) = n

N 2 (/2
s n

4n (Ns Sd + O2n) (21)

1 [_282s- (X_)2 ]vat(m's$)=7

2N 2 (/2
S n

n
(2N s Sd + o2) (22)

The covariance of Xss and Xp is, by definition, •

A -- -L)} (23)cov(Xs,X ) = E{(Xs-Xs)(X

= e([(q +r_)=-(q + r_)] [q r_ - q re]

• 2(r r_- L r_)l t\ r_-L r_l_

+2 (112 y_ _(_)2 (y_)2) (24)

Using Eqs. (6) and (7) in Eq. (A-2), the third moment of Ya

and Y_ is

y3=--a _y_=__3 NZs x/'Sd-(/2 + gl N3s (36) 3/2 (25)

Inserting Eqs. (6), (7), and (25) in Eq. (24) and dividing by
t ¢

n, we obtain the covariance of mp and mss, namely,

coy (m;, m;s ) - 2 n (2N Sa + o2) (26)

! t

Having obtained the moments of rnp and mss , we now are
ready to determine the statistics of the estimator R*. Using

Eq. (A-9), the expected value of R* defined by Eq. (12) is

R* = R* ;1 _2 , O2R, ,

+ TLa--_2 var(m )+ _var(ms)3m,s2s

t
m

p

t
m

$3

t

mp

m t

83

_}2R*

+ _m'_m' cov(m'p,m_$)
p 8s

t
m

p

t

ms s •

(27)

Inserting Eqs. (A-16), (A-18), (A-19), (21), (22), and (26) in
Eq. (27) and ignoring higher order terms, we obtain

= /_ + 1 (2/_ + 1) (28)
n

where

t

^ A m NSd
R = p _ s - R d (29)

._ (1 --'7- g) 2o2- mss -

is the degraded symbol SNR at the input to the SNR esti-

mator. From Eq. (28) we observe that R* is a biased but

consistent estimator (i.e., the bias goes to zero when n goes to

infinity).

The variance of R* is obtained using Eq. (A-10), namely,;

= [ OR* ] 2

var (R*)_ _--_ ] \ SSl

t
m

p

t
m

$$

2

var(m_s)

¢
m

p

t
m

88

aR*OR*
+ 2 am'Ore'

p $s
cov(m'p,m'ss) (30)
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Inserting Eqs: (A-15), (A-17), (A-19), (15), (16), and (26) in

Eq. (30), we obtain

1
(R*) = n (1 + 4R + 2/_ 2) (31)var

By defining the SNR of our estimator as the ratio

(_-*):
SNR (R*) - var (R*) (32)

we see that

1
lim SNR (R*) = -- (33)
R_0 n

n

lim SNR (R*) = -_- + 2 (34)
R ---__

III. Evaluation of d

Assuming that there are no doppler or quantization errors,

the SNR degradation factor defined in Eq. (8) is a function of

the phase jitter in the subcarrier demodulation loop and the

timing jitter in the symbol synchronization loop. Both jitter
processes, _band 7, are modeled as Gaussian random variables

having zero mean and variance a_ and a 2, respectively.

where

BLI = one sided noise-equivalent bandwidth, j = 1 for
subcarrier loop, j = 2 symbol synch loop

TL = loop update time, assumed to be identical for both
loops

K = number of symbols between updates

T = symbol time = 1/r

E/N o = ratio of energy per symbol to noise spectral
density

a 1

a:

NS
= R -

202
n

(37)

= M/N = ratio of the width of the middle portion of
a symbol to the total symbol length

(typically 1/2)

= L/N = ratio of the width of the transition portion
of a symbol to the total symbol length
(typically 1/4)

The expected value of d in Eq. (8) will be

1 _ (1 ]_b[) 2 (_2 _2_d¢d - X/_ % - n/2 exp a_ ]

According to Ref. 2, the variance of the phase error in the

subcarrier demodulation loop at update instants is __f i(1 ( •)_×_o - ApT_] exp -1 or2

ae_ =\ 4K ] [ Es ] 2 1+_o- 0 (35) 2/_-[0¢)_ 0 2 21_ [0\
= - 4 4--_- k--_-] + 4 1-44--_PTtV)

\No]

Repeating the steps of Ref. 2, it can be shown that the variance

of the timing error in the symbol synchronization loop at
update instants is

+ 4p_[ °r fl

(38)

(39)

I--I

\No!

(36)

In Appendix B two numerical examples are given tbr

parameter values typical of the Voyager and Pioneer missions.

m

In general, the bias in R'can be reduced by increasing n

(number of symbols in the estimator). Of course, we can
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improve our knowledge of R if we compensate for the effects
of the bias and the degradation factor in Eq. (28), i.e., we may

assume that the actual input SNR is

._, = (R*) (40)

where (R*) is the average value of many R.* and d'is our esti-
l

mate of d.

IV. Conclusions

In this article the expected value and the variance of the
SSME SNR estimator was derived. This estimator was shown

to be biased and consistent.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the numerical results for the

Voyager and Pioneer missions. At high signal SNR, the posi-
tive bias of the estimator dominates over the degradation

effect due to phase jitter in the tracking loops. At low SNR,

it is the other way around. Figure 4 is for the ideal case when

there is no jitter in the tracking loops (d = 1).
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Fig. 1. Split symbol SNR estimator algorithm
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Appendix A

Gaussian Moments

1 Relation Between Statistical and
Probabilistic Moments

Given a random variable x with Gaussian pdf G(#,o 2) and

defining the rth moment as

ur = E (x5

the first four probabilistic moments of x will be

t

gl =g

' = 122 + 0 2g2

/_ = 3o2/.t + _3

(A-l)

t

bt 4 = 30 .4 + 60.2g 2 +/14 (A-2)

Defining rn_ as the rth statistical moment of a random variable

?1

m' 1
r = _ E (x)r (A-3)

j=l

(A-4)

and the variance of m_ as

1 ° ,I:var (m_) = E E (xj)r _ tz
j=l

Chapter 10 of Ref. 3 shows that

E {m;} = //

and

(A4)

p

1 [_U2r-0a'r)/]var (m_) = -_

This is an exact result.

Given a function g of K random variables x k,

g(x) = g(x,, x z ..... xK)

(A-6)

(A-7)

with means

E {xK) = oK

0 A 01,0 z ..... OK

it can be shown (Prob 10.17, Ref. 3) that

1 k 32E _(x)} = g(O) + "_ _--_-2g(x) var %)

x = 0

(A-8)

K K

1 3g(x)

i=] ]=1

i_i

coy (xi, x.) +...

X = O

The variance ofg(x) will be (Eq. (10.12) of Ref. 3)

var _g(x))

K

= _ g(x 2 var(xg)

X = 0

(A-9)

K K
3 3

+E E_ g(x)_g(x)
i=1 j=l t 1

COV (Xi, 5) + . . .

X = 0

(A-10)

2. Evaluation of the Derivatives
of the Estimator

t

In the SSME algorithm R* is computed from mp and
' namely,

ross,

P
m

R* = P (A-11)

2(+ '-m;)mss

It can be shown that

--7 1
e {G}= m =7 sN=sa (A-12)

and

;0 ' = N:sd+< 0.:E {m = mss s n (A-13)
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Let

R z_ E {m'p) N s Sd" = - (A-14)

tlm' -%1 2q2EI4 ss

2
(A-17)

The following derivatives of the estimator R* are evaluated:

0R*

_)m'
p

_ 2 (1 + 2/_) (A-15)
o 2 N

n $

a2R *

Om '2
,$$

1 2

(A-18)

b2R*

_m '2
p

= (1 + 2/_) (A-16) a2R *

m'p, m;s

= -2 [____l 2 (1 + 4/_)

- -- _qNt
(A-19)
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Appendix B

Constants Used to Derive Figs. 2-4

In order to illustrate the performance of the SSME esti-

mator, two cases are considered.

(1) Voyager

Data rate r

Update time T_.

K=n

Noise bandwidth B

-- 20,000 symbols/second

; 2.5 seconds

= 2.5 × 20,000 symbols/loop

update

-- 0.4153 (from Table 1, Ref. 1

for both tracking loops

= 3.75 MHz

(2) Pioneer

r = 8 symbols/second

TL = 2.5 seconds

K= n = 2.5 × 8 symbols/loop update

TLB L = 0.4153 for both tracking loops

B = 135 kHz
n

The performance of R* for the Magellan mission will be

better than for Voyager.

Using Eqs. (35), (36), (39), (28), (29), (31), and (32),
Figs. 2 and 3 are obtained.
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The New 34-Meter Antenna
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, -
f

f ._bexJL.he new 34-m high efficiency Azimuth - Elevation antenn_a-
• , : . _ • • ,

configuratto_, includmg tts features, dynamtc charactertsttcs and performance at 8.4-GHz

frequencies.l_he current-technology features of this antenna produce a highly reliable

configuration by incorporation of a main wheel and track azimuth support, central pintle

pivot bearing, close tolerance surface panels and all-welded construction. Also described

are basic drive controls that, as slaved to three automatic microprocessors, provide

accurate and safe control of the antenna's steering tasks•

A t this time antenna installations have been completed at Goldstone and Canberra and

have operationally supported the Voyager - Uranus encounter• A third installation is

being constructed currently in Madrid and is scheduled for completion in late 1986.

I. Introduction

The addition of the 34-m Azimuth - Elevation high effi-

ciency antennas was undertaken as a result of early Mark IVA

Project studies directed at providing increased DSN aperture

capacity to support the Voyager - Uranus encounter. Further-

more, the presence of these antennas - one each at the Deep

Space Communications Complexes (DSCCs) located at Gold-

stone, Canberra and Madrid - would provide support for the

increased quantity of high priority missions in the late 1980's

to early 1990's period. Imaging data, 8.4-GHz telemetry and

science data are the primary data yields sought at the Voyager -

Uranus encounter and beyond, and can be expected only with

the 34-m Az - E1 antennas addition, when arrayed with the

existing 64-m antenna•

A principal contending option for providing the netwide

added aperture was the collocation of existing 26-m STDN

antennas, including their enlargement to 34 m, a project simi-

lar to the earlier S - X (26-m to 34-m) upgrade project. Final

cost and performance comparisons favored the new 34-m

Az - E1 antenna, and implementation of this configuration

was initiated in April 1982.

II. General Features and Performance

Capacities

The 34-m diameter, Az - El configuration is a quasipara-

boloid surface of revolution whose RF reflective surface has a

focal length-to-diameter ratio of approximately 0.325, and a
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cassegrain RF optics path consisting of a quadripod structure,

adjustable subreflector, and an interchangeable feedcone simi-

lar to those used on other DSN antennas. The antenna is steer-

able in azimuth and elevation with intersecting axes. These

highly recognizable features are shown in Fig. 1.

The antenna structure is designed to maximize stiffness,

minimize surface distortions and provide accessibility for

maintenance. In order to maximize traction and to minimize

wheel loadings, a four wheel azimuth turntable with a square

platform is used. This azimuth turntable has self-aligning

wheels and a machined track to minimize'stress concentrations.

The reflector structure is a triangulated truss system con-

structed of standard angles and tubes. In order to minimize

load induced surface distortions, the reflector is attached to

the pedestal via a trussed elevation wheel structure which pro-

vides eight equally still mounting points to the reflector and

isolates the counterweight loads from the reflector.

Table 1 is a summary of the antenna specifications and

characteristics of the 34-m AZ - E1 configuration.

III. Physical Description

A. Azimuth--Elevation Structure and Drive

Equipment

1. Foundation and alidade structure.

a. Basic Support. The fundamental support for the entire

antenna is the azimuth rail and ring resting on an earth and

concrete foundation with spread footings. (See Figs. 2 and 3.)

Radial rigidity for the ring structure is provided by four (4)

radial beams tied in at the center pintle bearing support.

Minimum compressive strength of the concrete in the ring

beam is 34,475 kPa (5000 psi).

b. Alidade structure. The alidade structure illustrated in

Fig. 4 supports all components above the four (4) azimuth

wheels. It is a triangulated structure with a square base inter-

facing with the azimuth wheels over the track and the center

pintle bearing. The square base and lateral plane of the alidade

are braced for structural stabilization.

The bracing in the base frame includes radial members

framed into the center pintle bearing so that the alidade

transfers all loads to the four azimuth wheels and pintle

bearing. A plane of bracing is also included near the elevation

drives (top plane) to stabilize the working points of the alidade

side frames.
,w

The alidade is constructed of standard wide flange struc-

tural beams. Standard bolted field flange splices are used at

installation, after which the field joints are welded to prevent

any joint slippage. Wide flange sections are used to provide a

good stiffness to weight ratio for bending loads, which is

extremely important in the base frame that interfaces with the

four azimuth wheels and pintle bearing. Wide flange sections

also are not susceptible to the internal corrosion problem

encountered in the tubular sections.

The top plane of the alidade structure serves to mount the

two elevation bearings, elevation wheel and drive motors.

These bearings support and actuate the entire tipping struc-

ture, i.e., main reflector, quadripod, subreflector, counter

weights, etc. These are discussed further in Section III.A.2.

c. Azimuth radial bearing. The azimuth radial pintle

bearing, illustrated in Fig. 5, is a single-row ball, four point

contact bearing equipped with replaceable split grease seals

and lubrication ports for greasing the rolling elements. It is the

main stabilizing point of the antenna's rotational motion.

The inner ring of the radial pintle bearing is bolted to an

adapter ring plate which is securely fastened to the concrete

center pedestal. The outer ring of the pintle bearing has six

flexure plate assemblies bolted to it which are also bolted to

the diagonal members of the alidade base frame. The flexure

plate assemblies transmit lateral forces from tile alidade base

frame to the radial bearing, since the flexure plates are rela-

tively stiff when loaded radially. Small vertical thrust loads

are transmitted to the radial bearing by virtue of the flexi-

bility of the flexure plate assemblies. The azimuth radial

bearing has sufficient capacity to carry radial loads induced by

misaligned azinmth wheels in addition to radial loads induced

by winds.

The azimuth radial bearing has an outside diameter of

240 cm (94.50 in.) and an inside diameter of 200 cm (78.88 in.).

d. Azimuth bearing track. Vertical or thrust loading is

carried by the azimuth bearing which consists of a self aligning

wheel and track configuration.

The mean radius of the azinmth bearing track is 982 +-

0.635 cm (386.7 -+ 0.25 in.). The annular ring segments are

12.2 cm (4.80 in.) thick and 36.6 cm (14.40 in.) wide.

The azimuth bearing track shown in Fig. 6 consists of an

annular ring made of low carbon steel and formed by 16

segments leveled, grouted into place, and capped with har-

dened wear strips with mitered ends.

After the ring segments are aligned and held in position,

drypack grout is placed between the ring elements and founda-

tion. The wear strips are 3.05 cm (1.20 in.) thick and 27.94 cm
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(11.0 in.) wide, and the edges and ends of the wear strips and

ring segments are sealed with RTV silicone for corrosion

protection.

e. Azimuth bearing wheel assembly. Each of the four cor-

ners of the alidade base structure is supported by a wheel

assembly. The two wheel assemblies nearest the reflector

(when the reflector is in its near-horizon position) are the

powered (driving) assemblies, as shown in Fig. 7. Each wheel
assembly consists of a wheel and shaft supported by two

spherical roller bearings contained within a wheel housing.

The wheels are 60 cm (23.62 in.) in diameter and 14.4 cm

(5.67 in.) wide with a tapered wheel rim in order to roll true
on the circular track. The wheel is shrunk fit on a wheel axle

and mounted in a housing which is supported by two pairs of

flexure links, thus allowing full width alignment of the wheel

on the track.

Provision is made for jacking each corner of the alidade

base frame for relieving the loads on the wheel assembly

attachment bolts for wheel alignment.

f. Azimuth drive assemblies. Each of the two powered

wheel assemblies is driven by two 3.2 kW (5 hp) direct current

(DC) drive motors, also shown in Fig. 7. The drive axle ends
are mounted to the output shaft of a 649:1 ratio speed

reducer which is flange mounted to the wheel assembly

housing.

A double C-face disc brake coupler is mounted to each DC

drive motor and to the input shaft of each speed reducer. Each

DC drive motor is equipped with a tachometer.

The total ratio from the DC drive motor output shaft to the

antenna axis is 21,250:1, resulting in an antenna azimuth

speed of 0.49 deg/s when the DC drive motor is operating at

1750 rpm.

2. Elevated and tipping structure assemblies.

a. Elevation bearing assembly. The elevation axis bearings

consist of two spherical roller bearings which are mounted in

housings bolted to the top of the alidade structure. The eleva-

tion shafts are fixed to the reflector back-up structure and the

bearings are mounted on the shafts as shown in Fig. 8.

Split grease seals with seal retainers are mounted in the

bearing housing on each side of the bearing. The seals can be

removed and replaced while the bearing and housing are in

place by using standard hydraulic pumps and gear pullers.
At the outer end of each elevation shaft, flexible coupling

connects the angle encoders in such a way that the encoder

mount stiffness is consistent with the encoder accuracy

requirements.

b. Elevation wheel and counterweights. The elevation

wheel structure is a welded plate girder braced by a trussed

framework as shown in Fig. 8. It is especially configured to

provide uniform support for the reflector at all orientations.
The elevation wheel structure is a steel space frame that sup-

ports the primary reflector structure, the elevation counter-

weights, the drive bullgear, and the elevation drive. It is sup-

ported by the elevation bearing assembly. The back rim of the

elevation wheel consists of a steel flange for supporting the

elevation bull gear. This gear is shimmed against the wheel to

adjust for radial run-out and for lateral position. The bull

gear is bolted to the wheel to prevent tangential slippage

during operation.

c. Elevation drive carriage. The elevation drive carriage

consists of a housing which supports two drive pinions arranged

with their axes parallel and spaced circumferentially apart,

meshing with the elevation bullgear. The drive carriage is

supported by two tangent links connected to alidade joints.

Each pinion is driven by a Sumitomo Cyclo Drive Model 19045,

whose speed reducer ratio is 385:1 and whose output shaft is

keyed to the pinion. The two reducers are mounted on oppo-

site sides of the bullgear to provide a balanced elevation

drive carriage. A fail-safe brake is mounted on the input side

of each reducer and two 6.4-kW (10-hp) DC drive motors with
tachometers are mounted to each brake. Air blowers are pro-

vided so that cooling air is ducted over each drive motor.

The total ratio of the elevation drives is 21,988:1, which

corresponds to a slewing speed of 0.48 deg/s.

d. Elevation gear. The elevation bullgear is composed of

gear segments which are mounted on the elevation wheel
structure. The elevation gear is formed to provide a surface

for back-up rollers which is concentric to the pitch diameter of

the gear teeth, insuring proper mesh of the gear and pinions.

The elevation gear has a pitch radius of 653 cm (257 in.) and

a diametral pitch of 2.

e. Primary reflector structure. The reflector structure

supports the aluminum reflector panels' quadripod and sub-
reflector. The reflector is supported from the elevation axis by
the elevation wheel structure. This structure consists of

twenty-four radial trusses extending out from a welded center
hub. The reflector trusses and interconnecting chords are

fabricated of welded square steel tube sections. The resulting

space frame acts to distribute asymmetric wind pressure loads

and provide torsional resistance; it is illustrated atop the

alidade structure in Figs. 9 and 10.

The primary reflector with its total support structure and

mechanical systems has a natural frequency of 1.5 Hz (locked
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rotor system), while the quadripod subreflector subset has a

natural frequency of 1.0 Hz.

f. Reflector panels and assembly. The main reflector, as

configured by the contiguous positioning of individual panels,

presents a homologous paraboloid for improved microwave

efficiency. The individual panels are manufactured from
6061-T6 aluminum and have a skin thickness of 1.78 mm

(0.070 in.). All surface panels inside the 26-m (85-ft) diameter

are solid surfaces; the panels outside this diameter have a per-

forated surface with a porosity of 40% provided by 3.175-mm

(0.125-in.) holes in a diamond pattern. The solid surface

panels can support a 137-kg (300-1b) shoe load with no per-

manent deformation; similarly, the perforated panels can sup-
port a 91-kg (200-1b) shoe load on any point of the surface.

The panels are manufactured with a -+0.305 mm (-+0.012 in.)

surface tolerance. Details of the assembled panel array are
shown in Fig. 11, and a typical panel sector is shown in

Fig. 12.

g. Quadripod - apex structure. The quadripod - apex

structure serves to support the 381 cm (150 in.) diameter

subreflector, and its 3-axis drive system with its associated

support structure. Aperture blockage is 5%. The quadripod

legs have a trapezoidal cross-section, consisting of square

tubing in the corners with square tubing or plate webbing as

shown in Fig. 13. Two legs enclose a 12.7-cm (5-in.) diameter

conduit pipe that houses the control cables to the subreflector
drive system at the apex.

h. Subreflector. The aluminum subreflector is fabricated

out of six individual panels, each being supported from a

trussed backup structure in the assembled configuration. All

surface gaps between individual panels and between the panels

and the center tooling plug are covered with one layer of

Kapton adhesive tape, overlaid by one layer of aluminum

adhesive tape to form a continuous conducting surface. A

center hub is provided for mounting a rotating sweep template

to verify the surface accuracy of 0.305 mm (0.012 in.) RMS.

The assembled and mounted subreflector assembly is shown
in Fig. 1, atop the quadripod structure.

i. Subreflection positioning mechanism. The subreflector

position mechanism serves to compensate and minimize sys-
tematic loss of gain due to gravity deformation of the antenna

primary structure, quadripod structure and primary reflector
surface when operating at the various elevation positions. The

subreflector positioner coordinate system is as shown below:

+Z axis, away from primary reflector

+X axis, to right (when looking in +Z axis direction)

+Y axis, up (when looking in +Z axis direction and primary

reflector is at zenith)

The positioner can adjust the central coordinator points

of the subreflector from 0 to -+7.1 cm (+2.8 in.) along each of
the 3 orthogonal axes mentioned above.

IV. Antenna Drive Control Command
and Monitoring

The antenna control as required to meet the Mark IVA
reconfiguration is accomplished through the use of a system of

interconnecting microprocessor computers. At one end of the

controls network are the Antenna Drive Assembly (ADA)

microprocessors located on the antenna to provide antenna
drive actuator signals (through servo control loops), monitor

equipment status, and provide limit and fault energization.

At the other end are two Modcomp computers comprising

prime and backup Antenna Pointing Assembly (APA) proces-

sors located in the Signal Processing Center (SPC). The APA

stores data for the pointing process, e.g., it stores trajectory
prediction points profiles, systematic error correction tables,

transformation of coordinates, and monitor data back to the

Area Routing Assembly (ARA), MDA, and NTK. One primary

computer connection exists between the APA and ADA which

is embodied in the Antenna Control Subassembly (ACS). In
effect the ACS, located on the antenna, is an extension of the

APA, and operates to store predict tables, perform interpola-
tion between predict points, combine position commands

to obtain a final pointing position, and provide antenna and

subreflector positions feedback.

A detailed treatment of the APA and ACS will be covered

in a future paper. In this current article the discussion will be

on the drive and control assemblies and microprocessors.

Figure 14 shows a block diagram of the major control assem-

blies' microprocessors, including simplified interconnecting

routes and locations. These assemblies are required for com-

plete antenna control and pointing. To the left are the point-

ing process computers and to the right are the front end area

(FEA-Antenna) microprocessors and drive controls. The FEA

mounted assemblies, incorporating the Antenna Servo Control-

ler (ASC), the Antenna Control and Monitor (ACM), Subre-

flector Controller (SRC) and servo control chassis, will be

discussed further as to purpose, function and performance.

A. Basic Drive Controls and Chassis

As previously described, electric motors and actuators,

acting through appropriate gearing, provide the basic motion
to the antenna about the azimuth and elevation axis and to the

subreflector. These prime movers are augmented and modu-

lated by the use of limit switches, relays, brakes, field modu-
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lators, wave shapers, sensors, etc. which may be manually

energized to provide the desired torque and counter torque.

The switching and interfacing for all these devices takes place
at the Drive Control Cabinet, Subreflector Drive Cabinet and

Field Interface Module (FIM). From these modules commands

and status are intercommunicated with the ASC, ACM and

SRC microprocessors which provide the signal processing for

automated servo control of the antenna. Therefore signal

voltages are generated from the various input error signals,
or manual slew commands, which flow to the ASC and return

to the Drive Cabinet for amplification and gain processing and
thence to the drive motors.

The current (drive motor armature) and velocity servo

loops hre closed in the Drive Control Cabinet.

B. ASC

The ASC accepts position commands from the ACS and

closes the position servo loop for the main driving assemblies.
It also issues rate and limit commands, and provides antenna

monitoring functions for status determination as required for

appropriate operation and personnel safety.

The ASC chassis contains an Intel MULTIBUS based micro-

processor and the custom interface electronics required to
interface the chassis to the antenna mounted devices. The

microprocessor consists of four standard MULTIBUS compati-

ble microprocessor boards together with the card cage and
the motherboard.

A large-error algorithm and a small-error one are used for

rate command calculation. The large-error algorithm is utilized

when the calculated rate command error is greater than

0.05 deg/s and the position error is greater than 0.03 deg

(nominal values); the small-error algorithm is used at values

less than those given for the large-error one. After the rate

command is calculated by one of these algorithms, it is then

processed by the rate and acceleration limiter section.

Whichever algorithm is currently being used, the current

antenna position is always monitored by strobing the encoder

of an axis every 50 ms. Validity of the data is verified by the

status provided by the encoder board itself. Under normal

circumstances, the converted encoder position is reported to

the ACS controller and used as input to the position loop.

Commanded positions are received by the ASC controller in

one of the following forms: MOVE commands from the ACS

assembly, STOW, or STOP. The primary purpose of the com-

mands is to generate a new commanded position. In the case

of the MOVE commands from the ACS assembly which are

used only during tracking conditions, the commanded posi-

tion dictated by the ACS is interpolated over twenty 50-ms
periods.

C. Antenna Subreflector Controller (SRC)

The subreflector is positioned in its three orthogonal axes

by a system of motor driven ballscrew jacks and linkages.

In normal operation the motors are energized to correct the

subreflector position or magnetically detented to hold the

subreflector against gravity or wind loads. The SRC operates

to achieve the necessary motion and position control of the
subreflector.

The SRC accepts position commands from the ASC and

closes the position loop for the drive assembly. The ASC

also provides antenna position data to the SRC. Limit

switches, brakes and a self-diagnostic function are also moni-
tored in the SRC.

The SRC controller is located in a single chassis assembly

designated 3763/ANT-310 and containing the following four
circuit boards:

(1) 16-bit CPU board (A1A1)

(2) 4-channel intelligent communication board (A1A3)

(3) PROM board (A1A4)

(4) Digital input/output board (A2A1)

Each of these circuit boards communicates with the others

through the Intel Multibus.

D. Antenna Control and Monitoring (ACM)

The ACM program has three major functions:

(1) Configuration and Control

(2) Monitoring and Alarm Reporting

(3) Data Collection

On the 34-m Az - E1 antennas, there are no operator-

selectable configuration parameters except enabling/disabling

of alarm condition reporting and entering the criticality of a

track. The ACM starts up or shuts down the drive cabinet elec-

tronics, motor controllers, and power supplies on command.

Such startup and shutdown commands can be entered from

the local terminal, or from a terminal connected to any

upstream computer. They are also generated automatically by
the APA.

Whenever the antenna is up and running, the ACM monitors

various sensors to determine whether the antenna is operating
properly. If any discrepancies are detected, the ACM will
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generate appropriate event messages designed to ensure the

safety and integrity of the antenna and personnel.

The ACM constantly collects analog and digital data from

the Field Interface Module (FIM) and periodically sends this

information upstream for analysis or logging. In addition,

monitor point values may be requested by name.

The ACM physical makeup consists of the following
equipment:

(1) A standard chassis with cardcage and power supply

(2) iSBC-86/14 master CPU card

(3) iSBC-337 Floating Point Arithmetic piggyback module

(4) Two (2) iSBC-464 PROM expansion cards

(5) MCM-8086 core card

V. Microwave Testing and Performance

Gain values were measured during dedicated engineering

tests by scanning of various radio sources. Antenna focusing

was also determined while stepping the subreflector through

the range of its excursions. Operating temperatures at 8.4 GHz

were measured as a function of elevation angle and considering

the effects of atmospheric loss, spill-over and stellar body
contributions.

A system temperature of 18.7 deg K at 90 deg was mea-
sured. The antenna beamwidth at half-power points was found

to be 0.067 deg by the drift curve method. In combination

with the improved main reflector and subreflector surfaces,

the microwave performance of these antennas ranges from

68% to 70% efficiency (67.9 and 68.2 dB gain, respectively).
This is a clear increase over the 34-m HA - Dec standard

antennas with indicated efficiencies of 49% to 53% (66 to

67.2 dB gain, respectively).

VI. Epilogue

At this time the 34-m Az - E1 antennas are fully opera-

tional at Goldstone and Canberra, and participated in tracking

assignments of the highly significant Voyager - Uranus

encounter.

They are presently operating in a receive-only mode, at

2 or 8.4 GHz frequencies. At Madrid, the erection and in-

stallation of the 34-m Az - E1 configuration is nearing the

mid-point of construction completion. During the remaining

installation activity, the configuration will receive a new

8.4-GHz exciter and 20 kW transmitter, and be ready for

operational use by April 1987, to support the Galileo and

Magellan missions. This added transmit capability is planned

for subsequent installation at Canberra and Goldstone in 1987
and 1988.

These highly efficient, highly reliable antennas represent

full use of current technology and add significantly to the

expected successful deep space encounters during the ensuing
decades.
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Table 1. Antenna specifications and characteristics

Item Performance

Antenna Size and Type

Antenna Weight on Az Axis

Antenna Weight on E1 Axis

RSS Pointing Error:

Gravity Plus 30 mph Winds

Compensated Plus 10 mph

Compensated Plus 30 mph

RMS Surface Accuracy:

Gravity

Gravity Plus 10 mph Winds

Gravity Plus 30 mph Winds

Locked Rotor Frequency

Stability Ratio

Balance Structure

Quadripod Frequency

Panel Accuracy

Panel Strength

Aperture Blockage

Subreflector Positioner

Subreflector

Axis Rates

Environment

Encoders

Loop Closure

Overshoot

Position Loop Bandwidth

Antenna Frequency

Antenna Gain

Antenna Temperature
Cost

Fire Protection

Heating, Ventilation and

Air Conditioning

34-m, Azimuth - Elevation, Wheel Track

345,455 kg (760,000 lb)

181,818 kg (400,000 lb)

0.017 deg

0.004 deg

0.010 deg

0.6604 mm (0.026 in.)

0.635 mm (0.025 in.)

0.764 mm (0.030 in.)

1.8 Hz

1.7 Against Overturning

Within 6929 m • kg (50,000 ft • lb)

1.0 Hz

252 0.3049-mm (0.012-in.) RMS Solid Surface Panels to

26-m Diameter. 96 Porous (40% Porosity) Panels to 34-m

Diameter.

136 kg (300 lb) Shoe - Solid Panels

91 kg (200 lb) Shoe - Porous Panels

Maximum of 5%

2-Axis Automatic Plus 3-Axis Mechanized

Surface Axes Coincide With Mirror Within 10 s Accuracy

to Be Within 0.1274 mm (0.005 in.) RMS

Slew - 0.8 deg/s

Track - 0.4 deg/s

Operational - To 72 kmph (45 mph)

Drive to Stow - 80 kmph (50 mph)

Hold Any Position - 112 kmph (70 mph)

Survive Stowed - 160 kmph (100 mph)

Resolution - 0.000343 deg

Static Accuracy - 0.00275 deg

Repeatability - 0.000343 deg

Stability - 0.000343 deg

0.000343 deg

Zero deg for Step Commands of -+0.00417 deg

0.25 Hz

8.4 GHz

67.9 dB to 68.2 dB

18 deg K at Zenith, 23 deg K at Horizon

About $4,800,000 (1986 US Dollars)

Automatic Halon Suppression System on Antenna Building

and Feed Cone. Dry Standpipe on Antenna. Sprinklers in

Cable Wrap Up.

Automatic Controlled System with Economizer, Can Be

Remotely Controlled. Energy Efficient Motors Used.
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Fig. 1. 34-m Az-El antenna, DSS 15 

Fig. 2. Foundation, 34-m Az-El antenna, DSS 45 

Fig. 3. Track foundation and runner support 

Fig. 4. Alidade structure aszwrnbly fitcheck, DSS 65 
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Fig. 5. Pintle bearing and support, DSS 65 
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Fig. 7. Azimuth wheel and drive motors, DSS 15 

Fig. 6. Track and support runner, DSS 15 
Fig. 8. Tipping structure support and elevation bearing 
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Fig. 10. Reflector and panel support, DSS 15 

- -  I 

Fig. 9. Main reflector support structure, DSS 15 

Fig. 11. Reflector panel assembly, from ankh down, DSS 15 
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Fig. 13. Quadripod structure, DSS 15 
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The DSN Tracking System provides highly precise measurements of spacecraft Doppler I

and range. It was recently extensively modified as part of the Mark IV-A implementation. l
t_escrttres ..t_OeDSN Tracking System as currently implemented, its perfor-

, mance in support of Voyager 2, and plans for new implementation I !,a, _. c ''_ ._" _ _ , _t

I. Introduction

The Deep Space Network (DSN) Tracking System is com-

posed of the hardware, software, personnel and procedures

required to perform the following primary functions:

II. Functional Description

The subsystems and major assemblies that comprise the

Tracking System and the data flow between them are illus-

trated in Figs. 1 and 2.

(1) Acquire and maintain the communications link with

the spacecraft ;

(2) Generate radio metric data (consisting of doppler,

range and angle measurements) at each Deep Space

Station (DSS);

(3) Format and transmit radio metric data;

(4) Validate the radio metric data to assure that per-

formance requirements are being met.

The data generated by the Tracking System are used for space-

craft orbit determination, gravity wave studies, and relativity

experiments, among other usages.

Using cesium and hydrogen maser standards, the Deep

Space Communications Complex (DSCC) Frequency and

Tuning Subsystem (FTS) distributes highly stable timing

pulses and reference frequencies to elements of the Tracking

System.

The generation of doppler and range measurements utilizes

a closed loop between the DSS and the spacecraft. To provide

this link, the Exciter Assembly (EXC) of the DSCC Receiver-

Exciter Subsystem (RCV) generates a 2.1 GHz (S-Band)

signal. The frequency of this signal is controlled by the DSCC

Tracking Subsystem (DTK). When ranging, the uplink signal

is modulated by a ranging signal generated by the Planetary

Ranging Assembly (PRA).

This article describes the current Mark IV-A configuration

of the Tracking System, discusses system performance and

problem areas during the recent Voyager Uranus encounter,

outlines modifications scheduled for delivery in the current

fiscal year (FY 86) and describes several major implementa-

tions planned for the near future.

The uplink signal is amplified by the DSCC Transmitter

Subsystem (TXR) to power levels of 20 kW (34-m STD DSS)

or up to 400 kW (64-m DSSs). As part of Mark IV-A, a high

power transmitter controller was installed at each 64-m DSS

to allow the Signal Processing Center (SPC) to control and

monitor the transmitter.
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The amplified signal is provided to the DSCC Antenna

Microwave Subsystem (UWV) which directs the signal to the

antenna for radiation to the spacecraft.

Tracking of the apparent motion of the spacecraft is accom-

plished by the DSCC Antenna MechanicalSubsystem (ANT).

This subsystem was extensively redesigned as part of the

Mark IV-A implementation. All antennas at the DSCC are

under control of a single Antenna Pointing Assembly (APA),

while antenna dependent activities are controlled and moni-

tored by the Angle Data Assembly (ADA) which interfaces

with the APA. Antenna pointing is accomplished using pre-

dictions generated by the NOCC Support Subsystem (NSS)

corrected by conical scanning, angle correction tables, and

manual offsets.

Received 2.3 GHz (S-Band), 8.4 GHz (X-Band),and 1.5 GHz

(L-Band) signals are tircused by the antenna and amplified by

the UWV. These signals, appropriately up-converted (for

1.5 GHz) or down-converted (for 8.4 GHz at the 34-m DSSs),

are provided to the RCV where they are tracked using phase-

locked loop receivers. Doppler is extracted and provided to the

Metric Data Assembly (MDA) for counting. Received ranging

modulation is provided to the PRA which generates the range

measurements.

The MDA formats the doppler and range measurements

and provides them to the Ground Communications Facility

(GCF) for transmission to the Network Operations Control

Center (NOCC). Also at each DSCC, the Meteorological

Monitor Assembly (MMA) continuously accumulates local

weather data and Faraday Rotation angle measurements

from geostationary spacecraft tracking. These data are also

provided to the GCF which transmits them to the NOCC.

The DSCC Monito_ and Control Subsystem (DMC) provides

control and configuration data tk)r all elements of the TRK

located at the DSCC. h also generates displays of status,

configuration and performance data received from the sub-

systems. The DMC was the centerpeice of the Mark IV-A

implementation, providing a new, centralized method for con-

trolling subsystems and receiving and distributing monitor

data required by each subsystem.

At the NOCC, the NOCC Tracking Subsystem (NTK)

receives radio metric and MMA data and provides displays of

data and warning messages to allow real-time validation of the

data. The NOCC Support Subsystem (NSS) generates predic-

tion data using input received from the NOCC Navigation

Subsystem (NAV) and the flight project navigation teams and

transmits them to the DMC for dissemination and archiving.

Orbit data files and state vectors received from NAV are

transmitted by NSS to external users such as the European

Space Operations Center, located in Darmstadt, Germany;

the German Space Operations Center, located at Oberpfaffen-

hofen, Germany; and the Tracking and Control Center, located

at Tsukuba, Japan.

The NAV uses radio metric data to compute the orbits of

those certain deep space missions and earth orbiters supported

on a reimbursable basis. NAV was newly implemented with

Mark IV-A to provide this capability. Additionally, NAV pre-

processes radio metric data to generate orbit data files for

delivery to the flight project navigation teams.

III. Tracking System Performance

Immediately following the Mark IV-A implementation at

each DSCC, the quality and quantity of radio metric data

being delivered to the flight projects, especially Voyager,

took a significant downturn. By March 1985, concern about

the poor performance was serious enough that a team was

formed at JPL to monitor data quality and recommend

changes to hardware, software and procedures (at both the

DSCCs and JPL) to improve the data return. In parallel, work

continued in the Mark IV-A project to improve the opera-

bility of the Mark IV-A configuration.

Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of usable doppler and

range data provided to Voyager from April 1985 through

February 1986. As can be seen, the percentage of usable data

was unstable prior to December 1985.

It should be noted that the scheduled tracking passes rarely

provided the level of support required by the Support Instru-

ment Requirements Document (SIRD). Thus, minor problems

were typically magnified by the lack of tracking time.

Encountered problems that had significant impact on data

quantity and quality were:

(1) Procedural - including incorrect entry of range param-

eters, frequently incorrect configuration of the doppler

reference frequencies and incorrect flagging of doppler

mode;

(2) Software - including halts of the Metric Data Assem-

bly, Area Routing Assembly, Antenna Pointing Assem-

bly, frequent occurrences of the antenna driving off

point, missing data blocks (especially the uplink

tuning data) and erroneous transmitter status flags

in the data;

(3) Hardware - including transmitter failures and PRA

failures.
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These problems all were given special attention by the

Mark IV-A implementers. By the beginning of the encounter

period the majority of the problems had been resolved.

The Performance Analysis Group of the DSN Control

Center Operations Section and the Multimission Navigation

Support Team of the Navigation Systems Section worked

closely to identify causes of problems and to recover data

through special processing.

The excellent quality of data during the encounter period

was, according to the Voyager Navigation Team chief, a
strong contributor to the successful flyby of the Uranian

moon, Miranda, and to the Uranus encounter.

The team established to monitor the data will continue this

activity at a reduced level to attempt to ensure that data

quality levels remain high.

IV. Planned FY 86 Implementations

During the current fiscal year, a multitude of changes

have been planned which will continue to improve the opera-

bility of the Mark IV-A Tracking System. These modifications

include (by subsystem):

(1) Antenna Mechanical - improvements in CONSCAN

signal tracking, improved angle data and predicts
displays, and high-level control of the Angle Data

Assembly.

(2) DSCC Tracking Subsystem - redesign of the MDA-

DCO (Digitally Controlled Oscillator) interface and

displays, new interface with the Transmitter sub-

system;and a doppler reference frequency monitor;

(3) NOCC Tracking Subsystem - addition of data moni-

toring for 26-m DSS radio metric data;

(4) DSCC Monitor and Control Subsystem - improved

display handling, transmission of logs to JPL, and text

file handling capability;

(5) Transmitter Subsystem - automation of the 20 kW
transmitter and new MDA interface.

Transfer of the upgraded software and firmware is planned

to be completed by September 30, 1986.

V. Future Major Implementations

Current planning calls for several major capabilities to be

implemented during the next four years. These capabilities

include X-Band uplink, the Media Calibration Subsystem, a

real-time navigation interface, and the Sequential Ranging

Assembly.

A. X-Band Uplink

This project is well underway towards a January 1988,

operational date at DSS45. A key feature of this implementa-

tion is the installation of a complete Tracking System at the

34-m High Efficiency (HEF) Antennas. This capability will

provide coherent 7.2 GHz/8.4 GHz doppler and ranging

capability for use during the upcoming Galileo, Magellan, and
Mars Observer missions.

B. DSCC Media Calibration Subsystem (DMD)

The DMD will replace the existing MMA and Faraday

Rotation equipment with a new MMA and receiveis for

tracking the Global Positioning System (GPS)satellites.

Local weather data of improved quality and measurements

of the differential phase and group delay from the dual fre-

quency GPS downlinks will be generated by the DMD for use

in computing ionosphere and troposphere calibration data.

Implementation of the DMD is scheduled to begin in late
1988.

C. Real-time Navigation Interface

The current method for providing radio metric data to the

flight project navigation teams requires that the data be logged

in the Data Records Subsystem (GDR) and periodically
written to tape as intermediate data records (IDRs). These

IDRs are provided to the navigation teams for reformatting,

preprocessing, and calibrating prior to their use in the orbit

determination process. In October 1987, a dedicated NOCC

Navigation Subsystem (NAV) computer with a real-time

interface to the GCF for receipt of radio metric data will

become operational. At that time, the IDRs will be replaced

and the DSN will assume responsibility for providing prepro-

cessed data to the flight projects. This implementation should

improve the current radio metric data flow.

D. Sequential Ranging Assembly

The Sequential Ranging Assembly (SRA) will replace the

current Planetary Ranging Assembly. The SRA will provide

for coherent 7.2 GHz/8.4 GHz (X-Band) ranging as well as for

the usual 2.3 GHz (S-Band) ranging. Key features of the SRA

are automation of the Ranging Demodulator Assembly (RDA)

configuration and calibration, automation of the pre-track

DSS calibration, capability to change ranging parameters

without loss of data and a capability to go eventually to

higher ranging frequencies. The SRA is currently planned to be
installed at DSS-14 in March 1987 for testing and evaluation

with the first operational units planned for installation in
October 1987.
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I _--grt_e describes _the present I configuration of the Mark IVA DSN Receiver-

Exciter and Transmitter Subsystems. Functional requirements and key characteristics (

are given to show the differences in the capabilities required by the Networks Consoli- i

dation task for combined High Earth Orbiter and Deep Space Network tracking support, jj.

I. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to describe the Receiver-

Exciter and Transmitter Subsystems in the Mark IVA configu-

ration as recently implemented at the Goldstone, Canberra,

and Madrid Deep Space Tracking Stations. Mission require-

ments contributing to the changing configuration include

Voyager, Magellan (Venus Radar Mapper), Venus-Balloon/

Pathfinder support of High Earth Orbiters (HEO) including

ICE, AMPTE, Shuttle, and Ulysses.

The Receiver-Exciter Subsystem and Transmitter Sub-

system at the 64-meter and 34-meter standard (STD) receive-
transmit antennas have been modified for central control.

Venus-Balloon and Pathfinder required the addition of an

L-band (1 GHz) downlink capability at the 64-meter antennas.

A high power 400-kW Transmit capability was also added to

the 64-meter antennas to support Voyager Uranus and ICE

missions, and the 34-meter standard (STD) subnet was modi-

fied to provide S-band (2 GHz) uplink and downlink coverage

of the HEO frequency band. A Block III Receive channel was

installed in the new 34-meter High Efficiency Antennas.

IL Functional Description

A. Receiver-Exciter Subsystem

The Receiver-Exciter Subsystem is composed of three

groups of equipment: the Closed Loop Group, the Open Loop

Group, and the RF Monitor Group.

The Closed Loop phase tracking reception of spacecraft

microwave signals provides telemetry and radiometrics.

Table 1 gives the present Closed Loop configuration set at

each station in the DSN. The received signals are demodulated

for telemetry processing; spacecraft doppler residuals are

extracted; and Intermediate Frequency (IF)signals containing

ranging code are separated for further processing of tracking
information.

The Open Loop Group provides radio path effects on the

spacecraft signal and observations of extra-galactic radio

source noise spectra for Radio Science and Very Long Base-

line Interferometry purposes.
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The RF Monitor Group provides spectral measurements,
measurements of the receive channel system temperature, and

spacecraft signal level. Key characteristics of the Receiver-

Exciter Subsystem are as follows:

(1) L-band (1 GHz), S-band (2 GHz), and X-band (8.5 GHz)

reception of deep space spacecraft signals.

(2) S-band reception of high Earth orbiter spacecraft

signals.

(3) S-band (2 GHz) and X-band (7 GHz) uplink with com-

mand and range modulations.

(4) Coherent two-way doppler and range, S-band and
X-band.

(5) Baseband telemetry demodulation.

(6) Generation of X-band and S-band microwave test

signals.

(7) Open-loop down conversion of X-band and S-band
radio science occultation signals.

(8) Open-loop down conversion of X-band and S-band

VLBI signals.

(9) High-resolution spectral signal indication.

(10) Precision measurement of system temperature and

carrier signal power.

(11) Centralized monitor and control.

(12) Predicts-driven automatic tuning of receiver and

exciter frequencies (deferred to 1988).

The Mark IVA configuration of the Receiver-Exciter Groups is
described below.

1. Closed Loop Receiver Group. The Block IV Receiver-
Exciter (Fig. 1) in the 64-meter antenna contains two receive

channels each capable of L-band (1 GHz), S-band (2 GHz) or
X-band (8.5 GHz) reception and an S-band exciter which

generates the uplink carrier for transmission to the spacecraft

after being amplified by either a low-power 20-kW or high

power 400-kW transmitter. The uplink frequency is computer

controlled, for phase-continuous frequency tuning. The
Block IV Receiver-Exciter has been modified for central

control from the Signal Processing Center (SPC) at Goldstone,
Canberra, and Madrid. An L-band to S-band upconverter was

also installed in the 64-meter antennas as part of the Block IV

Receiver-Exciter to support the Venus-Balloon/Pathfinder

experiment. An L-band horn and low noise amplifier (FET)
was added to the microwave equipment (Ref. 1), and an
L-band noise diode added to the Precision Power Monitor for

L-band System Temperature Measurements (Fig. 8).

The Block III Receiver-Exciter at the 34-meter STD

antennas (Fig. 2) contains two receive channels each capable

of S-band or X-band reception and generates an S-band uplink

carrier which drives a 20-kW low-power transmitter. The

uplink frequency is computer-controlled for phase-continuous
tuning. This 34-meter STD antenna Block III Receiver-Exciter
has been modified to cover both the DSN and HEO uplink and

downlink frequency bands (Table 2), and is capable of recep-

tion over the DSN X-band frequency range. It has also been
modified for central control from the SPC.

One channel of a Block III Receiver has been installed at

the new 34-meter HEF antennas at DSS 15 and DSS 45

(Fig. 3). The modification is similar to that at the 34-meter

STD antenna except that the tuning range is limited to the

DSN frequencies at both S-band and X-band (see Table 2). At

present, these stations are single channel downlink, receive

only.

2. Open Loop Receiver Group. The Open Loop Receiver

Group performs open loop frequency down conversion for

DSN Radio Science and Very Long Baseline Interferometry

(VLBI) purposes. Four channels of S-band (2 GHz) and

X-band (8.5 GHz) signals are received (2-channel S-band,

LCP and RCP, and 2-channel X-band, LCP and RCP) at the

64-meter antennas. These signals are down-converted to video

frequencies for processing by the Radio Science/VLBI Spec-

trum Processing Subsystem.

The Radio Science/VLBl Open Loop Receiver Group

(Fig. 4) uses a different type of down conversion and data
processing methodology than that of the Closed Loop

Receivers. Down conversion is accomplished so as to preserve

the amplitude and phase variations for analysis of the effects

of both the radio source and radio path. Within this Open

Loop Receiver Group are two similar yet quite different
receivers: the Radio Science Receiver and VLBI Receiver. The

Radio Science Receiver is used to observe radio source and

path effects of a spaceraft generated "line spectra" carrier,
whereas the VLBI Receiver is used to observe both the charac-

teristics of "line spectra" and Extra Galactic Radio Sources

noise spectra for Radio Science, spacecraft navigation, and

Time Sync of the DSN tracking network.

The Radio Science Open Loop Receiver (Fig. 5) has a dif-

ferent type of IF to video down conversion than the VLBI

Open Loop Receiver; however, it is similar in that the inrage-

noise spectrum is rejected, thus preserving the input signal

SNR. Figure 5 shows the present configuration implemented
at the 64-meter antennas for the Voyager-Uranus encounter.

The IF-VF converter uses crystal bandpass filters with select-

able BWs to reject image noise. A progranrmable local oscil-

lator is used to correct for the doppler shift effect of the
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received carrier signal to maintain centering of the received

signal within the narrow, fixed bandwidth of the crystal

filter. This signal is then further down-converted to the video

band for recording.

Table 2 lists the open loop frequency tuning ranges. Fre-

quency tuning, filter selection, and signal attenuation of the

receiver are planned to be remotely controllable from the

Radio Science/VLBI Spectrum Processor Subsystem. Pres-

ently, only the frequency is remotely controlled.

The VLBI IF to video converters use single-sideband

(SSB) methodology for image-noise rejection. Tunable oscil-

lators provide frequency flexibility in the channel selection.

This permits variable data channel bandwidths by selectable

low-pass filtering of the video band, i.e., the capability of

down converting a segment of the BW at any frequency over

a broad RF spectrum.

The VLBI IF to video down converters are of two types: a

Narrowband Channel Bandwidth (NCB) type (BLK I) (Fig. 6)

with channel BW in the kHz range, and a Wide Channel Band-
width (WCB) type (BLK 0 and BLK II) (Fig. 7) with BW in the

MHz range.

NCB IF to video down conversion is used for Universal

Time 1 (UT1), Polar Motion (PM), Clock Sync, and DOR

(Differential Downlink One Way Range) applications. The
WCB IF to video down conversion is used for Radio Source

Catalog Maintenancce by observing the continuous noise

spectrum of Extra Galactic Radio Sources (EGRS) using

extremely large spanned BW (100 to 400 MHz at X-band).

The VLBI receiver furnishes two video signals in quadra-

ture, 0 and -90 degrees, to the Spectrum Processor (DSP).

The DSP uses digital techniques to generate a second
-90-degree phase lag and summation needed to accomplish

the image rejection (Ref. 3). Within the span bandwidth of

100 MHz, eight X-band and four S-band channels, each gener-

ated by one of 12 digitally controlled local oscillators, are used

in the down conversion. These oscillators are operated contin-

uously uninterrupted to preserve the reference phase.

3. RF Monitor Group. The RF Monitor Group consists

of a Precision Power Monitor (PPM) for system temperature

and signal level measurement and a Spectral Signal Indicator

(SSI) which generates digital spectral data for display.

The PPM measures antenna system noise temperature using

a Noise Adding Radiometer (NAR) and measures received

carrier-signal power level with a Signal Level Estimator (SLE).
Figure 8 shows the Goldstone and Canberra 64-meter antenna

installation of the PPM. The PPM input is from the Closed

Loop Receiver 2nd IF frequency (50-MHz Block III Receiver,

55-MHz Block IV Receivers) prior to the gain control (AGC).

The Canberra installation differs slightly because of the colo-
cation of DSS 42; however, both the Goldstone and the

Canberra antennas have a full complement of noise diodes
for all input channels.

Signal level measurement is based on the results of the

system temperature measurement conducted simultaneously

on the same antenna for the same signal stream. Measured

noise power from a radio star is used for antenna pointing

calibrations. The measured carrier signal level is also a radio

science data type and is a reference for calibrating test signals,

command modulation indices, receiver AGC curves, and an

indicator of telemetry system performance. PPM capability

has been implemented at the Goldstone and Canberra 64-meter

and 34-meter stations for Voyager-Uranus Encounter; a PPM

will be installed at Madrid to support the Galileo and Magel-

lan missions. The PPM is centrally controlled from the Monitor

and Control Subsystem at the SPC.

Signal-spectrum measurements are performed by a Spec-

tral Signal Indicator (SSI) which translates a video band signal

into a frequency spectrum and generates digital spectral data

for display at the Signal Processing Center and also for trans-

mission to JPL. Principal uses of the SSI include detection

and monitoring of spacecraft frequency variations during a

radio science experiment, and an indication of signal presence

and spectral properties during a test. The SSI has not been
modified for centralized control.

4. Transmitter Subsystem. The Transmitter Subsystem is

composed of three groups of equipment (Fig. 9). A low-
power 20-kW S-band transmitter and a high-power 400-kW

S-band (2 GHz) transmitter at each 64-meter antenna, and a

low-power 20-kW S-band transmitter at each 34-meter stan-

dard antenna. Key characteristics of the Transmitter Sub-
system are as follows:

(1) S-band 20-kW transmit capability at the 34-meter HEF

antennas covering the DSN and HEO tuning range.

(2) S-band 20-kW transmit capability at the 64-meter

antennas covering the DSN tuning range.

(3) S-band 400-kW transmit capability at the 64-meter

antennas covering the DSN tuning range and 2090.6

MHz at reduced power for the ICE mission.

(4) Centralized monitor and control.

(5) Interlock protection circuits for equipment and per-
sonnel.
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The Transmitter Subsystem amplifies drive signals from

the Block III or Block IV Receiver-Exciter Subsystem exciter

and illuminates the antenna via the Microwave Subsystem
feed. The 20-kW and 400-kW transmitters at the 64-meter

antenna are operated simultaneously.

The high-power transmitters are installed at all three

64-meter antennas to provide emergency commanding of a

deep space mission, such as Voyager, in case the spacecraft
must use its low-gain antenna for communications with

Earth. The Canberra high-power transmitter was operated at

60 kW to ensure low-noise telemetry performance at the

Voyager mission Uranus encounter, operating in a two-way

communications mode. The high-power transmitter was de-

signed and used for coverage of the ICE uplink frequency
(2090.6 MHz) for similar purposes.

The 2110 to 2120-MHz transmit range is used by the deep

space missions, whereas the High Earth Orbiter (HEO) mis-

sions use the 2025 to 2120-MHz range. As such, the 34-meter

standard antennas can support all HEO and DSN frequencies
up to 20 kW. The 64-meter antenna supports DSN frequencies

only in S-band with the exception of the ICE frequency.

Both the low-power and high-power transmitters received

modifications for increased reliability including the capability

for centralized control for reduced manual operations. The

high-power transmitter central control modifications have

been completed; the low-power transmitters have been modi-

fied for monitor capability with control capability deferred

until 1986. Figure 10 shows the functional elements of each
transmitter.

III. Modifications Planned (1986-1988)

At the Madrid complex, a 34-meter HEF antenna will be

built to support Galileo and Magellan; construction is to be

completed in mid-1986. The Canberra and Madrid HEF

antennas, DSS 45 and DSS 65, will receive the new X-band

exciter and X-band 20-kW transmitter (Ref. 2) planned for
operational use in 1987.

Initially, these stations will be capable of X-band telemetry,
Radio Science, and VLBI. Radiometric capability is to be

added for the Magellan mission. The new X-band transmitter

will be phase-stabilized with a phase control loop implemented
in the exciter. A sample of the transmitter output is fed back

to the exciter phase correction loop to minimize the uplink

transmitted signal phase variations to less than 5 parts in 10 is
as it leaves the transmitter.

Also, as part of the X-band uplink modification, the Radio

Science Open Loop Receiver will be modified for tuning at the

second local oscillator frequency, which improves stability and

significantly reduces the noise present with the higher local

oscillator frequency. The new Radio Science/VLBI fixed first

local oscillator down converter provides an output IF in the
range 200 MHz to 400 MHz. Both the 64-meter and 34-meter

HEF antennas will have the new down converter. The IF

selector switch selects either antennas as the signal source.

The PPM will be installed at the Madrid complex for DSS
61,63, and 65 antennas.

It is planned to incorporate a predict controlled digitally

controlled oscillator and an automatic signal acquisition
capability early in 1988 to support the high doppler rates of

Magellan at Venus orbit.
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Table 1. Closed loop configuration set at DSN stations

Antenna a Goldstone Australia Madrid

DSS 14 DSS 43 DSS 6364-meter

Transmit S-band

Receive L, S, X-band

34-meter STD

Transmit S-band

Receive S, X-band

DSS 12 DSS 42 DSS 61

34-meter HEF DSS 15 b

Transmit X-band

Receive S, X-band

DSS 45 c DSS 65 c

as-band: 2 GHz; L-band: 1 GHz; X-band: 7 GHz uplink, 8.5 GHz

downlink.

bX-band transmit capability 1990.

CX-band transmit capability 1987.

Table 2. Frequency tuning ranges

"Closed loop"
Antenna Uplink, MHz downlink, MHz

64-m DSSs14, 43, 63 (LOPWR) 2110-2120 (L-band) 1663-1673

(HI PWR) 2090 - 2120 (S-band) 2200- 2300

(X-band) 8400- 8440

34-m STD DSSs 12, 42, 61 (LO PWR) 2024 - 2120 (S-band) 2200 - 2300

(X-band) 8400 - 8440

34-m HEF DSSs 15,45, 65 (LO PWR) 7145 - 7190 (S-band) 2270 - 2300

(X-band) 8400 - 8440

"Open loop-radio science/VLBl"
Antenna downlink

64-m DSSs 14, 43, 64 2-channel RCP, LCP

2-channel RCP, LCP

34-m DSSs 45, 65 1-channel

1-channel

LO PWR = 5 to 20 kW, HI PWR = 40 to 400 kW.

RCP, LCP = Right/Left Circular Polarization.

(S-band) 2265 - 2305

(X-band) 8400 - 8500

(S-band) 2200 - 2300

(X-band) 8200- 8600
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HVAC Modifications and Computerized Energy Analysis

for the Operations Support Building at the Mars Deep
Space Station at Goldstone

A. Halperin and P. Stelzmuller

Ground Antenna and Facilities Engineering Section

f _-"hi&_4e_es- the key heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC)

modifications im_lemente_at the Mars Deep Space Station's Operation Support Building

at Jet Propulsionl Laboratories (JPL ) in order to reduce energy consumption and decrease

operating costs. PAn energy analysis comparison between the computer-simulated model

for the buiMing and the actual meter data was presented. The measurement perforr_nce

data showed that the cumulative energy savings was about 21% for the period 19 79_ 981.

The deviation from simulated data to measurement performance data was only about 3%.

I.. Introduction

This article describes the HVAC modifications implemented

and the energy and cost analysis provided by the computer

simulation for the Operations Support Building (G-86), one of

the major energy consumers of the Deep Space Complex,

located at the Mars Deep Space Station (DSS-14) at Gold-

stone, California.

Reduction of energy consumption, as well as operation

costs, at all NASA-JPL Deep Space Network Facilities has

been a NASA directive since 1974. Under an intensive energy

conservation program, the goal was to reduce by the end of

FY85 both the fossil fuel consumption and purchased energy

by 50%. Consumption levels at FY73 were to be considered

the "baseline."

To that effect, a two-approach method was followed. The

first approach was to implement a technical program of

energy consumption surveys (audits) to identify and analyze

the areas of major consumption. A computer program called

Energy Consumption Program (ECP) was developed in-house.

It provided a model of the building by simulating the hourly,

daily, monthly, and yearly behavior of the heating and cooling

loads. Simulation comparisons of both existing and modified

conditions resulted in the net energy savings and net energy

cost savings.

Two consulting engineering companies were contracted to

assist in the studies. In 1975, Keller and Gannon Consulting

Engineers used a commercial computer program (E 3) devel-

oped by the Southern California Gas Co. The Keller and

Gannon Study determined the energy profile and the possible
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energy savings due to a set of HVAC modifications. In 1976,
Burns and Roe, Consulting Engineers, provided another energy

study, which included additional proposed modifications.

The second approach was for personnel awareness and

motivation under the Energy Conservation Awareness and

Recognition Program (ECARP). This program was initiated

for the purpose of motivating energy conservation actions

within the organization. Energy Conservation Representatives
(ECR) for each building were appointed to monitor the initial

conservation actions implemented at that time, especially in

the area of lighting level reduction, thermostat settings, etc.

The energy conservation program instituted at the Deep

Space Communication Complex at Goldstone, California, has

been successful. In FY84, one year before the deadline, the

goals to reduce 50% of the fossil fuel consumption and pur-

chased energy were accomplished.

II. Building and Original HVAC Equipment
Configuration

The Operations Support Building is a two-story structure
which houses all remote servo controls and data acquisition

equipment for the entire Mars station. Figures 1 and 2 illus-

trate the floor plan for each story.

The building was originally divided into seven air-condi-

tioned zones (Table 1). Figure 3 provides a schematic diagram

of the original HVAC configuration air side. Figure 4 provides

a schematic diagram of the original cooling and heating equip-

ment configuration.

The building was originally air-conditioned by three active

Air Handling Units (AH1, AH2, and AH4) and one standby

unit (AH3); AH1 is a multi-zone blow-thru unit, and the

other three are single-zone draw-thru units. Unit AH1 supplied

conditioned air to Zones Z1 to Z6, satisfying the temperature
of the zones by mixing hot and cold airstreams. If the offices

at Zone Z5 and the women's restrooms were too cold, Electric

Duct Heaters EH4 and EH3 were energized by thermostats

located in the respective areas.

Unit AH2 (and/or standby unit AH3) supplied conditioned

air to the control and communication plenums (Zone Z1) by
providing air at 50°F, modulated to 55°F using EH1 (or

standby EH2) to satisfy the requirements of 70°F at 50% RH
at the control and communication rooms located on the

second floor. Unit AH4 supplied conditioned air to tile hydro-

gen maser room (Zone Z7) by drawing air from tile plenum

(Zone Zl), and returning it back to Unit AH4, or relieving it
to Zone Z1.

On the refrigerant side, direct expansion cooling coils

(DX) at Units AH1, AH2 (and/or AH3 standby), and AH4

cooled the air to the required temperatures. Unit AH1 was

served by two compressors (C1 and C2) and one standby

Compressor (C3). Compressors CI, C2, and C3 are connected

to two Air-Cooled Condenser Units (ACCU1 and ACCU2).

Unit AH2 was served by Compressor C4, connected to Air-
Cooled Condenser Unit ACCU3. Unit AH3 was served by

Compressor C5 (standby), connected to the Air-Cooled Con-
denser Unit ACCU4. Unit AH4 is served by Compressor C6, a

part of Air-Cooled Condensing Unit CU1. On the heating side,

Electric Boiler B1 provides heating hot water through a heat

exchanger for the heating coil at Unit AH1, and steam for the

steam injector at the same unit (Humidifier HU1).

In 1977, loads and capacities were simulated with the

JPL-ECP program on the basis of a new energy consumption

survey (Ref. 1). In 1979, some electronic and lighting loads

had changed. Therefore, this analysis is divided into two

phases: Phase I, describing the original building loads in the

period 1979-1981, and Phase II, describing the modified
building loads that were caused by the Network Consolidation

Program (NCP) Mark IVA changes.

III. Phase I of HVAC Modifications

Phase I consisted of a simulation of the original building as

of 1979, and all modifications using ECP, with an updated

electronic load of 85.5 kW.

The 7 air-conditioned zones of Table 1 were modeled by

ECP into 6 macro-zones. Table 2, Mod-O, gives the results of

the original equipment configuration without any HVAC

modifications. Figure 5 reflects the original HVAC configu-

ration as modeled by ECP. Table 2, Mod-O, provides the

monthly and yearly energy consumption and energy cost.

The energy cost was based on a fixed energy rate of 0.05

dollars/kWh(e).

All HVAC modifications were examined in light of initial

conservation measures and new energy costs, and the selected

list for Phase I is as follows:

Mod-1 - Change the inside design temperature: from 72°F

(22°C) all year to 68°F (20°C) in winter and 78°F (25°C)

in summer. Install "dead band" thermostat controls.

Mod-2 - Provide variable air-volume (VAV) control at

Zone Z3 only. Install a by-pass air flow at Unit AHI (Table 3).

Mod-3 - Arrange HVAC system components and change

the cooling system from DX to chilled water. In this modifica-

tion, Compressor C2 is disconnected and Compressor C1,
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with the addition of a liquid cooler (LC1), will provide chilled

water to Units AH1, AH2, and AH3. AH4 (maser unit) will

continue to be served by Compressor C3. Modified cooling and
heating equipment configuration is shown in Fig. 6.

Mod-4 - Add outside air (OSA ) economizers and automatic

temperature reset setpoints to Units AH2 and AH3. This

modification required that Units AH2 and AH3 were operating

with the economizer. In this case, Unit AH1 supplies 0 CFM

to Zone Z2, and it is operating in low speed (minimum CFM).
If the economizer is not operating due to outside weather

conditions, Unit AH3 becomes a standby unit and AH-1

supplies 20,000 CFM (9,440 l/s) to Zone Z2, operating in
high speed.

Mod-5 - Add chilled water storage tank to provide:

(1) reduction of partial load losses, (2) leveling of cooling

loads, and (3) uniform supply chilled water temperatures.
Based on the calculated loads generated by Mod-4, Table 3

provides the energy consumption and energy cost without

storage tank, with storage tank option and the total annual
savings.

The results of the computer simulation are presented in
Tables 2 and 3. A summary of all modifications, based on the

original building conditions, is provided in Table 4.

IV. New HVAC Configuration -- Phase II

In 1983, the total electronic loads at the operation support

building were increased from an original load of 85.5 kW to

an ultimate load of 255 kW. This proposed increase was due

to the JPL Network Consolidation Program Mark IVA, and it

is the basis for the computer simulation under Phase II.

The building configuration changed slightly from the one

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The new configuration is shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 9 is the new view of the actual Control

Room 201. The zones remain the same as shown in Table 1,

except for changes in the Zone air flow which are shown

in Table 6. Table 5 also provides the updated ECP zone
identification.

Table 6 provides the results of Mod-6 for the basic DX

design, with additional units AH5 and AH6, and the required
C4 and C5 compressors to accommodate the increased load of
255 kW.

The three HVAC modifications for Phase II were based on
Mod-6 data and are listed below.

Mod-7 - Change the inside design temperature: from 72°F

(22°C) all year to 68°F (20°C) in winter and 78°F (25°C) in

summer. Install "dead band" thermostats. Change the DX

system to a chilled water system. Add setpoints to units AH5
and AH6.

Mod-8 - Add OSA economizers and automatic reset set-

points for Units AH5 and AH6.

Mod-9 - For existing chilled water storage tank, and

based on the new calculated loads generated by Mod-8, Table 8

provided energy consumption and energy cost without storage

tank, with storage tank option and the total annual savings.

The actual HVAC configuration, which includes Units

AH5 and AH6 and Chiller CH2, is reflected in Fig. 10.

The results of the computer simulation are presented in
Tables 6 and 7.

A summary of all Phase II modifications, based on Mod-6,
is given in Table 8.

V. HVAC System Design Controls and
Operation

The original HVAC design used American Society of

Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineering

(ASHRAE) standard air discharge temperature setpoints
compatible with the operating parameters of the installed

refrigeration and heating equipment. Temperature control

was achieved by reheating the air to the desired setpoint in
the zone. Capacity control was performed manually and was

limited to adjusting the mechanical unloaders in the refrigera-
tion compressors. The design of the system was constrained

in such a way that a reduction in the cooling load below 50%

of the original design capacity would damage the refrigeration

equipment. This problem was avoided by maintaining a suffi-

ciently high artificial load to prevent a drop below the 50%
point.

A. Design Criteria

The data obtained from the analysis of the original building
operation and the proposed modifications were the basis for

the selection of the mechanical design. The new control design
was to meet stringent requirements for unattended HVAC

system operation and easy maintainability.

In addition, the new system configuration was to permit

an expansion in load capacity up to 300% of its base design,

as well as to accommodate load changes from 20% to 100%

of the base capacity with only minor adjustments.
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B. HVACDesignModifications

The existing air distribution network was revised and the

required air flow capacity increased. The function of each air
handler was defined and allocated to meet the imposed

demand at maximum obtainable efficiency. The new HVAC

functional block diagram is shown in Fig. 11.

To best utilize the existing refrigeration equipment, and

to consolidate it with the added cooling capacity, a load

decoupled chilled water system with thermal storage was
selected as the prime mechanical cooling system. Sections of

the existing DX systems were modified and retained for

redundancy and backup.

The existing manual controls were removed and replaced
with fully automated temperature and humidity controls,

which are able to select the most economical mode of opera-

tion available to meet the demand. The required equipment

can start and stop without operator assistance, and the status

of each major component is displayed on the HVAC status

panel.

C. HVAC Operation Logic

Since the electronic equipment installed is the major load,

all HVAC parameters were adjusted to provide, with the least

amount of energy expenditure, both an optimum inlet ten>

perature to the electronic racks and a rack discharge tempera-
ture most suitable for human comfort. The new HVAC

achieves this by operating and controlling the equipment as
outlined below.

1. Plenum Air Distribution. Four air handlers, with a total

supply of 82,000 CFM (38,695 l/s), hold the air pressure
differential between the main plenum and the control room at

0.04 in H20 -+ 0.01 in H=O (lmmH=O+0.25 mmH=O)
and maintain an ai,flow of 475 CFM (225 t/s) per kW of
installed electronic load. With the mass of air flowing through

an equipment rack adjusted to 475 CFM +20 CFM (225 1/s

+ 9.5 l/s) per kW of heat to be dissipated, a rise of 8°F (4.5°C)

in the air temperature is produced. And with the plenum (rack
inlet) temperature maintained at 64°F (18°C), the air will exit

from the racks at an average temperature of 72°F (22.20C).

All other loads such as lights, roof, etc., are added to the air-

stream after it leaves the control room. This load changes

the return air temperature from 72°F (22.2°C) to 75°F

(24°C) before it is cooled again. If the enthalpy of the outside

air (OSA) is less than the enthalpy of the return air (RA),

the enthalpy controller will release the economizer lockout

and the system will operate with 100% outside air. The chilled
water cools the air until the temperature drops below the

plenum setpoint. With the OSA temperature below the plenum

setpoint (64°F/17.8°C), the controls close the chilled water
valves and limit the amount of OSA to the level needed to

maintain the plenum setpoint.

2. Comfort and Plenum Backup Air Distribution. One two-

speed air handler (Unit AH1) supplies the comfort load via a

double duct system. At low speed, the unit delivers 11,000

CFM (5,190 l/s) of either heating or cooling air to the system.

Zone control is achieved by mixing either heating or cooling
air with return air.

If one of the plenum supply units fails, the unit switches

to high speed, delivering 27,000 CFM (12740 l/s) and diverts

20,000 CFM (9440 l/s) to the main plenum (Fig. 12).

3. Chilled Water System. The chilled water system is a load

decoupled system which consists of four closed loop flow cir-
cuits: two constant flow charge circuits of 180 GPM (11.4 l/s)

each, and two variable flow demand circuits of 0-160 GPM

(0-10 I/s) each. All circuits are connected to a 10,000 gallon

(37,854 1) storage tank which acts as a pressure differential

equalizer, a load buffer, and a thermal mass storage. The

cooling capacity for Charge Circuit No. 1 is provided by
Chiller No. 1, a 60 ton (211 kW) split system with two com-

pressors: and for Charge Circuit No. 2 by Chiller No. 2, a
90 ton (316 kW) package unit with four compressors. Fig-
ure 13 shows the Chilled Water Functional Block Diagram,

and Fig. 14 shows the liquid cooler LC1, Pumps P3, P3A,

P4, and P4A assembly.

The mode of operation depends on the demand. The con-

trois select the appropriate lead-lag and start-stop sequence
for each of the four circuits. On a rise in demand, the chilled

water control valves open and the demand pumps start. The

pumps draw chilled water from the thermal storage tank until

the temperature of the water entering the supply headers

connecting the demand pumps and the storage tank rises to

the "High" setpoint. The signal that the stored cooling

capacity is used up starts the charge pumps and initiates the

chiller start sequence. Once operating, the chillers adjust their

cooling capacity to maintain a preset temperature in the

supply header.

During a period of low demand, with the control valves

only partially open, the excess cooling capacity of the charge

circuit is supplied to the thermal storage tank and displaces
the warm water until the temperature of the water leaving

the tank drops to the "Low" setpoint. This signal that the

storage is fully charged stops the charge pumps and initiates
the chillers pump down and stop sequence.
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As the demand increases, more water is diverted into the

demand circuits and less goes into the storage tank. This

increases the amount of time the charge circuits have to

operate until a new equilibrium is reached. When the demand

approaches the charging capacity, all circuits operate con-

tinuously. On a drop in demand, the control valves begin to

throttle the flow through the demand circuits again. This

increases the back pressure at the inlet to the demand pumps,

and more water from the charge circuits is diverted back to

the storage until the storage is charged again and the cycle is

repeated.

4. Control Groups. The control system selected is hier-
archical in nature and has three levels of control function

arranged in three control groups as follows:

(1) Primary Controls: The primary control group encom-
passes all sensors, switches, and protective devices

which allow an operator to control the system

manually.

(2) Secondary Controls: The secondary control group

encompasses all sensors (temperature, humidity, power,

etc.), amplifiers, logic functions, and indicating dis-

plays needed to automatically control the mechanical

equipment. The controls continuously monitor the

operation of the primary controls and the HVAC

system performance, and display the current status

on the HVAC status panel. If a component failure is

detected, the controls will select and start a backup,

give an alarm and indicate the type of failure and

the equipment affected. If a power failure occurs, the

controls reset all systems to "off," and restart the

equipment in a preselected sequence once power is
restored.

(3) Technical Facility Controller (TFC): The secondary
controls also act as an interface for the remote com-
mands from the third level of controls: the Technical

Facilities Controller. The remote commands are

accepted and evaluated, and if they are within the

selected safety limits of performance, they will be

passed on to the primary controls. The new status is

then displayed on the HVAC status panel and sent
back to the Facilities Controller for evaluation. If

the commands of the Facilities Controller violate the

safety limits, or if no commands are generated, the

secondary controls automatically revert back to

autonomous operation (Fig. 15). The actual HVAC

status panel is shown in Fig. 16.

VI. Verification of Computer Simulation vs
Measurement Performance

A. Phase I

This study provided the computer simulation for the origi-
nal HVAC system as shown in Table 2. The following two

outputs are important for energy consumption verification:

(1) Total electrical consumption for one year,

(2) Total electronic equipment load for one year.

In Table 2, the original HVAC equipment simulation gave

the total electric consumption as 1,856,944 kWh(e)/yr, and

the total electronic equipment load as 749,000 kWh(e)/yr.

The actual electric meters data were used for verification.

The meters' locations are shown in Fig. 17. The Mod-O com-

puter simulation was based on survey data for the year 1979,

and the corresponding actual electric meter readings (Meter

No. 42 and Meter No. 43) for that year were as follows:

Meter No. 42:2,360,000 kWh(e)/yr (Building Meter)

Meter No. 43: 953,600 kWh(e)/yr

(Electronic Equipment Load Meter)

By comparing the actual meter data vs the simulation
from Table 2, we observe that the meter readings seem to

exceed the computer simulation results by 21%. In order to
obtain the realistic difference, the following points are noted:

(1) The electronic equipment load at the actual meter
reading is 953,600 kWh(e)/yr, which is equivalent to

109 kW(e). This is compared against the electronic

equipment load provided for the computer simulation

of 749,000 kWh(e)/yr, or its equivalent 85.5 kW(e).
This difference represents a 204,600 kWh(e)/yr

(953,600 -749,000) that should be accounted for in

the ECP input.

This load reduction, or its equivalent, was purposely

done in 1979 because of expected ongoing consolida-

tion of electronic equipment at the time of the study.

In fact, in 1984 the electronic load was 794,200

kW(e)/yr, which is equivalent to 91 kW(e), i.e., close

to the electronic equipment computer-simulated load

of 85.5 kW(e).

(2) Excluding the additional loads for Building G-84, UPS

and MDU panels (as shown in Fig. 17), which is

approximately equal to:

30 kW(e) or 262,800 kWh(e)/yr
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(3) The total unaccounted loads in Items 1 and 2 above is
467,400 kWh(e)/yr (204,600 + 262,800).

Deducting that amount from the building electric

meter gives:

1,892,600 kWh(e)/yr (2,360,000 -467,400).

The true deviation between the meter reading and the

computer simulation would be:

(1,892,600- 1,856,944) / 1,892,600 = 2%

which is below the allowed margin (+10%) in this

computer simulation.

The energy consumption for Meter No. 42 for the year

1981, after all the modifications of Phase I were completed,
read 1,591,200 kWh(e)/yr. Beginning in 1980, Building G-84

was out of commission, and the deduction for UPS and

MDU panel was about 12 kW(e) or 105,100 kWh(e)/yr.

Deducting this amount from the meter reading gives 1,486,100

kWh(e)/yr, which, if compared with the computer simulation

output of 1,524,400 kWh(e)/yr, gives a 2% deviation of the
simulated load.

Actual electronic loads have not decreased as much as

originally scheduled, but lighting and other accessory loads
have decreased. The net effect was that the total building

energy consumption in 1981 showed a net decrease of

(1,892,600 - 1,486,100) / 1,892,600 = 21%

as compared to the 1979 level.

The net decrease in energy costs in 1981 (relative to 1979)
was about

(1,892,600 - 1,486,100) × 0.0633 or $25,731.

The 0.0633 dollars/kWh was the actual cost of prorated

utility (Southern California Edison) purchased and JPL

generated electricity for 1981.

Tire simulated values in Table 5 give the cumulative energy

savings (Mod-1 through Mod-5) as 18%, which, if compared

with tire 21% figure, indicates that the computer sinmlation

and the meter performa,_ce data are in good agreement.

B. Phase II

The actual electric meter readings were found to be below

the computer simulated results listed in Table 8. Note that

the electronic equipment load in 1985 has gone up slightly to

97 kW(e), and the computer simulation input was for 255 kW.

The control room was only partially loaded.

Another verification made for the computer simulation

inputs was to compare it against the Test Performance Data.

These tests were performed in June 1985 and are given in

Table 9. The ECP input data and test performance data values

verify their agreement.

Another parameter to be verified is the chilled water storage

tank discharge capacity, which is shown as Mod-5 in the con>

purer simulation. The input data for Mod-5 was a IO°F differ-

ential for the chilled water, giving a charging capacity of 69.4

tons of refrigeration (or 244 kW). The temperature difference

between discharge cycle start and finish was found to have a

9°F differential temperature, giving the tank discharge capac-

ity as 62.55 tons (220 kW), which is within the conditions

imposed to the storage tank charging/discharging cycle.

Under Phase II, the actual HVAC system is partially loaded.

And according to Table 8, the projected energy savings will be

(4,610-3,935)/4,610 = 15%, and the projected cost-savings

$47,305.

VII. Summary

Several HVAC modifications were implemented to the

Operations Support Building (G-86) at tire Mars Deep Space
Station DSS-14 to reduce the required peak-load capacity, and

decrease energy and costs. The introduction of tile chilled

water storage tank provided the sink for the excess cooling

capacity available during nighttime operation and allowed a
controlled shift of thal capacity to the peak demand time. Ill

addition, the chilled water storage acted as a inargin of safety

for unexpected changes in load or cooling equipment failure.

Automatic controls were optimally designed to operate

with the optimum combination of mechanical equipment

required to meet the HVAC demand, and provided the basis

for the lowest operating and maintenance cost obtainable.

Computer simulations were performed using tile ECP pro-

gram and the simulation results were compared against tile

actual meter reading. The results agreed to within 3%.
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List of Symbols

ACCU

AH

ASHRAE

B

BD

Btu

C

°C

CFM

CH

CU

E c

ECARP

ECP

ECR

EH

oF

FY

GPM

HP

HVAC

HU

in H20

kW

Air-cooling condenser unit

Air handler

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and

Air-Conditioning Engineering

Boiler

Barometric or backdraft damper

British thermal units

Compressor

Degree centigrade

Cubic feet per minute

Chiller

Air-cooled condensing unit

Economizer

Energy Conservation Awareness and Recognition

Program

Energy Consumption Program

Energy Conservation Representative

Electric duct heater

Degrees fahrenheit

Fiscal year

Gallons per minute

Horsepower

Heating, ventilating and air-conditioning

Humidifier or steam injector

Inches of water

Kilowatt

kW(e)

kWh(e)

kWh(t)

kWh(e)/yr

1

LC

l/s

MD

MDU

mm H20

Mod

MWh(3)

MWh(t)

NCP

OSA

P

RA

RH

SCE

ST

TFC

ton

UPS

VAV

Z

Kilowatt (electrical)

Kilowatt-hour (electrical)

Kilowatt-hour (the,real)

Kilowatt-hour (electrical) per year

Liter

Liquid cooler

Liters per second

Motorized damper

Main distribution utility

Millimeters of water

Modification

Megawatt-hour (electrical)

Megawatt-hour (thermal)

Network Consolidation Program

Outside air

Pump

Return air

Relative htunidity

Southern California Edison

Storage tank

Technical facilities controller

Ton of refrigeration

Uninterrupted power supply

Variable air volume

Zone
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Table 1. Original configuration and ECP zone identification (Phase I)

Room Zone ECPZone

No. Floor Air Flow Zone
No. Name CFM (l/s) No.

101 Control room, plenum 1

102 Communications room, plenum

2 201

3 202

40,000

(18,000)

Control room comfort 2 4,480

(2,115)

Communication room comfort 2

4 206,207 Offices 2

208,209

202 Corridor

5 210, 211 Offices 2

105 Frequency Standard Control Room 1

(Hydrogen maser room)

7 205 Women's rest room 2

2,000

(945)

2,350

(1,100)

400 4

(190)

2,000 6

(945)

125 5

(60)

Table 2. Yearly energy consumption and costs - Mod-0, Mod-1, Mod-2, Mod-3, and Mod-4

Mod

Accessories Lights Equipment

Thermal Electrical Incandescent Fluorescent Electric

Btu 106 kWh(e) 103kWh(e) 106kWh(e) 106kWh(e)

Thermal Electric

Mechanical Thermal Meter Meter

kWh(e) tons kWh(t) kWh(e)

Cost,

Dollars

Mod-0 0 0.438

Mod-1 0 0.438

Mod-2 0 0.438

Mod-3 0 0.370

Mod-4 0 0.402

0.365 0.211 0.749 0

0.365 0.211 0.749 0

0.365 0.211 0.749 0

0.365 0.211 0.749 0

0.365 0.211 0.749 0

0 0 1,856,944

0 0 1,851,731

0 0 1,849,902

0 0 1,757,267

0 0 1,558,538

92,847

92,587

92,495

87,863

77,927
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Table3.Chilledwaterstoragetankenergyconsumptionandcosts- Mod-5

Parameter Without Storage Tank With Storage Tank Annual Savings

Yearly energy

consum ption, kWh (e) 206,950 172,810 34,137

Yearly energy

costs, dollars 14,893 12,469 2,423

Table 4. Summary of all modifications (Phase I)

Mod No. Description

Annual Energy Estimated

Consumption Construction Annual
Costs,

Costs,
Thermal Electrical Dollars

Dollars
MWhlt) MWh(e)

Annual

Costs

Saving,

Dollars

Payback

Period,

Years

Mod-O

Mod-1

Mod-2

Mod-3

Mod-...4

Mod-5

Original condition

Addition of dead

controls

Addition of VAV

control to Zone Z-3

Rearranging HVAC

system addition of

CHW system

Addition of HVAC

status panel and

econ. and auto reset

for AH2 and AH3

Addition of chilled

water storage tank

( 10,000 gal.)

0 1,856.9 - 92,847 a

130,914 b

0 1,851.7 2,000 92,587 a

130,548 b

0 1,849.9 1,500 92,495 a

130,418 b

0 1,757.3 80,000 87,863 a

123,887 b

260 a

366 b

92 a

130 b

4,632 a

6,531 b

0 1,558.5 90,000 77,927 9,936 a
109,877 4,010 b

0 1,525.4 25,000 76,029 a 1,718 a

10,754 b 2,423 c

5.46

11.54

12.25

6.42

10.30

Total

All Mods

0 1,524.4 198.500 76,209 a 16,638 a

107,454 b 23,460 b 8.46

aAnnual cost and annt, al cost savings on a fixed rate of 0.05 dollars/kWh(e).

bAnnual cost and annual cost savings adjusted for variable rate (0.07/0.05).

CAnnual cost savings was calculated on a variable rate.
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Table5.ECPzoneidentification(PhaseII)

Room
Zone Zone Air Flow

No. No. Name CFM, l/s

1 101 Control room, plenum 82,000

102 (38,695)

2 200 Control room, comfort 3,800

201 (1,795)

3 206 Lounge room 2,850

207 New monitor room (1,345)

4 208 New communications room 2,200

(1,040)

5 204 Women's rest room 150

(70)

6 105 Frequency Standard Control 5,000

Room (Hydrogen maser room) (2,360)

- - - 2,000

(945)

*Bypass air flow at Unit AH-1.

ECP

Zone

No.

2

3

1

4

5

6

7*

Table 6. Yearly energy consumption and costs - Mod-6, Mod-7 and Mod-8

Mod

Accessories Lights Equipment

Thermal Electrical Incandescent Fluorescent

Btu 107 kWh(e) 103kWh(e) 106kWh(e)

Electric Mechanical Thermal

106kWh(e) kWh(e) tons

Thermal

Meter

kWh(t)

Electric

Meter

kWh(e)

Cost,

Dollars

Mod-6 0 0.1363 0.365 0.255 0.2234 0 0 0

Mod-7 0 0.1111 0.365 0.255 0.2234 0 0 0

Mod-8 0 0.1111 0.365 0.255 0.2234 0 0 0

4,610,038

4,132,582

3,991,366

322,703

289,281

279,396
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Table7. Chilledwaterstoragetankenergyconsumptionandcosts- Mod-9

Parameter Without Storage Tank With Storage Tank Annual Savings

Yearly energy

consumption, kWh(e) 495,6 80 439,350 56,332

Yearly energy

costs, dollars 35.321 31,223 4,098

Table 8. Summary of all modifications (Phase II)

Mod No. Description

Annual Energy Estimated Annual

Consumption Construction Annual Costs Payback
Costs, Period,

Costs, DollarsC Saving, Years
Thermal Electrical Dollarsb Dollars
MWh(t) MWh(e)

Mod---6 Original condition

and addition of

AH5 and AH6 a 0

Mod-7 Addition of dead

band controls 0

Addition of Chilled

Water System No. 2

Mod-8 Addition of HVAC

status panel. Econo-

mizer and automatic

reset for AH5 and

AH6 0

Mod-9 Connection of Chilled

Water System No. 2

to existing chilled

water storage

Total

All Mods

4,610 322,703

4,133 26,000 289,281 33,422 0.8

3,991 40,000 279,396 9,785 4.1

0 3,935 4,000 275,298 4,098 1.0

0 3,935 70,000 275,298 47,305 1.5

aThc hypothetical Mod--6 is based on the original air handling and DX systems, in addition to Units AH5 and AH6 with their corresponding DX

systems.

bEstimated construction costs shown are the additional costs for the chilled water system, economizer, and automatic controls, above the cost

required for a DX system of identical capacity.

CAll annual costs were calculated on a fixed rate of 0.07 dollars/kWh(e), except Mod-9, which was calculated on a variable rate.

Table 9. ECP Input data and test performance data

Location Input Test Data
Data

Plenum 64°F 63°F (a 50% RH

64°E (._ 80% RH

Control room 72 ° F 72°F - 73°F (. 50% RH

71°F 75°F (._ 80% RH
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AIR HANDLER
(AH)

I---'_
20 HP (15 kW)

STANDBY UNIT

2,000 CFM

(_\

_ _:'AH2 \

20_W)

200 CF M

20 HP (15 kW)

ELECTRIC DUCT

HEATER (EH)

EH-2
(75 kW)

EH-1

(75 kW)

ELECTRIC DUCT
HEATER (EH)

0 CFM (0 I/s)

23,000 CFM (11,050 I/s)

17,000 CFM (7,830 I/s)

2,000 CFM (945 I/s)

4,480 CFM (2,115 I/s)

2,000 CFM (945 I/s)
i

2,350 CFM (1,110 I/s)

MD-

ZONE (Z)

kW)

EXH

50 CFM)

(360 I/s)
EXH
(270 CFM)

=- (360 I/s) ----

400 CFM

(190 I/s)

125CFM _ EXH

(60 I/s)

4

-_ ?MD

2,000 CFM (945 I/s)

BD

REU 
0-2,000 CFM

(0-945 I/s)

Fig. 3. Original HVAC zoning and air flow configuration

AIR-COOLED
CONDENSER
UNIT (ACCU)

i ]
STEAM

COMPRESSOR BOILER INJECTOR
(C) (B) (HU)

"<_ H_8_) ....
10.5 HP (8 kW) STANDBY UNIT

10.5 HP 18 kW)

AIR HANDLING
UNIT (AH)

STANDBY UNIT

I CCU1 1__

!_ \ /40 HP I

L_/ (30kW) i

_, ;
HP (3.75 kW) STANDBY UNIT\ /40 HP

(30 kW)

AIR-COOLED
CONDENSING
UNIT

HU1

O

60 kW

Fig. 4. Original cooling and heating equipment configuration
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COMPRESSOR
(C)

@
STANDBY UNIT

ECP

H1 IN
E-CP

BOILER
(B)

STEAM

AIR
HANDLER

(AH)

STANDBY UNIT

INJECTOR

HU1 _-/_\\@

ELECTRIC ECP
DUCT HEATER ZONE

(EH) (Z)

2350 CF M F______ ]--I(11ows) I 7, I
I'OCFM-I -' IEH2
I (0 I/s) L_____J(75kW)
R

(11,050 I/s) II

17 000 CFM
iZ21

6,480 CFM (3,055 I/s) m I Z3 I
I I01[ ECP

@_T_O6Y UN,T

EH4

)

125 CFM
(60 I/s)

A 2,000 CFMC3 IN P-_AH4 _ (945 I/s)
ECP _AH4_AH31N ECP

EH3
11 kW)

EH5
17.5 kW)

NOTES: 1. ALL STANDBY UNITS ARE NOT MODELED BYECP.
2. ELECTRIC DUCT HEATERS EH1, EH2, EH3, EH4 AND EH5 ARE NOT ECP MODELED.
3. RETURN/RELIEF/EXHAUST FROM ZONES ARE NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.

Fig. 5. Original HVAC configuration (ECP modeling)

AIR COOLED STEAM
CONDENSER COMPRESSOR BOILER INJECTOR
UNIT (ACCU) (C) (B) (HU)

ACCUI IHP (56 kW)

10.5 HP (8 kW) STANDBY UNIT

6 kW) ]
10.5 HP (8 kW) STANDBY UNIT

HU1
o

I ]r_4o HP

ACCU1I_ 1 /_(30 kw)

5 HP (3"75 kW)I 1_'_ C2 _40 Hp

ACCU2 t_t /_(30 kW)

5HP (3.75 kW) STAN_HPw" _

60 kW

J

AIR
HANDLING

UNIT (AH)

AIR COOLED
CONDENSING
UNIT

' _CUA18D;ykWNI T

Fig. 6. Modified cooling and heating equipment configuration
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\

COMPRESSOR
(C)

STANDBY UNIT

STANDBY UNIT

LIQUID
COOLER

(LC)
BOILER

(B) ECON

STEAM
INJECTOR

HU1

CHILLER CH1

__STA B-J
NDBY

UNIT

I
I

I

I

I

J

_STANDBY UNIT

CHILLER CH2

l

AIR
HANDLER

(AH)

ELECTRICAL
DUCT ECP

HEATER ZONE
(EA) (Z)

2,850CFM(1,345 I/s) D_

20,000 CFM (9440 I/s) i'----"

20,000 CFM (9,440 I/s) 51 -
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-L.--
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T
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I I

: ] I STANDBY

I IUNIT
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II

NOTES: 1. ZONE 7 (NO LOAD) IS INTRODUCED IN THE COMPUTER MODEL
AS A REQUIREMENT FOR UNIT AH1 TO OPERATE IN THE STABLE
PART OF THE FAN CURVE (11,000 CPM/5,190 I/s MIN.).

2. ELECTRIC DUCT HEATER EH3 FROM PHASE I IS NOW RENAMED SH1.
3. ALL STANDBY UNITS ARE NOT ECP MODELED.
4. RETURN/RELIEF/EXHAUST FROM ZONES ARE NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.

Fig. 10. Actual HVAC configuration
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Fig. 14. Liquid Cooler LC1, Pumps P3, P3A, P4 and P4A assembly 
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Fig. 15. HVAC controls, functional block diagram 
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Fig. 16. HVAC status panel 
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TYPE D4B - 2FM
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Fig. 17. Electric meters for Operations and Control Substation and for Building G-86
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i
A new reverse osmosis water purification system, which uses a programmable con- ':

'troller (PC) as the control system, was designed and built to maintain the cleanliness and

- level of water for various systems of a 64-m antenna. The installation operates with other

equipment of the antenna at the Goldstone Deep Spttce Communication Complex. The

reverse osmosis system was designed to be fully automatic; with the PC, many complex

sequential and timed logic networks were easily implemented and are modifiable. The PC

: monitors water levels, pressures, flows, control panel requests, and set points on analog

i meters; processes are initiated, monitored, modified, halted,

with this information various

or eliminated as required by the equipment being supplied pure water.

I. Introduction

A reverse osmosis water purification system was designed

and installed for the Goldstone Deep Space Communication

Complex, California. This article describes the water treatment

requirements, control philosophy, and hardware and software

specifications.

water loop of the air conditioning system. Water supplied to

the station is pumped from nearby underground wells. The

chemical composition and quality are not adequate for direct

use; therefore, a purification system is necessary to meet the

specifications.

The moving part of the 64-m antenna shown in Fig. 1, a

complex structure weighing over 3.2 X106 kg (7 X 106 lb),

rotates horizontally on a film of oil 0.2 mm (0.008 in.) thick

beneath three large pads. The risk of losing a spacecraft track

is high if the hydrostatic bearing fails due to insufficient

cooling.

There are three requirements for pure water for systems

that support the antenna operation. The first is cooling water

for the hydraulic system that maintains the critical film of

oil beneath each pad. The second requirement is for pure

coolant water for the high-power transmitter. The third pure

water use is for make-up water for the boilers and chilled-

II. Functional Requirements

The performance and functional requirements for the pure

water system can be summarized as follows:

The two principal design criteria for the water purification

system are reliability and flexibility - reliability is derived

from the mission requirements and flexibility from the need

for versatility in monitoring and control, to permit unattended

operation. This versatility must meet constantly changing

process requirements, which include such events as placing an

operation on "hold" to perform another process, and sensing

the proper conditions for returning to the original operation.
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Without automatic controls, such variations would require

labor-intensive attention to the equipment.

Several water purification systems were considered, includ-

ing gas/oil fired water distillation, solar stills, reverse osmosis,

and purchasing purified water from a commercial water sup-

plier. The stringent cleanliness standards for the product of

this system, as well as the reliability required, led to the selec-
tion of reverse osmosis as the type of purification preferred.

The need for reliability and flexibility resulted also in the

selection of a programmable controller to manage the opera-

tion. The reverse osmosis system is shown in Fig. 2.

It was required that the plant be nearly maintenance free.

The new design should have process error checking and fully

automated operation, should automatically perform routine
"housekeeping" functions, and should be capable of remotely

controlled operation.

III. Reverse Osmosis Principles of Operation

Osmosis is the spontaneous passage of a liquid from a dilute
to a more concentrated solution through a semipermeable

membrane, which allows passage of the liquid but not of

dissolved solids. Reverse osmosis (R.O.) is the forced reversal

of this natural phenomenon, usually accomplished by apply-

ing enough pressure to the concentrated solution to overcome
the natural pressure (osmotic pressure) of the less concen-
trated solution.

This property of some membrane materials makes them

ideal for water purification. In general application, the mem-

brane unit is made up of either a bundle of fibers approxi-

mately the diameter of a human hair, or a spiral-wound
membranous material, within an epoxy tube. In either case,

the membrane surrounds a central core, within which the

clean, or "product" water flows after permeating through the
membrane to the core.

The reject water, or "concentrate," emerges from the out-
side membrane material on the same side where the raw water

entered. No chemical reactions or phase transitions are involved.

One of the principal advantages of semipermeable membranes

over other methods of separating water from its contaminants

is that, with proper care, the membranes can be expected to

last from three to five years.

This article focuses on the application of a programmable

controller (PC) to control the R.O. process. It is therefore

necessary to be aware of the constraints on the operation of

the system and the process variations to take advantage of the

flexibility the programmable controller provides.

IV. The Reverse Osmosis Process

The water purification process at the Goldstone antenna is

divided into three stages: pretreatment, reverse osmosis, and
post-treatment. The process is controlled by a programmable
controller. The controller's actions are determined by the

status of switches on the control panel and various sensors on

the process equipment. An instrumentation panel monitors

various analog signals and reports out-of-bounds conditions to
the PC.

Figure 3 is a simplified flow diagram of the R.O. system.

Many essential controls are omitted for simplification; the

diagram is not intended as a complete representation but only
as an aid to the discussion.

A. Pretreatment Stage

The reverse osmosis unit processes raw water from either

the local water supply (demand tank fill) or the cooling tower

sump water (tower recycle). The water cannot be run directly
into the R.O. membranes; it must first go through preliminary

processing so as not to damage the membranes. This pretreat-
ment involves flowing the water through a sand filter (to

remove large dirt particles) and a carbon filter (to remove

chlorine, which would oxidize the membranes), injecting

acid to control pH level to a slightly acidic condition (excess

alkalinity can foul membranes), and flowing the water through

a 10-micron prefilter and then past sensors that check for

pH level and the presence of chlorine. (Raw water typically

has a pH of 8.5 to 11.5 ; the R.O. membranes require the pH to

be approximately 6.0.) Now the water contains very few
nondissolved solids, but is still high in dissolved solids. It is

now ready for the reverse osmosis treatment.

B. Reverse Osmosis Treatment Stage

The reverse osmosis treatment section consists of pressure

switches, flow controls, conductivity ratio sensors, flow

meters, R.O. membranes, pressure gauges, and a main pump.

Each of these is critical to the production of purified water.

The inlet pressure to the pump must remain above 10 psi

to avoid cavitation in the pump. The inlet pressure to the

membranes must stay below 400 psi; otherwise the membranes

will be damaged. Pressure switches monitor these critical

items.

The flow controls are adjusted to maintain a ratio of 50

percent product water and 50 percent reject water, with a

production flow of 15 gallons per minute. The reject water

contains all the impurities removed from the product water
and drains into the sewer.
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The conductivity ratio sensors are part of the membrane

efficiency meter, shown in Fig. 4, measuring the amount of
dissolved solids in the water. The total dissolved solids in

feedwater are typically 500 to 600 parts per million (ppm).

Product water typically contains less than 45 ppm. The meter

determines what percentage of dissolved solids is being rejected

by the membranes; when it drops below 90 percent, the

PRODUCT WATER LOW REJECT RATIO error signal is
generated.

C. Post-Treatment Stage

Product water flows through an ultraviolet sterilizer, and

then to either the demand tank by way of a degassifier, or

to the cooling tower for sump recycle. The ultraviolet steri-

lizer kills bacteria in the water. The degassifier is a tall cham-

ber above the demand tank, filled with saddle packing; water

flows down over these saddles as air is simultaneously blown
up over them removing dissolved gasses.

From the degassifier, product water flows into the demand

tank until it reaches a preset level, monitored by a level switch.
The demand tank can then drain to either the shutdown flush

pump, or the demand pump. The shutdown flush pump

supplies product water to the main pump for a cleaning flush

of the membranes after every operation. The demand pump
supplies water to the additional PC-controlled functions.

V. Additional Control Functions of the PC

In addition to processing water through the R.O. unit, the

PC manages the water level of the cooling tower, a transmitter

coolant storage tank, and an air conditioning chilled water

storage tank. In addition, it manages the cleanliness of the

cooling tower. The demand pump pumps water to three

places, as selected by solenoid valves: the heating and air

conditioning system (make-up water), the cooling tower sump,

or the transmitter coolant system storage tank through a
deionizer.

A. Cooling Tower Functions

A front panel switch, as shown in Fig. 5, tells the PC

whether to refill the sump with raw water, purified water from
the R.O., or nothing. The cleanliness of the tower water is

monitored by a conductivity meter on the instrument panel.

When a preset high limit in the conductivity meter is reached,

the PC starts a cleanup process as determined by another
front panel switch, which tells the PC whether to recycle the

sump water through the R.O. or to pump it to the drain

(blow down). Blow down is the operation of removing water

from the sump and replacing it with fresh water. The con-

troller blows down the sump by pumping water to drain and

replacing the lost water with either raw or R.O. water, as

selected. (If neither recycle nor blow down is selected, an

alarm is generated.) When conductivity reaches the low limit,
the PC ends the cleanup process.

In recycle mode, the R.O. returns only 50 percent of the
water it removes from the tower. If the refill switch is on

R.O., then the other 50 percent is furnished from the demand

tank. Since the R.O. must be flushed after each water produc-
ing cycle, there must be enough water in the demand tank to

flush the R.O. membranes. Therefore, when the demand tank
is below this middle level switchthe PC will first fill the demand

tank before proceeding with the recycle request.

B. Transmitter Tank Fill Function

The front panel switch selects between MANUAL-OFF-

AUTOMATIC refill of the transmitter coolant tank. In auto-

matic, a level switch indicates to the PC the need for water.

(In manual, the level switch is overridden.) If the demand tank

is not empty and the tower is not being refilled, the demand

pump is turned on and a valve opens to send water to the

transmitter coolant tank through a deionizer. The deionizer

further purifies the water to a resistivity of at least 2 megohms/

centimeter. (With a fresh deionizer, the output can be as high

as 16 megohms/centimeter.) The water is monitored by a

resistivity meter that has a preset low-level trip point, at which

the XMTR WATER LOW RESISTIVITY error signal is gener-
ated when the water is too conductive. To prevent excess

water from being pumped to the transmitter, this function can

be active for only ten hours. Then the system must be reset

before more water will be pumped to the transmitter.

C. Air Conditioning System Fill Function

In normal operation, a manual valve is opened and water is

allowed to flow down to a chilled-water storage tank at the

control building for the air conditioning system and to the

humidifiers. (There is an elevation difference of approximately

30 feet.) If a large quantity of water is required, the demand

pump may be turned on and the line to the storage tank pres-

surized (G-86 PRESSURIZE front panel indicator on). This

function has the lowest priority, and is interruptible by the

tower-refill-with-R.O.-water process or the transmitter-tank-fill

process. To prevent excess water from being pumped to the

storage tank, this function is active for only 10 hours. Then

the system must be reset before more water may be pumped.

Vl. Housekeeping Functions

At the end of each water-producing operation, the system

automatically goes into a "shutdown flush" cycle. The flush

pump pumps product water from the demand tank to the
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main pump ahd then to the reverse osmosis unit. The product
water from this operation returns to the demand tank or

sump, depending on the production cycle that was just fin-
ished. The purpose of this flush is to feed very pure water
into the membranes so as to flush out any contaminants.

A high-flow flush is performed once each day. (This is
different from a shutdown flush and is performed even if no

water production cycles have taken place that day.) A sole-

noid valve is opened to bypass the reject flow control valve;

the reduced backpressure causes 90 percent of the water to

go out the reject ports, thus flushing any solids from the sur-
face of the membranes. The high-flow flush of the membranes

lasts for fifteen minutes. In addition, once a week the sand

filter and the carbon filter are backflushed, one at a time.

Each of these filters is also backflushed when a high pressure

drop exists across the filter.

All of these operations are part of programmed mainte-

nance activities, independent of any other actions, and are

initiated by the programmable controller's software clock.

They are, however, subject to the same monitoring and alarm

controls that accompany all other operations. The timing is

part of the PC program; no additional hardware is required.

The sand filter and carbon filter backflush and the high-

flow flush may be activated manually by using the power of

the PC. This capability was accomplished without the use of

an additional front panel switch. When all process selector
switches are turned to OFF, and the ALARM ACKNOWLEDGE

button is pushed twice, all three flushes are enabled. The sand
filter is flushed first, followed by the carbon filter, and then

the high-flow flush. At any time, each flush can be canceled by

pushing the ALARM ACKNOWLEDGE button twice. This
action establishes a form of reset, in which the first push

holds everything, preventing the machine from running; the

second push resets all sequences.

VII. Process Alarms

If any of eleven parameters is out of limits, an alarm

sequence is initiated. Once a process is started, each instru-

ment can generate an error signal, after a time delay has been
satisfied to allow for transient water conditions. Once an error

signal is generated, it will create an error routine that shuts off

the applicable process. The eight processes of the R.O. system

for purposes of alarm shutdown are demand tank fill, tower

refill, tower recycle, tower blowdown, transmitter tank refill,

air conditioning system pressurize, high-flow flush, and shut-
down flush. After a five-minute delay, the controller will

attempt to restart the interrupted process. This allows for the

air bubbles that can get into the water supply. The delay

can be manually overridden by pushing the ALARM ACK-
NOWLEDGE button twice. If, after two restart attempts,

the error still exists, the interrupted process will be shut off

until it is manually reset by operator action (pressing the

ALARM ACKNOWLEDGE button twice). The error is now a
fatal error. When a fatal error occurs, an alarm is sent by the
controller to a console at the communications center of the

complex.

When an operator acknowledges an alarm, the system is

placed in a "hold" condition with a 30-minute allowance for
maintenance. If someone should forget to reactivate the sys-

tem, the hold condition is canceled; if no reset has been input

by this time, the system goes into SYSTEM SHUTDOWN
mode and transmits an alarm.

VIII. Process History

The PC has been programmed to restart the system and

continue, if an error does not reappear. This feature makes it

difficult for maintenance personnel to determine whether

there have been any errors since the last time the system was

checked. Maintenance personnel may not check on the system

for up to a week or two at a time. Repetition of a certain
error can be a telltale signal that a certain section is becoming

marginal and should be checked closely before it shuts the

system down. As a maintenance feature, each error increments
its own counter inside the PC when it shuts the system down.

There are also counters assigned to each process. Some

count the number of times a process has occurred, and others
count the number of five-minute increments each is on.

These are useful in analyzing how the machinery has been
used since the last time it was checked. The number of five-

minute increments a process has been on can be multiplied

by a constant to give an accounting of how much water was
sent for each use; this number is within ten percent of the

actual number and does not require costly totalizing flow

meters to report back to the PC. There are two totalizing flow

meters, one for the product water and one for the reject water,

but they do not report back to the PC.

IX. The Programmable Controller Rationale

The large number of control and monitoring actions required

in a system such as this makes the programmable controller an
ideal choice for control methods. The necessity to effect the

control actions, make the control change decisions, and pro-

vide the requisite isolation of sensor inputs from control

outputs could suggest a completely computer-controlled

system. But the sophistication of expensive computer hard-
ware would constitute control "overkill" in this case, and the
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cost would be compounded by the environmental protection

necessary for most computer installations. The programmable

controller modules are rugged and provide the ideal compro-

mise, with cost savings on both ends.

For example, during pre-treatment, the water is monitored

for excessive pressure drop at three stages, as well as for high

or low pH or the presence of chlorine. If any sensor detects
an out-of-limits condition, an error routine is generated and

the condition is displayed on the appropriate analog meter.
At the same time, corrective action is started by the PC. If

another process was in progress at the time, it might continue,

or be placed on "hold," depending on the relative importance
of the two actions. Note that the relative importance can

change; the first priority of the system is to keep the cooling

tower sump filled; if the sump is not low, and another process,

for instance the production of pure water, is ongoing and a

high pressure drop occurs, the process would be suspended

until the excessive pressure drop is corrected by a backflush

of the offending tank. If, however, the cooling tower water
level is low, refilling to a specified level would take priority

and the backwash itself would be put on "hold."

In this application, several different conditions enable
various processes. There are 32 inputs, 64 outputs, 114

internal logic relays, and 77 storage registers. Only 44 of the

77 storage registers are used for time delays and time-outs.

To implement this design in discrete components would

require a relay panel that was cost prohibitive, not to mention
labor intensive. Moreover, should a slight change in process

requirements occur, the task of rewiring would be time con-

suming and costly.

From an extensive survey of commercial programmable

controllers available for this application, the Square D SY/

MAX-20 (Fig. 6) was selected. Following are two of the
features that determined the selection.

A. Dual Memory

The dual memory fits the reliability philosophy of this

subsystem, which must support a very critical and probably

unrepeatable mission. The application memory combines the
advantages of random access memory (RAM) and electrically

alterable read-only memory (EAROM) to ensure both the

program flexibility offered by the RAM and the memory-
saving characteristic of the EAROM. Program information

stored in the EAROM is retained in the event of power failure,

and even if the memory module is removed from the processor.

The memory can be reprogrammed as often as desired, the

change being as small as one contact or as large as the entire

program.

These memory modules had several features unlike those of

other manufacturers, at the time of purchase. The memory

was programmed, when installed in the PC, with a command

from the program to transfer the contents of the RAM to the

EAROM. The memory was encased in a steel box with a

rugged connector on the back. The connector configuration

prevented the memory module from being inserted incorrectly
into the PC.

B. Computer Interface Module

Another important feature is the computer interface mod-

ule, which permits remote control and monitoring, as well as

communication with the programmer. In this application all

inputs, outputs, internal relays, and storage registers are

accessible to a computer at a remote location. A modem in the
PC cabinet is used to transmit this data to the computer

terminal 14 miles from the pure water system installation. The

computer can request any data that is stored in the PC at any
time; and the PC can be called up as desired. This allows a

historical record of how the system has been performing, and

can indicate the development of trends in the process, such as

gradually decreasing time between carbon filter backwashes,

indicating the approach of the need to replace the carbon.

The computer interface allows access to information in the

PC through a non-proprietary serial port. Any computer with
a serial port could be programmed to communicate with the

Square D processor.

X. Summary

The reverse osmosis water purification system for the

NASA/JPL 64-meter antenna has been designed and installed.

Utilization of a programmable controller made it possible to

meet stringent performance requirements. The system has

operated successfully since July 1982, with little or no pre-
ventive maintenance. Due to this increased reliability perfor-

mance, the cooling system of the antenna has been much more

reliable and has required significantly less maintenance.

One advantage of the programmable controller was the

ability to make small program changes quickly during system
startup: RAM could be modified and tested operationally
before it was transferred to EAROM.

The successful experience gained by this PC installation
led to the selection of PCs for control of other facilities at

the Deep Space Communications Complex. Examples are
as follows:

(1) A 15-foot diameter mobile antenna used in the Orion

earthquake research program: The SY/MAX-20 PC
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controls antenna deployment, storage, and leveling
of the trailer and antenna, making it possible to assem-

ble and disassemble the system in 20 to 30 minutes.

(2) The electrical power generating station at the Echo
Station (DSS 12): This installation, with five 500-kW

diesel generators, is also controlled by a SY/MAX-20.

(3) Air conditioning for three buildings at DSS 12, build-

ings G26 (control room), G34 (hydromechanical build-

ing), and G35 (antenna): This complex system, designed

to meet the varying needs of three very different

structures, utilizes a Square D Model 500 program-

mable controller, which simplifies' control of a highly

automated and energy efficient system.

The reverse osmosis water purification system, under pro-

grammable controller management, has met all of its principal

design objectives: a cost-effective, high reliability, maintenance-

free plant that incorporates fully automated operation, process

error checking, automatic performance of routine housekeep-

ing functions, and capability of remotely controlled operation.
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Fig. 1. The 64-m antenna at Goldstone, California 
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Fig. 2. Reverse osmosis water purification system 
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Fig. 4. R.O. instrument panel 

Fig. 5. R.O. control panel 
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Fig. 6. Programmable controller installation 
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On June 11 and 15, 1985, two instrumented balloons were released from the Soviet

VEGA 1 and VEGA 2 spacecraft and deployed in the atmosphere of Venus. The VEGA

probes flew by the planet on their way to a rendezvous with comet Halley in March

1986. Drifting with the wind at altitudes of 54 km, the balloons traveled one-third of the

way around the planet during their 46-hour lifetimes. Sensors on-board the gondolas

made periodic measurements of pressure, temperature, vertical wind velocity, cloud

particle density, ambient light level, and frequency of lightning. The data were trans-

mitted to Earth and received at the DSN 64-m stations and at several large antennas in

the USSR. Approximately 95 percent of the telemetry data were successfully decoded

at the DSN complexes and in the Soviet Union, and were provided to the international

science team for analysis.

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data were acquired by 20 radio observa-

tories around the world for the purpose of monitoring the Venus winds. The DSN 64-m
f

subnet was part of a 15-station VLBI network organized by the Centre National d'Etudes

Spatiales (CARES) of France. In addition, five antennas of the Soviet network participated

in the experiment. VLBI data from the CNES network are currently being processed at

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

I. Introduction

In December 1984 the Soviet Union launched two space-

craft on the VEGA mission to comet Halley. On June 11 and

15, 1985, the spacecraft flew by Venus and deployed two

instrumented balloons into the planet's atmosphere. The

balloons floated at an altitude of 54 kin, and traveled approxi-

mately one-third of the way around the planet during their

46-hour lifetimes (Fig. 1). In situ measurements were trans-

mitted directly to Earth with a primary telemetry data rate of

4 bits per second at a carrier frequency of 1667.914 MHz.

Complete descriptions of the VEGA mission and the balloon

experiment are given in Refs. 1 through 5.
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Ground data acquisition during the balloon experiment
consisted of three activities, all of which were supported by

the DSN 64-m subnet:

(1) Balloon telemetry - Telemetry data acquisition and
decoding, also supported by several stations in the
USSR.

(2) VEGA flyby orbit determination - Acquisition and

processing of one-way Doppler and Delta DOR (Delta
Differential One.way Range) from the VEGA space-

craft. VEGA orbit determination was performed at

JPL using the DSN data, and independently in the

Soviet Union using the DSN data and two-way Doppler

and range acquired by selected Soviet stations at a
ground-receive frequency of approximately 6 GHz.

(3) Balloon position and velocity determination - Acquisi-

tion and processing of differential Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI) measurements on each balloon

and the corresponding VEGA spacecraft. VLBI data

acquisition was also supported by a global network of
radio observatories.

The balloon experiment is a cooperative venture of France

and the Soviet Union. The French space agency Centre

National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) was responsible for

organization, implementation (as required), and operation of
15 of the 20 antennas of the worldwide network of radio

observatories, which included the DSN 64-m subnet (Fig. 2).
CNES also constructed some of the balloon instrumentation

and established a Venus balloon science center at the Centre

Spatiale de Toulouse. During the encounter periods and

pre-encounter ground data system tests, CNES personnel

manned the VEGA Project OperatiGns Center at Toulouse to

coordinate real-time activities between the Network Opera-

tions Control Center at JPL and the Space Research Institute
in Moscow. Currently, CNES is coordinating telemetry and

VLBI data exchange and analysis. Intercosmos, a branch o'f the

USSR Academy of Sciences, has the responsibility for Soviet

participation in this activity. Intercosmos made available all

technical information required to conduct the ground-based

portion of the experiment, and is responsible for providing to
CNES all telemetry and VLBI data acquired by the five-station
Soviet network.

The roles of the participating agencies are formalized by a

Memorandum of Understanding between NASA and CNES,

and by agreements between CNES and Intercosmos. According
to these agreements, all data are to be analyzed by an inter-

national science team composed of members from France,

the United States, and the Soviet Union. First results from

joint analysis of the telemetry data are reported in Refs. 6
through 9.

II. Telecommunications

Radio signals were transmitted by each balloon and VEGA

spacecraft bus at L-band (centered at 1667.914 MHz). Crystal

oscillators were employed as on-board frequency references.

The signal spectra varied in time according to a preset sequence
which was re-initialized each time the L-band transmitters

were turned on. At a given time, the signal took one of three
forms:

(1) Pure carrier.

(2) Carrier with telemetry sidebands.

(3) Suppressed carrier and first harmonics of a 3.25-MHz

square wave phase modulation (the "VLBI" tones).

Balloon telemetry data were modulated onto a subcarrier
located 254.5 Hz away from the carrier, at rates of either 1 or

4 bits per second. The VLBI tones were provided mainly for

the purpose of determining the position of the balloon relative
to the VEGA bus, but were also used in the acquisition of

Delta DOR data from the bus and an angularly nearby quasar.

The balloon transmissions occurred in bursts with durations

of 330 seconds, either once or twice per hour, in order to

conserve battery power. The bus transmission sequence was
essentially the same as the balloon's, except that the bus

transmitted continuously during the Venus encounter phase.

The telemetry modulation on the bus consisted of a pre-

determined bit stream for testing purposes.

The balloon and bus L-band transmitters were identical.

The radiated power levels were approximately 4.5 watts, and

signal polarization was left circular. The peak bus antenna gain
was 10 dB; the balloon omni-antenna gain varied from -3 dB

to 0 dB, depending on orientation (maximum gain was achieved

near the sub-Earth point, and minimum near the limb).

Implementation of the DSN 64-m subnet for reception of

the balloon signals included installation of cooled FET ampli-

fiers, L-band feeds, and upconverters to translate the 1668

MHz received signals to 2288 MHz (J. R. Withington, personal

communication). The RF bandwidth of this system is 18 MHz,
and the zenith noise temperature is approximately 30 K.

Special equipment was also provided for downconverting the

signal spectrum from IF to baseband in support of VLBI data

acquisition. This hardware made it possible to record the

signal spectra in the National Radio Observatory Mark II

format, an international standard. Portions of this equipment

were replicated by the Observatoire de Paris-Meudon in

France and provided to other stations of the global network.

Prior to the encounter, the phasing of the balloon and bus

transmission sequences was adjusted as required for the differ-
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ential VLBI measurements. That is, for a given transmission,

both spectra contained either a carrier or a pair of VLBI

tones.

Balloon carrier received power as measured at the DSN

64-m subnet is shown in Fig. 3 (S. E. Borutzki, personal

communication). These values are in good agreement with
the estimated levels of -165 to -162 dBm.

III. Balloon Telemetry

Balloon telemetry data were provided by the DSN on

computer-compatible magnetic tape in two forms: the original

recorded spectra (level 0) and the demodulated and decoded

data streams (level 1). Implementation details are described
in Refs. 10 and 11. The science team also received estimates

of the observed balloon frequency derived from telemetry

processing for the purpose of obtaining preliminary estimates

of zonal wind speed.

The balloon transmission sequence is illustrated in TDA
document 870-20.1 Each balloon had 46 telemetry trans-

missions, designated A-1 through A-46 (balloon 1) and B-1

through B-46 (balloon 2). The DSN obtained level 0 recordings
for all telemetry sessions except A45, A-46, and B-30, which

were lost due to station hardware problems. DSN level 1

recordings were obtained for all recorded telemetry transmis-

sions except A-l, B-I, B-45, and B-46. The first recordings on
both balloons were not decoded by the DSN due to large

signal variations resulting from erratic balloon motions. For

the last two recordings from balloon 2, battery power was
too low to yield the signal-to-noise ratio required for decoding.

Most DSN level 1 data were produced by personnel at the

Deep Space Complex near Madrid, Spain.

The Soviet network obtained level 0 recordings for the

telemetry transmissions missed by the DSN. In addition,

Soviet personnel produced level 1 recordings for sessions B-1
and B-30. Of the combined data set, only five telemetry trans-

missions have not been decoded (A-l, A/B-45, and A/B-46).

The data have been analyzed by Soviet, French, and U.S.

scientists, and preliminary results have been published in

Science (Refs. 6-9).

VLBI techniques. In order to obtain information on the
Venus wind velocity from these differential measurements,

the VEGA spacecraft orbits relative to Venus must be accu-

rately known.

Determination of the VEGA orbits at JPL depended only

on one-way data acquired at L-band by the DSN 64-m subnet

as described in Ref. 12. Soviet two-way range and Doppler

were not used. The DSN provided Doppler from each station
and Delta DOR observations from the Goldstone-Madrid and

Goldstone-Canberra baselines. Delta DOR data essentially

are VLBI measurements of the spacecraft angular position
relative to an angularly nearby extragalactic radio source

(EGRS). Candidate L-band radio sources were selected from

the DSN EGRS source catalogue, which is derived from VLBI

observations at 2.3 and 8.4 GHz. Observing sessions were

conducted prior to the Venus encounter to validate source

strengths at 1.7 GHz.

VEGA flyby orbit estimates were based on data gathered

during the maneuver-free phase from two days before Venus

closest approach to thirteen days after. Within this period,

there were nine successful Delta DOR acquisitions on VEGA 1,

and thirteen on VEGA2 (see Table 1 for the Delta DOR

performance summary). The overall Delta DOR measurement

success rate was 85 percent.

For the determination of the Venus wind velocity from

differential VLBI measurements, only errors in the VEGA

spacecraft position and velocity relative to Venus that are

perpendicular to the Earth-Venus line (i.e., the "transverse"

components) are important. The formal standard deviations of
these errors for the duration of the balloon experiment are

given in Fig. 4. For VEGA 1, these uncertainties are always
below the balloon position and velocity accuracy goals of

15 km and 1 mps. For VEGA 2, the position errors exceed
the goal about 30 hours into the experiment, but the maxi-
mum error is less than 24 km.

The VEGA 2 errors tend to be larger than those for VEGA 1

for two reasons: the orbit geometry was not as favorable as

that for VEGA 1, and the VEGA 2 one-way Doppler accuracy

was degraded by jumps in the frequency of the spacecraft
reference oscillator.

IV. VEGA Flyby Orbit Determination

Components of the position and velocity of each balloon

relative to the corresponding VEGA bus were measured using

10wen, E.L., Venus Balloon Project, DSN Preparation Plan, TDA
document 870-20, JPL D-1111, Mar. 1, 1985 (JPL internal document).

V. Balloon Position and Velocity
Determination

Balloon position and velocity estimates will be obtained

from reduction of the following data:

(1) Balloon received frequency, which is a measure of

velocity along the line-of-sight.
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(2) VLBI measurements of the angular position and
velocity of each balloon relative to the corresponding
bus as observed from Earth.

(3) Estimates of VEGA bus orbits relative to Venus.

(4) Estimates of balloon altitude and altitude rate based

on in situ measurements of atmospheric pressure.

Acquisition of useful differential VLBI data was possible
because the balloon and bus were simultaneously within the

antenna beam at each station.

For complete determination of balloon transverse position

and velocity in two dimensions from VLBI measurements,
simultaneous observations from at least three stations are

necessary. Maximum accuracy is achieved when the distances

between stations are as large as possible (typically, several

thousand kilometers). The global network yielded good

observing geometry for approximately 22 hours each day.

Many of the world's most sensitive radio telescopes were

part of the Venus balloon network, including eight with

aperture diameters of 64 m or larger. Continuous coverage by
highly sensitive antennas was required because of the low

power level of the balloon transmissions. Integration times

that are short compared to the signal coherence time can be

used to extract signal phase from data recorded at these sta-

tions. With this information it is possible to compensate for

signal phase fluctuations in order to obtain coherent detection

from stations with poorer signal:to-noise characteristics.

Of the 69 transmissions from each balloon, there were

only two for which DSN hardware problems caused loss of

VLBI data. These were telemetry frame B-30 and the follow-

ing VLBI transmission, which are expected to be recovered

from VLBI recordings made at other stations of the CNES
network. For balloon 1, eight transmissions are of marginal

use for position and velocity determination because the bus

antenna was not pointed to Earth. Two additional transmis-

sions are probably not usable due to low signal power at the

end of the balloon lifetime. For balloon 2, the bus signal was

not observed for four transmissions because the spacecraft

was occulted by Venus; four other transmissions are probably

unusable due to low balloon signal levels. Thus, differential
VLBI measurements were obtained for 120 of the balloon

transmissions, out of a total of 138.

In addition to VLBI data acquisition, the DSN is support-

ing the processing of VLBI recordings from the CNES net-
work. Analysis of quasar observations made by the network

during the encounter period has yielded information on

network clock synchronization to required levels. Time

histories of balloon and bus received phase have been obtained

for the majority of the DSN recordings (after a format conver-

sion) using the hardware correlation capabilities of the Net-

work Operations Control Center VLBI Processor.

In the next stage of processing, balloon and bus phase

histories for all stations of the CNES network will be produced

by the JPL/CIT VLBI Processor (Block II). These data and

similar results derived from recordings made by the Soviet

network will be given to the science team for further analysis.
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Table 1. VEGA Delta DOR performance

1985

Date

(MM/DD)

1985 VEGA DSN

DOY bus baseline

6/08

6/10

6/11

Status

159 1 CS F

CA P

161 1 CS F

CA P

162 1 CS P

CA P

6/12 163

6/14 165 2

6/15 166 2

6/16 167 2

6/17 168

6/18 169 1

6/20 171 2

1 CS P

CA F

2 CS P

CA P

CS

CA

CS

CA

CS

CA

1 CS P

CA P

2 CS P

CA P

CS

CA

CS

CA

CS

CA

6/21 172 2

P = Processed

F = Failure to correlate

DOY = Day of Year

CS = California/Spain

CA = California/Australia
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Fig. 1. Paths of balloons across Venus as viewed from Earth
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• VLBI DATA

o VLBI AND TELEMETRY DATA
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'9
16

e11 14

LOCATION

I. PENTICTON, BRITISH COLUMBIA

2. BIG PINE, CALIFORNIA
3. GOLDSTONE.. CALIFORNIA
4. FORT DAVIS, TEXAS
5. NORTH LIBERTY, IOWA
6. WESTFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

7. ARECIBO, PUERTO RICO

DIAMETER

(rn)

(26)
(40)
(64)
(26)
fiB)
(37)

(30.5)

DIA/V_TER

LOCATION (m)

8. ATIBAIA, BRAZIL (14)
9. MADRID, SPAIN (64)

t0. JODRELL BANKs ENGLAND (26)
11. EFFELSBERG, FED. REP. GERMANY (I00)
12. ONSALA, SWEDEN (26)
13. HARTEBEESTHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA (26)

14. EUPATORIA, USSR (70)

Fig. 2. Venus Balloon Project International Network

LOCATION

15. SIMEIZ, USSR
16. PUSHINO, USSR
17. MEDVEZHI OZERA, USSR
18. ULAN-UDE, USSR
19. USSURISK, USSR
20. CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA

DIAMETER

(m)

(22)
(22)
(64)

(25)
(70)
(64)
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The Venus Balloon Project Telemetry Processing

J. M. Urech, A. Chamarro, J. L. Morales, and M. A. Urech

Madrid DeepSpaceCommunications Complex

/ The peculiarities of the Venus Balloon telemetry system required the development of

/ a new methodology for the telemetry processing, since the capabilities of the DSN telem-

I etry system do not include burst processing of short frames with two different bit ratesand first bit acquisition. The MDSCC engineering staff was tasked to produce a software

package for the non-real time detection, demodulation, and decoding of the telemetry
, streams obtained from an open loop recording utilizing the DSN spectrum processing

i subsystem-radio science {DSP-RS). _rtlclc_'-c_T_r,J_ general description of the
resulting software package (DMO-5539-SP) and its adaptability to the real mission's

! variations, 2 c't_l _c_, _._ (i

I. Introduction

The Venus Balloon telemetry consisted of 330 seconds of

1.67-GHz emissions every 30 minutes, one hour, or two hours,

depending on the mission encoder phase. The 330-second

emission sequence began with 30 seconds of carrier only (TM1

mode), followed by 270 seconds of telemetry data (TM2

mode), and ended with another 30-second period of carrier
only.

During the first 210 seconds, the telemetry data rate was

4 bits/sec, and the last 60 seconds, the rate was 1 bit/sec (see

Fig. 1). This telemetry data was convolutionally coded (K = 6,
V = 1/2), and thereafter Manchester encoded with a subcarrier

derived from the carrier (1667.9 MHz) divided by 6,553,600,
resulting in an approximate subcarrier of 254.5 Hz (see Fig. 2).

II. Telemetry Software Description

The telemetry software package ran in a DSN spectrum pro-

cessing (DSP) environment with three additional peripherals: a

local terminal, a hard copy device, and a color display. These

peripherals enabled a stand-alone operation isolated from
other station activities.

A. Design Criteria

Design parameters were given as (a) signal strength: nominal

18 dB (1 Hz bandwidth), with uncertainty as low as 13 dB;

and (b) 1.67 GHz carrier stability:

Af ___10_11
f

The DSN spectrum processing-radio science (DSP-RS)

recorded 20K samples/sec sampled spectra on magnetic tapes

(level 0). These tapes were processed by DMO-5539-SP (Venus

Balloon telemetry software), thus obtaining the decoded data
(level 1) tapes.

The 1.67-GHz carrier uncertainty was estimated in -+2kHz,

Doppler rate 0.05 Hz/sec. Based on these parameters, the

design was concentrated on the detection of weak signals

highly stable in frequency and affected by moderate Doppler
variations.
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Due to the carrier uncertainty, the bandwidth of the radio

science open-loop receiver (MMR) analog filter selected was
4091 Hz for frames A-2 to A-6, B-2 to B-46, and A-1 and B-1

(the first frames of every Balloon); when uncertainty was higher,
the filter selected was a 8182-Hz bandpass filter. The first

Balloon was designated as "A" and the second as "B." Teleme-

try frames for each Balloon were numbered 1 through 46.

With these constraints in mind, the software was designed

with sophisticated algorithms to confirm the presence of the

1.67-GHz carrier under noisy conditions and proved to work

satisfactorily with 6 dB less than the nominal case during the

compatibility tests with the spacecraft prototype test simula-

tor (PTS). During the real mission, the received signal strength

was close to nominal, but the frequency stability and Doppler

variations were worse than anticipated by several orders of

magnitude. The software was highly modular, and its adapt-

ability to the real situations was relatively simple, although the

processing of several "pathological" frames required some

interactive operation.

B. Preprocessing

The DSP-RS recorded tapes were selectively transferred to a

large capacity disk (LCD) from which the spectrum data was

further processed. During this transfer, only 350 seconds of
recorded data were copied from the magnetic tape onto the

LCDs containing the 330-second emission of the Balloon.

This transfer also performed a 1/2 decimation, reducing the

20K samples/sec to 10K samples/sec. The determination of the

MMR filter shape was also possible at this stage. The resulting
volume of data to be processed was 3.5 millions of samples

(8 bits wide) per Balloon emission.

C. Telemetry Processing

A typical process consisted of the following major steps:

(1) Carrier confirmation

(2) Carrier estimation

(3) Doppler estimation

(4) Carrier demodulation

(5) Subcarrier demodulation

(6) Symbol and frame synchronization

(7) Viterbi decoding

1. Carrier Confirmation. The purpose of this step was to
determine whether a Balloon telemetry frame existed in the

recorded data or not. To this end, the carrier confirmation

module used 30 seconds of recorded data starting from a

hypothesized carrier-only period, which is to occur in the

beginning of each telemetry frame (see Fig. 1).

The process was initiated computing 4096-point FFTs

every 0.5 sec of recorded data, thus obtaining 60 power

spectra. Then the ten maxima method is applied, forming a
histogram from the 60 sets of 10 maxima of each spectrum.

In this histogram, the confirmation module may find a zone
where n consecutive bins contain a cumulative occurrence of

maxima. After an ascending time search of the 60 power

spectra, a maxima belonging to that zone satisfying a thresh-
old value v is a candidate for the searched carrier bin. If m

consecutive power spectra contain maxima in the same zone,

the presence of carrier is confirmed; if not, the first power

spectrum of the set of 60 is discarded, the hypothesized time
start is delayed by 0.5 sec, a new FFT is computed for the
next 0.5 sec of recorded data, and a new set of 60 power

spectra is analyzed with the maxima method. This process

is repeated until either the carrier is confirmed or a recording

time limit is reached. Figures 3 through 6 illustrate a nominal

case and weak signal plots. (Typical values of parameters n, v,
and m were 10, 15 and 2, respectively.)

Once the carrier start time has been determined, the maxi-

mum of each of the 60 FFTs is passed to the following module.

2. Carrier Estimation. In this step, the software performs

the initial estimation of the carrier frequency and rate using

the maxima of the previous step, whenever they correspond to
the zone of bins determined there.

Bin numbers are converted to Hertz, thus obtaining the

translated 1.66-Hz carrier frequency referenced to the origin

of the MMR filter used to condition the DSP-RS discretization

process. These frequencies are fitted to a straight line using the

least squares method. The resulting regression line provides
then the initial estimations of carrier frequency and rate dur-

ing the first 30 seconds of the Balloon telemetry emission. If

the error of a particular point (i.e., its distance to the regres-

sion line) is greater than a delta f parameter (typically equal

to 5 Hz), then the point is eliminated, and the fitting is

repeated.

3. Doppler Estimation. After the initial estimation of

carrier frequency and rate obtained in the first 30 seconds of

the telemetry transmission by the previous module, the Dop-

pler estimation module worked over the entire 330-second

period of the Balloon emission.

In this case, the software algorithm was based on a least

squares non-linear regression process with the following
model:
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.Mt(t ) = A i sin (7i +_t +iTit2)2 "

The model was applied over spans of recorded data with

lengths of 10, 4, and 2 seconds, respectively, chosen depend-

ing on the observed carrier stability and Doppler rate. In

addition to a complete run over the 330 second period, the
software was able to be directed to repeat the process on

individual spans or groups of variable numbers of spans, with

different span lengths or initial parameters.

Each span overlapped the precedent one by 50 percent.
The stepping from one span to the next one was based on the

SNR of the fitted model; if it violated a pre-established thresh-

old, the model was iterated with a spiral search pattern until

the SNR threshold was satisfied. The whole process is detailed

in Appendix A, and illustrated in Figs. 7 through 10.

4. Carrier Demodulation. The carrier estimated by the

previous module is demodulated from the recorded data

simples, S/, using the following method to maintain phase
continuity.

s, = s, [(a - xO cos (t.) + xgcos (t.)l

where

t/-- t 1

, t-t_1 ,
n- l <_i<n

wn (t) = carrier estimate in span n

The DC component is removed before and after the demodula-

tion in groups of 5000 samples. After this process, the demodu-

lation samples are reduced from 10K samples/sec to approxi-
mately 2500/samples/sec, using a running averages method.

The resulting bandwidth is then approximately 1250 Hz.

5. Subcarrier Estimation. The first step in this module is to
establish the coherency between the spacecraft timing (in sub-

carrier cycles) and the ground station timing, from which the

data has been synchronized during the sampling and recording

by the DSP-RS. Computing the received carrier from the open-

loop receiver local oscillator frequency and the translated

signal in the MMR filter, we then obtain the actual spacecraft

subcarrier frequency by dividing the detected carrier fre-

quency by 6,553,600.

After this frequency is known, the sampled data is arranged

so that each subcarrier cycle contains 10 samples, as follows:

Ssc i = B(t) at

sj ti

where

Sci= subcarrier sample

B(t) = modulated subcarrier

t

sample rate

s 10 × subcarrier frequency

From this point on, every pseudosymbol in the last 60 seconds

of the telemetry frame contains 640 subcarrier samples, and

in the first 210 seconds contains 160 subcarrier samples.

The software now focuses on the last 60 seconds of the

telemetry frame, and to estimate the subcarrier phase, uses
five subcarrier models with a relative delay of one tenth of

a pseudosymbol (i.e., 64 subcarrier samples) and computes

the correlation function of the five models in groups of 64

subcarrier samples over the 60 second period of 1 bit/sec (or

4 pseudosymbols/sec) (see Fig. 11). The model of maximum

correlation determines the subcarrier phase delay in samples

and a first estimation of the pseudosymbol start in tenths of

pseudosymbols.

6. Subearrier Demodulation. The demodulation process is

accomplished by taking groups of 10 subcarrier samples (one
subcarrier cycle) and inverting the last five, using the subcar-

tier phase information provided by the previous module. At
the same time, a bandwidth reduction is performed averaging

the 10-sample groups. The resulting bandwidth is 128 Hz.

7. Symbol Synehronization. This module continues to use

the 60 seconds of 1 bit/sec (4 pseudosymbols/sec) to deter-

mine the symbol synchronization. The method is based on

averaging two half-pseudosymbols (i.e., two groups of 32

samples) centered on the estimated crossing from a positive

pseudosymbol to the adjacent negative pseudosymbol.

The difference between the two averages is proportional to

the crossing estimation error, which is iteratively corrected
until the crossing error is less than or equal to five samples.

This process also keeps track of sign transitions to determine

the correct pseudosymbol pairing (the two pseudosymbols of

the same symbol must have opposite signs.)

The final estimation of the symbol start delay is obtained

after computing the pseudosymbol SNRs with a variation of

up to 24 samples from the last crossing estimation.
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When this symbol synchronization process is completed,

the frame is normalized to 16 samples per second (this timing

is referred to the spacecraft timing using the determination of

the subcarrier coherency in subsection 5). The frame has been

now reduced to 5280 samples.

8. Frame Synchronization. The Balloon telemetry frame

consists of 900 bits with the following distribution:

48 bits (synch pattern) transmitted at 4 bits/sec

792 bits from 22 measurements of 6 instruments (6 bits

each), transmitted at 4 bits/sec

60 bits of 10 data channels (6 bits each), transmitted at
1 bit/sec

The 96 symbols of the frame synch information are contained

in 384 samples of the reduced set. This software module looks
for the synch pattern correlating the sample set starting at

500 different sample positions around the expected point. The
maximum correlation indicates the position of the synch word

in the sample set (see Figs. 12 and 13).

From this position, the 1680 symbols corresponding to the

4 bits/sec are computed by removing the Manchester encoding.

The 120 symbols corresponding to the 1 bit/sec are obtained

in a similar fashion from the remaining samples, averaging four

samples per pseudosymbol.

9. Viterbi Decoding. This module performs the convolu-

tional decoding of the 1800-symbol frame using a standard

algorithm.

After completing the decoding, the resulting bits are con-
volutionally encoded to obtain a symbol reference frame,

which in turn is used to compute the symbol error distribu-

tion. This is presented together with the decoded frame as

the end of the overall process.

The analysis of the synch word pattern permits the detec-

tion of a data bar condition. Final results are given in data

that are true and decommutated (see Fig. 14).

III. Adaptability to the Real Conditions

During the mission, the spacecraft received signal pre-

sented the following characteristics:

(1) Average carrier SNR in a 1-Hz bandwidth approxi-

mately 20 dB (expected value 18 dB)

(2) Average symbol SNR approximately 7.5 dB (expected

6.0 dB)

(3) Frequency variations expected 0.05 Hz/sec

(4) Frequency variations received up to 3.0 Hz/sec

Frames processed with the antenna near horizon and toward

the end of spacecraft battery's lifetime have lower SNR.

The software was able to cope with the above frequency

variations after creating new configurations with existing or

modified modules and optimizing Doppler estimation param-
eters. These software modifications resulted in an average

degradation of 0.5 dB.
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TM MODE (TELEMETRY)

ORIGINAl.. PAGE IS

OF POOR O"aLITY

_--12 s

CARRIER
ONLY

L SYNCHRON IZATION

4 bits/s 1 bit/s

m:_ 60s"_- 30 s--_ 210s

CARRIER
ONLY

_,_ 30 s

SYNCHRONIZATION WORD IS FIRST 48 bits

SYNCHRONIZATION WORD: 12(0),5(0),5(1),3(0),2(1),1 (0),3(1),1 (0)
1 (1), 1(0), 1 (1),4(0),1 (1),2(0),1 (1),1 (0),
2(1),2(0)

4 bits/s RESULT IN 16 symbols/s

1 bit/s RESULT IN 4 symbols/s

Fig. 1. Telemetry mode sequence

/ i

/71CC 2 8 symbols/s J

CONVOLUTIONAL CODE GENERATOR /

(K=6, R = 1/2) / /CC Q 2(fsc/64) _ 16symbols/s I
I ......... ]

II / M_R -_I45-+5)0og

I |1J2[31415]0 1 _ , -_--_ANTENNA
I fsc = fo _-

I =- fo/6553600 1.667.92 -+0.01 Hz

2 254.5 Hz

LEGEND:

Q =LOGICALMULTIPLIER

CC = CONVOLUTIONAL CODE GENERATOR OUTPUT (8 symbols/s)

fo =CARRIER FREQUENCY (2 1667.92 MHz)

fsc = SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY (2 254.5 Hz)

Fig. 2. Telemetry modulation scheme
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Fig. 6. Carrier detection histogram, weak signal
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---- CARRIER

-- -- INITIAL ESTIMATION

-- FINAL ESTIMATION

TIME

Fig. 7. Doppler estimation, 10 sec span
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------ FREQUENCY VERSUS TIME DERIVED FROM SPANS: -0.8108, 1.4896
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Fig. 8. Carrier frequency vs time (Balloon A2)
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Fig. 9. Partial listing of Doppler estimation (Balloon A4)
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Fig. 10. Subcarrier and symbol correlations
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ORIGINAL PAGE" IS

OF POOR QUALITY

SYNCHRONIZATION WORD CORRELATIONS
START AT PSEUDOSYMBOL 481

TIME

Fig. 12. Frame synch word detection

- DECOHMUTATED DATA -

RECORDING 163 4 30 54.88
SYNC WORD AT 163 4 31 29.38

FRAME SYNC = 0 ?C6E A12C

5
6

7
8

9
10

II
12

0 7 5 8 31 1C 8
18 7 3 38 24 2C 2

8 7 5 9 2E 4 0
20 7 5 28 29 C 0
18 7 3 19 IF 3C 0
20 7 6 9 15 IC 0

20 7 4 6 15 2B 0
30 7 5 17 IF IC 0

10 7 0 17 5 IC 0
10 7 5 3 3A 7 0

0 7 2A 9 2F 24 0
20 7 3 IE F IA

- SYMBOL ERROR RATE = 8.88168

13
14
15

16
17

18

19
28
21

22
23
24

20 7 6 B IF 3A 0
10 7 5 29 IF 39 0
30 7 3 39 11 9 0
30 7 4 6 1C 39 0

0 7 2 17 22 9 0
10 7 4 18 1D 19 0
10 7 3 29 14 4 0
20 7 10 30 IC 15 0
1C 1F 37 0 1C 17 0

F 25 37 0 1C 12 1
9 3D 1A 0 1E 2C 0

27 3A 12 0 0 0 @

Fig. 13. Decommutated frame
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Appendix A

Doppler Estimation Span Processing

The received signal (PCM/PSK/PM) can be represented
mathematically by (Refs. A-I, A-2):

1 t2
_OD(t) = 6O(t)-_(t) = _+ft +-_ 7

S(t) = X/2ff (sin co(t) cos 0 + cos w(t) sin 0 B(t))

This signal is mixed with a local estimate:

S(t) = cos _(t)

and the result, after a low pass filter provides S i samples that
are a function of the difference co- _. The process is as
follows.

The problem now is to minimize

Since S. is equal to the reduced sample set
I

( 1 :/M i = Asin(_oD(t.)) = Asin 0+ft/ +_-3, t

Mixing (see Fig. A-I): that is equivalent to solving the non-linear system:

S(t). S (t) = x,/2-ff(sin w(t) cos 0 + cos w(t) sin 0 B(t))

x cos_(t)

= (sin (_(t) - _(t)) cos 0 +

× (sin (_(t) + _(t)) cos 0]

+ _ ((cos (w(t)) - _(t) + (cos (_(t)

+ _(t))) sin 0 B(t)]

Filtering:

where

1 _<k_<4

x 1 = A

x2 =¢

x3 =f

x4 =_

7Mi =
-2 (s- M,)--ff o

Expanding this expression, we obtain the system in explicit
form:

t+ht/2= S(t)" S(t) dt
Si Jt-atp

E (S/-A sin wa(t.)) sin wa (t/)
i

=0

This filter cancels terms with (o_(t) + 60(0 and terms with
B(t), resulting in:

S. =
' 2 sin [w(t) - _(t)] cos 0

and calling:

E (S.-A sin COa(ti)A cos wa(t/)
i

E (S. -A sin COa(t.))At cos wa(t. )
i

=0

=0

v_
A -

2
- -- cos0

At 2
(s, -A sin%(t,))-?- cos%(t_) = 0

i
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After sample trigonometric operations, the system is

expressed with the following non-linear functions: sin Wa,

cos coa, A sin 2wa, A cos 2co a. This non4inear system is

linearized to approximate the above functions by their Taylor

series expansions.

After establishing a linear system of four equations with

four unknowns (qJ, f, 3', A ), the solution is obtained by itera-

tion from a starting point (_o, fo, 3'o, Ao). Iteration incre-

ments for f and 7 are obtained in a spiral way (see Fig. A-2),

where negative values of fare avoided.

Limits of the spiral way are:

f_O,[f-fbl<fum [71 < Tlim f+ ts 7 <BW

where

t s = span length in seconds

BW = low pass filter bandwidth

Typical values are: fb = 0.8 Hz, flim = 0.8 Hz, 71im = 0.05

Hz/sec. The initial values for the other two unknowns are:

N

Ao=,A: X Is,I
N

i

(initial amplitude)

4o = K ff2o

with K such that it maximizes:

N

1 t})E S'sin (K _2o + fo t" + 2 7o
i

for 1 _< K _< 18 and$2o = phase corresponding to the first step

of 20 degrees.

The iteration process is started with an initial vector:

x o = (%,fo,-_o,Ao)

and an incremental vector:

_Xo = (_%, afo, _7o,/'Ao)

in the usual way:

X l = Xo +Z_Xo-'Z_X t

X N = XN_ 1 + AXN_ 1 -+ AX N

The process finishes when:

IAXNrI<10 -s, l_<k_<4

If this limit is not reached, the sequence is aborted when N

is greater than the other limit (typically 60). Then, new initial

values are obtained from the spiral search and the process is

resumed.

If the convergence to 10 -s is obtained, a carrier SNR is

computed and' tested against a threshold value. If the test

passes, this vector (_,f, 7,A) is considered a valid solution. If

the test fails, the process is repeated with new initial values

from the spiral search until a solution is found, or the spiral

way is exhausted. When the latter happens, the solution with

higher SNR is adopted.

Multiplicity of Solutions: If (_, f, 7, A) is a solution,

(-if, -f, -7, -A) and (_b+N, -f, -7, A) are possible solu-

tions that must be discarded. The set (-_, -f, -7, -A ) is easily

detected by checking the sine of the amplitude (A). The set

(ff+N, -f, -7, A ) is avoided by mixing with a frequency lower

than the one estimated (typically 0.8 Hz lower), so that after

mixing the difference will always be positive.
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J. M. Davidson, C. L. Thornton, T. H. Dixon I ,

C. J. Vegos, L. E. Young, and T. P. Yunck

Tracking Systems and Applications Section

The first field tests in preparation for the NASA Global Positioning System (GPS)

Caribbean Initiative were conducted in late March and early April of 1985. GPS receivers

were located at the POLARIS VLBI stations at Westford, Massachusetts; Richmond,

Florida," and Ft. Davis, Texas," and at the Mofave, Owens Valley, and Hat Creek VLBI

stations in California. Other mobile receivers were placed near Mammoth Lakes, California,"

Pt. Mugu, California," Austin, Texas, • and Dahlgren, Virginia. These sites were equipped

with a combination of GPS receiver types, including SERIES-X, TI-4100 and AFGL dual

frequency receivers. The principal ob/ectives of these tests were the demonstration of the

fiducial network concept for precise GPS geodesy, the performance assessment of the

participating GPS receiver types, and to conduct the first in a series of experiments to

monitor ground deformation in the Mammoth Lakes-Long Valley camera region in

California. Other objectives included the testing of the water vapor radiometers for the

calibration of GPS data, the development of efficient procedures for planning and coordi-

nating GPS field exercises, the establishment of institutional _terfaces for future coop-

erative ventures, the testing of the GPS Data Analysis Software {GIPSY, for GPS Inferred

Positioning SYstem), and the establishment of a set of calibration baselines in California.

Preliminary reports of the success of the field tests, including receiver performance and

data quality, and on the status of the data analysis software are given.

I. Introduction

The development of geodetic surveying systems based on

the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites is motivated by

the promise of high performance, mobility and low cost. The

large number of measurements which can be economically

made using GPS-based systems will enable the resolution of

1Geology and Planetology Section

many geophysical questions which are inaccessible to the more

costly VLBI or laser techniques. However, the use of GPS

receivers for high-precision geodesy is still in its infancy, and

much work remains in assessing system performance and

understanding sources of error. Two major system compo-

nents are still in the developmental or validation stage. These

are the water vapor radiometers (WVRs) and the GPS receivers

themselves. A third system element, the fiducial network, has

received considerable investigation via covariance analysis (e.g.,
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Ref. 12) but has not yet been tested in the field. The WVRs

are currently undergoing extensive testing.

In this article, we report the results of recent field tests of

the GPS receivers and of the fiducial network concept. These

tests took place between March 28 and April 4, 1985. GPS
receivers were placed at the NOAA/NGS POLARIS VLBI

stations (Ref. 2) in Westford, Massachusetts; Richmond,

Florida; and Ft. Davis, Texas; and at the Mojave, OwensValley,,
and Hat Creek stations in California. Additional GPS receivers

located near Mammoth Lakes, California, Austin, Texas, and

Dahlgren, Virginia (Fig. 1) also recorded data during the test.

The sites were equipped with a combination of GPS receiver

types, including SERIES-X, TI-4100 and Air Force Geophysi-

cal Laboratory (AFGL) dual-frequency receivers. Three of the

sites in California were equipped with WVRs (Table 1). In all,
seventeen different institutions made contributions to this

test (Table 2).

II. The Fiducial Network Concept

The accuracy of GPS-based baseline measurements depends

in part on the accuracies with which the GPS satellite orbits

are known. For baselines of 100 km length, simple geometric

arguments show that orbit accuracies of the order 2.5 m are

required to attain a baseline accuracy of 1 cm (Fig 2). For

baselines lengths of several hundred km or more, orbit accu-

racies of better than 50 cm are required. Currently available

GPS ephemerides are in error at the level of ten meters or

more. Hence, results of geodetic quality are limited to base-
lines of no more than a few tens of km, unless a method of

improving satellite ephemerides is devised.

A fiducial network approach has been proposed by JPL for
improving satellite orbit accuracy (Ref. 3; J. L. Fanselow and

J. B. Thomas, 1983, private communication). In the fiducial

network approach, three or more GPS receivers are placed at
sites, called fiducial stations, whose positions are well estab-

lished by an independent geodetic technique, such as VLBI

or satellite laser ranging (SLR). Other receivers, called mobile

receivers, are placed at sites of geodetic interest. During a

GPS geodetic experiment, the fiducial receivers record data

jointly with the mobile receivers (Fig. 3), enabling the simulta-

neous determination of accurate GPS satellite orbits and geo-

detic baselines. The effectiveness of the fiducial approach

depends strongly on the locations of the fiducial receivers
and on the accuracy with which the fiducial baselines are

2Thornton, C.L., Davidson, J.M., Beckman, B.C., Young, L.E.,
Thomas, J. B., Dixon, T. H., Trask, D.W., System Study for Global
Positioning Satellite (GPS) Geodesy in the Caribbean, D-941 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 1983.

known a priori. Covariance analysis has shown that orbit accu-

racies of better than 3 meters are attainable using current sys-

tems, involving the POLARIS VLBI sites as fiducial stations

and integrated GPS carrier doppler as the data type. Orbit

accuracies of better than 50 cm could be attainable using a

system which delivers unambiguous carrier ranging data and

which may include a fiducial station located in the northern

part of South America (Refs. 4, 1). The feasibility of such a
system is currently being investigated at JPL (Ref. 5). If it

proves feasible, and if planned receiver developments proceed

smoothly, such a system could be operational by 1989.

It should be noted that the location of the fiducial receivers

at VLBI stations has the advantage of automatically placing

the GPS satellite orbits in the coordinate frame of the quasi-
stellar radio sources. This has the aesthetic appeal of tying the

GPS results to an absolute frame of reference. Further, it

unifies the VLBI and GPS geodetic frames, enabling simulta-

neous display and easy intercomparison of GPS and VLBI
three-dimensional baseline results.

III. Test Site Selection

The relative locations of the fiducial stations must be

known to a few centimeters. Practical considerations limit the

choices to locations which have some past history of VLBI (or

SLR) measurement. For this reason, the VLBI stations of the

POLARIS Project at Westford, MA, Richmond, FL, and
Ft. Davis, TX, were chosen. (Fiducial stations for future GPS

experiments may include additional sites which presently at
least have the facilities available for making these measure-

ments.)

The selection of the mobile sites was done to establish a

set of calibration baselines and initiate a series of measure-

ments to monitor ground deformation in the Long Valley

caldera region of California. The stations at Mojave, Owens
Valley and Hat Creek were selected as the endpoints for the
calibration baselines. These stations were selected because of

their easy access from JPL and from most of the participating

organizations and because they involve colocations with

VLBI and SLR geodetic systems. Hence, high geodetic quality

intercomparison data are available. Further, baselines between

these three sites are approximately colinear. For this case,
errors in the baselines due to orbit uncertainties will be similar

in character, but will scale with baseline length (Fig. 2) and

should be separable from other error sources.

The Mammoth Lakes site was established as part of a

JPL-Caltech program designed to supplement ongoing geodetic

measurements by the U.S. Geological Survey. Part of this

program consists of leveling surveys, designed to monitor
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vertical motion associated with the uplift of a resurgent

dome in the Long Valley caldera. This is thought to be due to

an intrusion of magma into a shallow (_ 10 km) crustal reser-

voir, and represents a potential volcanic hazard. Because

leveling surveys are expensive and error prone, it is desirable

to develop supplemental techniques to monitoring vertical
motion.

IV. Test Results

A. Receiver Performance

Three receiver types were involved in these field tests: the

SERIES-X, the TI-4100 and the AFGL dual-frequency
receivers. The SERIES-X receivers were built at JPL under

the sponsorship of the Oceanic Processes Office of NASA's

Office of Space Science and Applications; the TI4100
receivers were developed by the Texas Instruments Corpora-

tion; and the AFGL dual-frequency receivers were developed

by Macrometrics Incorporated for the Air Force Geophysical

Laboratory (AFGL). Each of the ten participating stations in

the test was equipped with one or more of these receivers
(Table 1). All three receivers recorded data at both L-band

frequencies (1.57542 GHz and 1.22760 GHz) broadcast by the

GPS satellites, thus enabling reduction of ionosphere corrup-
tion of the data. Data were recorded each day by all receivers

throughout a six-hour viewing window when the current
constellation of seven usable GPS satellites was visible over

North America. This six-hour window extended from approx-

imately 5:00 to 11:00 GMT (9:00 P.M. to 3:00 A.M. PST).
The TI-4100 receivers recorded data for two hours more than

the others, beginning at 3:00 GMT. During this window, the
TI-4100 and the AFGL receivers recorded data from six GPS

satellites; the SERIES-X receivers recorded data from all

visible satellites. Throughout the eight days of the test, WVRs

at Mojave, Owens Valley and Hat Creek recorded data continu-

ously, with no data loss. A map of the Western Hemisphere,

showing fiducial and mobile stations, satellite ground tracks

for the full eight-hour viewing period, and 15-deg horizon

masks is presented in Fig. 4. In all, 106 station days of data

recording were scheduled. Of these, only six station days of
data were not recorded for various reasons. In general, the

receivers operated smoothly and without technical problems.

Tape changes were required only once every six hours with

all receivers. Hence, tape changes were required only once a

day. The acquisition of new satellites as they rose was fully

automated by the field system computers, as was the deacqui-

sition of setting ones. It was particularly noted by the authors,

all of whom have experience with VLBI systems, that the

operation of the GPS receiver systems seemed relatively
uneventful, even dull.

At this writing, most of the data recorded appears to beof

very high quality. Initial processing is currently under way at
JPL. Data from all satellites has been successfully recovered

for the first few days of the test and the receivers appear to

have operated properly.

B. Fiducial Network Performance

The principal objective of the March 1985 field test was

the demonstration of the feasibility of the fiducial network

concept. The proof will lie in the degree to which the accuracy

of the mobile station baselines is improved over that attainable

in the absence of a fiducial network. Considerable analysis

remains before this question can be answered. In the mean

time, it is instructive to describe the improvement expected

based on covariance analysis. Figure 5 presents results for the

Mojave/Owens Valley baseline, based on the actual observing

scenario for the March field tests. The error model assumptions
made in this analysis were as follows. Data noise was taken to

be 2 cm; zenith troposphere calibration was taken to be 2 cm

at stations where there were WVR's and 5 cm otherwise;

fiducial baseline accuracy was taken to be 3 cm in all coordi-

nates; a priori satellite position and velocity at epoch were

taken to be 10 meters and 1 mm/sec, respectively; uncertainty

in geocenter location was taken to be 20 cm in all coordinates;

modeling of solar radiation pressure on the GPS spacecraft

was assumed to be accurate to within 5% of the total effect;

the product of GM was taken to be accurate to a part in

1.E+08; and the error in the gravity model was taken to be

10% of the difference between the GEM6 and APL5.0 models;

the elevation angle cutoff at each station was taken to be

15 degrees; and the data type used was carrier phase. These

error model assumptions are standard ones for the current

systems and are justified in detail elsewhere (Ref. 6). Two

analyses of the March scenario were run, one in which the

satellite epoch states were estimated (i.e., using the fiducial

network) and one in which they were fixed at their a priori

values (i.e., as if it were a two-station experiment with no

fiducial network). An intermediate case in which there are ten
GPS stations in the network and in which satellite orbits are

estimated, but in which none of the GPS receivers have a priori

known relative locations, gives results between the two

extremes shown in Fig. 5. As Fig. 5 shows for the case of the

Mojave/Owens Valley baseline, the use of a fiducial network is

expected to improve accuracy for this baseline by factors of
from five in the vertical to forty in the north. This improve-

ment is dependent on baseline length and orientation and in
general increases with baseline length.

C. Other Test Objectives

As outlined earlier, it was also among the objectives of the
March field tests to develop efficient procedures for conduct-
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ing large-scale GPS field operations and to establish institu-

tional interfaces for future cooperative ventures. We feel that

these objectives were attained.

Data from the field test are being used to test the GIPSY

Software. The software tests began several months ago.

D. Delivery of Data

The raw data (observables, uncertainties and time tags)

from this test has been made available to all participating

organizations. In addition, important ancillary information
(WVR and meteorology data, site eccentricities and fiducial

baseline vectors) are available. Processed results (calibrated

observables, ionosphere data, GPS satellite orbits and station

locations and observables) will also be available to the test

participants, but the delivery of these will lag the raw data

delivery by several months.

V. Conclusions

The March 1985 field tests described in this article were

conducted as preparation for the NASA GPS Caribbean

Initiative. It would be premature at this time to make any

definitive evaluation of the data quality or of the feasibility

of GPS as a geodetic technology. However, as of now, the

overall effort seems to have been a success, indicating the

possibility of an initial deployment to one of the Caribbean

countries. Re-occupation of most of the sites involved in the

March test, as well as deployment to Baja California and

mainland Mexico, took place in November 1985. As with the
recently completed test, their efforts were collaborative.
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Table 1. Receiver, WVR deployment

Austin, TX

Dahlgren, VA

Ft. Davis, TX

Hat Creek, CA

Mammoth Lakes, CA

Mojave, CA

Owens Valley, CA

Pt. Mugu, CA

Richmond, FL

Westford, MA

ARL TI-4100

ARL TI-4100

TDH TI-4100

TI TI-4100, DSN R04 WVR

ARL TI-4100

SERIES-X, TI TI-4100, CDP Retrofit WVR

SERIES-X, TI TI-4100, CDP Prototype WVR

PMTC TI-4100

AFGL dual-frequency, ARL TI-4100

AFGL dual-frequency, ARL TI-4100

Table 2. Participating Institutions end organizations

NASA Geodynamics Program

Applied Research Laboratory

Air Force Geophysical Laboratory

Bendix Corporation

California Institute of Technology

Crustal Dynamics Project

Defense Mapping Agency

Goddard Space Flight Center

Haystack Observatory

Interferometrics Incorporated

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

National Geodetic Survey

Naval Surface Weapons Center

Pacific Missile Test Center

Texas Department of Highways

Texas Instruments Corporation

United States Geological Survey

University Navstar Consortium
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Fig. 2. The qualitative dependence of baseline accuracy on orbit

accuracy is illustrated. Ground Stations track a GPS satellite. An

error _h in the satellite position results in an error _. In the baseline

vector, such that _. -_ L/h * _Lh, where L is the baseline length and h

is the satellite altitude. For L = 100 kin, _. _ _Jt/250.
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Figure 3. A schematic illustration of the fiducial network method for

precision GPS geodesy is shown. Data from the fiducial stations

enables accurate orbit determination, which in turn enables accu-

rate mobile baseline determination. VLBI observations from the

fiducial sites (not necessarily simultaneous with the GPS observa-

tions) determine fiducial baselines and tie the GPS results to the

inertial frame of the quasistellar radio sources.
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